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ABSTRACT

This dissertation presents the results of an extensive and in-depth investigation of

Mandarin Resultative Verbal Compounds (RVCs) carried out to uncover the semantic

complexity hidden under their syntactic simplicity. A fresh perspective is adopted to

achieve a new and more reasonable account of RVCs, especially with respect to their

event aspects and thematic roles. The implications ofthese theoretic findings for teaching

and learning RVCs are also discussed.

In Chapter I it is argued that a cognitive approach can shed much fresh light on

the study ofRVCs. Although several previous works have studied RVCs from both

formal and functional perspectives, they tend to be flawed by excessive formalism or

functionalism. This study examines RVCs by using Compositional Cognitive Grammar

(CCG) to achieve a desired balance between rigid formalism and loose functionalism.

Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive picture of CCG with particular detail given to

the level of Semantic Structure representations, which mediates the cognitive content and

abstract form of a sentence. Based on this framework, the following two chapters study

RVCs from two perspectives: RVCs as the composition of simple events, and RVCs as

hosting the thematic roles for all event participants.

Chapter 3 explores Mandarin aspectual types, focusing on those in an RVC. An

RVC is analyzed as a composition of two general-verbs (g-verbs), representing two

causally and temporally connected events. I categorize six event types and further

classify 1505 Chinese g-verbs based on these six types. By employing Aspectual

Composition, which captures the lively moment of interaction between two event aspects,

an explicit computational method is formulated which rigorously derives the aspect ofa
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complex event from the aspects of its composing simple events. No ad hoc adjustment

rules intervene in obtaining the predicted correct results.

Chapter 4 applies similar rigorous and precise computational rules to the thematic

roles in the composing simple events to obtain the thematic roles in the complex event in

an RVCs.

The final chapter, chapter 5, discusses the pedagogical implications of these

theoretic findings concerning RVCs.
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CHAPTER 1

RESULTATIVE VERB-COMPLEMENTS: A TESTING GROUND

The Resultative Verb-Complement (RVC) construction has been extensively

investigated by Chinese linguists. It is therefore necessary to start this study with a call

for a more comprehensive approach so that the investigation of this characteristic

phenomenon in Mandarin can help to disclose linguistic issues profoundly concerning

Chinese linguistic studies. I choose RVC as the central concern of my work because they

form a testing gronnd for grammatical theories and approaches: there are complex

thematic roles and semantic meanings involved in this seemingly simple pattern. Thus,

the primary aims of this chapter are to give an overall statement of the efficacious

properties of cognitive grammarian approaches that I am applying in the current study to

acconnt for Chinese data, such as RVCs. Moreover, I am going to provide a general

review of the studies ofRVCs. My aims are addressed in these perspectives.

In arguing for the necessity and priority of a cognitive view of Chinese linguistic

phenomena, I outline certain distinctive perspectives of cognitive approaches. I point out

the particular pertinence of these perspectives to analyses of structures with complex

images, such as verb-complement constructions (hereafter, verb-complements) in

Mandarin Chinese. Then I briefly provide the fundamental significance of studying

RVC. I also review representative studies of the complex structures with a focus on

Mandarin RVCs. This review provides a sufficient reason for a more comprehensive

attempt upon which the study of the current topic is based. For the purpose of a feasible

work in our study, I am applying key concepts in Compositional Cognitive Grammar
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(CCG) proposed by Hsieh (1992, 1999, 2000), which have been shown to be very

revealing in analyzing Chinese data (Wang 1998, 1999, 2000a), especially for complex

event structures such as RVCs.

1.1 Adopting a Cognitive Approach

I provide a concise sketch of some influential cognitive grammarian research in

representative works, some of which are inspiring to my study. I consider this effort

essential because I aim at a more revealing account ofRVCs than other former

undertakings. For the particular goal ofmy study, I concentrate on works that manifest

originative perspectives of event conceptualizations and their organizations. That is, to

speak of imagery in describing the complexity oflanguage forms, to seek a

psychologically realistic account of language structure that relates it directly to cognitive

processing (Bresan 1978), and to try to equate semantic structure with conceptual

structure (Jackendoff 1978, 1983). All of these are ofgreat potential that allow me to

address Mandarin RVCs in truly substantive terms and methodology.

1.L1 The Cognitive Approach: An Innovative Paradigm

As a healthy counteraction to the mainstream formalism, cognitive grammar

focuses on solving fundamental linguistic issues - the nature of meanings in language

forms - in a simple and original way. Believing that ''meaning is a cognitive

phenomenon and must eventually be analyzed as such" (Langacker 1987), cognitive

grammarians proclaim in their studies the inseparability of syntax and semantics, and

seek integrated accounts of linguistic phenomena from various levels of conceptual

foundations. Central to these efforts is the assertion that the symbolic language forms are
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semantically constrained, and that the semantics of grammatical forms are preserved in

conventional imageries reflecting conceptual content and motivations ofhuman cognition

(Haiman 1985, Langacker 1987, Talmy 2000).

Distinguishing themselves from other purely formal or functional approaches by

enthusiastically striving for the correlation between language forms and human

conceptualization of the external world, cognitive linguistic theories tackle traditional

linguistic problems in new and productive ways. The research of cognitive grammarians

bring us into brand new visions on ordinary language phenomena: Haiman's (1985) work

on iconicity and the economic motivation, Langacker's (1987,1995) illustrations of the

courses ofverbs, LakoIT's (1987) pursuing the Idealized Cognitive Model, and Talmy's

(2000) explorations oforganizing principles of language forms, etc. All of their studies,

along with others not mentioned here, are enlightening to our study. Besides, some

studies have presented various novel and original views on linking semantics to syntactic

behaviors, such as Teeny's (1992) Aspectual Interface Hypothesis, Croft's (1990,1991)

Causal Chain, Tai's (1985,1989) studies of principles and motivations on Chinese

grammar, and Talmy's (1985, 1988) original ways of connecting lexical representations

with their nnderlying cognition, etc., just to name a few.

Since cognitive grammar "runs counter to mainstream theory in many

fundamental respects" (Langacker 1987: 7), its revolutionary perspective lies in its

aspiring to natural linguistic analyses, that is, examines the conceptual realization in

grammatical forms. The distinctive undertakings are embodied in postulating of image

schemas, and of motivations that underlie the continuum of symbolic structures, as well

as ofthe symbolization ofconceptual contents in various language forms. Thus these
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undertakings can be generalized as this: languages are used to conceptualize the

subjectively projected world, and language forms are thus organizations of either direct

or indirect speculations of conceptualization of language speakers. These

conceptualizations and organizations are motivated by multiple factors besides pure

linguistic elements. Diversities in various language forms are at large determined by

different cognitive strategies, which result from the interplay of social, cultural, and

historical forces.

1.1.2 The Pertinence of a Cognitive Approach to the Study ofMandarin Chinese and

CCG

Mandarin Chinese, as clearly and commonly recognized by most linguists, is a

language of which constituents are compounded or connected by their conceptual, or

semantic, relations. As a language naturally contrastive to English and other

"syntactically-oriented" languages, Zhu (1985) has appropriately suggested that Chinese

ought to be studied in a way integrating the cream of Western lingujstic theories with the

intrinsic nature of Chinese. This integration, if enthusiastically attained, enables us to

view various lingujstic phenomena in Chinese more effectively and realistically,

especially for those studies where the Western approaches are mechanically copied and

applied.

It has long been a tradition for Chinese linguists to apply advanced Western

lingujstic theories to directly solve problems in Chinese. In the current of prominent

studies of Chinese employing Western methods, the SChool offormalism (Cheng 1995;

Cole and Sung 1990; Huang 1982, 1984; A. Li 1990; Y. Li 1990, 1995; Tang 1991; and

Tsai 1994) centers on the pure syntactic solutions; while the school of functionalism
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(Huang 1996; Tai 1985, 1989; Tsao 1990) prefers a contrasting functionalism for the

explanations ofvarious linguistic phenomena. Contingent upon whether language forms

are organized by exclusively formal rules or entirely cognitive rules, neither school could

be said to have offered a satisfactory account, because Chinese is incorporated by both

forms and meanings. On the one hand, meaning is what language is all about. As

claimed by cognitive grammarians, such as Langacker, etc., any analysis with the

meaning ignored but sticking to forms "severely impoverishes the natural and necessary

subject matter of the discipline and ultimately distorts the character of the phenomena

described" (Langacker 1987: 12). On the other hand, linguistic expressions containing

meanings are unavoidably constrained by forms that distort the original meaning

combination. Disregarding the formal forces may be easily overwhelmed within

numerous and complicated slots ofmeanings.

Delightfully, the nature of cognitive approaches, which focus on the semantic

motivations and constraints on the grammatical forms oflanguage, brings Chinese into

great relieffor us to study this language by explicating semantic correlation with their

language forms. As we have seen, the two lines of research seem to meet on an

encouraging ground, where formal and cognitive principles can share an operational

domain, such as in the thematic structure (Croft 1991, Dowty 1991, Y. Li 1990,

Rappaport and Levin 1988, Teeny 1992).

A theory systematically fusing the partial views ofboth the school of formalism

and the school of functionalism is proposed as Compositional Cognitive Grammar (CCG)

(Hsieh 1992,1999,2000). CCG devotes itself to the harmony between these two schools

by integrating the essence of various Western theories and Chinese functional research.
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Briefly, this theory assumes that sentences in a language are compositionally generated,

and are constrained by syntactic rules that are motivated by cognitive principles. Aiming

at interconnecting the formal and conceptual features of language forms, CCG postulates

five levels of grammatical representations. The first level of representations is the most

cognitively motivated, and is collectively referred to as "Image Structure representations"

(lSrr, whose singular form is ISr). ISrr are transformed to the second level of

representations, that of "Semantic Structure representations" (SSrr, singular SSr), which

are the tangible form ofISrr. SSrr are further transformed to the third level of

representations, identified as "Thematic Structure representations" (TSrr, singular TSr).

TSrr are then transformed to the fourth level of representations, "Functional Structure

representations" (FSrr, singular FSr). Finally, FSrr are transformed to the fifth level of

representations, "Constituent Structure representations" (CSrr, singular CSr), which are

on the most formally oriented and shallow level of representation. In a chain of

mappings, sentences are consecutively transformed from fine-tuned images as ISrr to

coarsely textured images as SSrr, and eventually to syntactic expressions as CSrr.

CCG attempts to accumulate advantages from such popular theories as Cognitive

Grarumar, Categorial Grammar, Government and Binding Theory (GB Theory), Head

driven Phrase Structure Grammar, and Lexical Functional Grammar, etc. The

accumulation is embodied in CCG's accounts of intricate relationships between

conceptualization and its symbolic realization into such notions as ISrr, SSrr and their

correlations. Wang (1999, 2000a) and others (Hayden 1997, Chang 1998, Gammon

1998, Chiang 2000) have shown CCG in different perspectives to be a viable justification
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ofvarious approaches in its reconciliation of the partial orientation of both functionalism

and formalism.

I hereafter refer to the new view of CCO with respect to its integrative aspect and

feasibility in dealing with Chinese linguistic phenomena and explicate this device and its

applications in later chapters.

I.2 The Significance of Studying RYCs

In this section, I first provide the two major reasons for regarding Mandarin RYCs

as a testing ground for various theories. Then I specify perspectives in some

representative cognitive grammarian works that are enlightening to the current study.

Most ofthese works, although dealing with data largely from English, explore

enthusiastically the semantic complexities of event structures, and they are thus quite

revealing for our research here. Studies of Mandarin RYCs that are collectively

mentioned here also amount to a significant vision. Both are informatively preparative

and illuminating for the current study. But problems remain in that there are strong

generalizations made either partially formally or purely functionally. Based on this

review, I argue in the end of this section for the necessity of a more comprehensive

attempt that is to be carried out in the study.

1.2.1 The Fundamental Import of a Cognitive Approach to RVCs

In the previous section I have shown the appropriateness of a cognitive approach

to the study ofcomplex event structure. I select RYC constructions because they are of

fundamental import lying in the fact that RVCs are formally simple but semantically
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5.R - n i~ T :$[19.

Zhang San d1i shang Ie L1 81.

Zhang San beat hurt asl Li Si

'Zhang San injured Li Si.'

complex. Therefore, RVCs form a testing ground for grammatical theories whether they

are formally or functionally oriented. And this may be explicated in the following.

RVCs are formally simple because RYCs are expressions consisting of two verb

forms, i.e., a verb with another verb, or a verb with an adjective in a traditional sense.!

For example, hong 'red' in kiihong may be considered as an adjective in a traditional

sense. Other expressions (i.e., non-RYCs) with series ofverbs may be identified by some

elements between these two verbs. For example, the so-called pivotal constructions have

noun phrases connecting verbal series, such as (1) ~U4ftlF;I~~~5G~~~ wojiao faIii

wozMrnashu qil 'I told him to come to my place to get the book'. Other verb

complements are identified with -de- between the verb and the complement. For

instance, (2) i{/)'iljH~J'!I!3&:l'JJ:l'JJ fa shuo de xlngzhib6bo'He is talking enthusiastically' is

a sentence with the verb complement expressing manner. Whereas the complement in (3)

i{/)'i¥f~ 7E~i<5* tii teng de siqiihu6Jii 'He felt so painful as ifhe is half dead' denotes an

extent to which the (eng 'have pain' can be depicted. In contrast, RYCs with two verbal

expressions only are recognized as the most condensed verb-complements without any

other words in between.

RVCs are, on the other hand, semantically complex for a number of reasons.

First, the thematic roles in Mandarin RYCs can be very elusive. Consider sentences (4)

through (11):

(4)

8



(5)

(6)

(7)

Zhang San he ZUI Ie jiii.

Zhang San drink drunk asp wine

'Zhangsan got drunk. '

Zhang San he guang Ie jiii.

Zhang San drink empty asp wine

'Zhang San drank up (all) the wine.'

zhe hii jiii ZUI dao Ie Zhang San.

this pot wine drunk fall asp Zhang San

'This pot of wine made Zhangsan passed out.'

(8)

Zhang San jiao hUI Ie L1 SI Y1ngwen.

Zhang San teach understand asp Li Si English

'Zhang San taught Li Si (and Lisi knows) English.'

(9) ~ =:$ !f. T.

Zhang San Uii zao Ie.

Zhang San come early asp

'Zhang San came early.'

(10) ~ ~ sf!: I- T *[Z].
Zhang San xlhuan shang Ie LIS\'

Zhang San like up asp Li Si

'Zhang San fell in love with Li Si.'

(II) ~ ~>Z t.li! €,~ $Jt, :$ T.

Zhang San you t1 qr zhe shlr lai Ie.

Zhang San again raise up this matter come asp

'Zhang San brought up this matter again.'

9



In a traditional way of identifying thematic roles, the one assuming the Agent

Role of the beater in (4) is Zhang San, and the one who was hurt (Patient Role) is Li Si.

In (5), the drinker (Agent) is Zhang San, and the one who becomes drunk (Theme) is also

Zhang San. In (6), the drinker is Zhang San (Agent), and that which becomes totally

consumed is the wine (Theme). In (7), the one who got drunk (Theme) is Zhang San, and

the one who passed out (Theme) is also Zhang San. Meanwhile, what is the Thematic

Role of 'i@jiii'wine' that makes Zhangsan drunk? It would be disputable ifone claims

that 'i@jiiicarries the Agent Role. In (8), the teacher is Zhang San (Agent), the one who

was taught (Oblique) and who learns English is Li Si (Theme), and the thing to be taught

(Theme) is English. In (9), the Agent is Zhang San, while the Theme of l'f.zao 'early' is

the event 5ft =: *Zhiingsiin 1ai· 'Zhang San's coming'. In (10), the Agent is Zhangsan,

while the Thematic Role for J: shang 'up' is arguably obscure. In the more complicated

sentence (11), what Zhang San (Agent) brought up is $ H. zhCshiT'this matter' (Theme

or Patient), but what is the Thematic Role for the invisible NP doing the action "* fiii

'come'?

The above examples have not exhausted the complicated thematic roles ofRVCs

yet. However, we may have seen clearly that divergent internal thematic relations are

neutralizedJ in a seemingly single RVC form. Every Chinese linguistic theory must face

the test of succinctly accounting for the hidden diversity in thematic role structure of

RVCs.

. Secondly, an RVC may have a translation-equivalent in English or other language

that is rooted in a radically different image. Consider English sentence (12) and its

Mandarin translation (13):

10



(12) The shirt flapped dry in the wind.

(13) 1Rff~ 1:£)j\ 9=' m T T·

yiJu zai !eng zhong bili giin Ie.

clothes in wind midst flap dry asp

'The clothes flapped dry in the wind. '

But compared with (13), sentences (14) and (15) are preferred expressions to match (12):

(14) @.\ 1l'l 1Rn~ PX T T.

!eng bil yifu chui giin Ie.

wind ba4 clothes blow dry asp

'The wind blew the clothes dry.'

yifu bei !eng chui giin Ie.

clothes bei wind blow dry asp

'The clothes was blown dry by the wind.'

Both (14) and (15) focus on the dynamic, agentive force ofthe wind, which blows IlX

'chuP to make the clothes dry T 'giin'. By contrast, (12) focuses on the flapping motion

of the wind, which causes the clothes to become dry. In describing the same scene where

clothes first flapped in the wind and finally became dry, Mandarin and English speakers

adopt different world views (Wang 2000b), which cause them to recognize two distinct

events. To explain such a radical difference between the underlying Mandarin and

English images, a methodology integrating the investigation of conceptualization and

grarnmaticalization must be applied to explicate the image composition and the

connection between semantics and syntax. The application that is to be conducted in this

study tests the feasibility of the approach based on cognitive linguistics. It can also shed

new light on the study of other Chinese linguistic data, insofar as they are viable

approaches for such complex structures as verb-complements.
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1.2.2 Studies of Complex Events in General

RVCs contain complex events in a condensed structure. It is therefore necessary

to briefly review some pertinent studies of structures representing complex events.

In establishing theoretical foundations of cognitive grammar, Langacker (1987)

shows the conceptual framework that is reflected in human languages. He employs such

notions as Scene and Image to account for human conceptualizations of the external

world. Scenes are vaguely given for us to conceptualize, whereas images are

consequently tailored from scenes and reflected as expressions in language. This insight

provides us a clear vision ofthe relation between language forms and their symbolization

ofmeanings because Langacker makes it possible to define grammatical categories such

as noun, verb, etc., semantically. Further, his accounts ofvalence relations and

grammatical organization in terms of composition are spelled out in reasonably explicit

detail. Moreover, a series of illuminating notions (Langacker 1995) such as "trajector",

"landmark", and "path" etc., are used to account for atemporal and temporal relations.

These notions have been broadly adopted in various cognitive works as key concepts.

We will make use of these notions in analyzing an event and its image.

As insightful as Langacker, Lakoff (1987), with emphasis on the bodily basis of

reasoning, shows us the richness of imaginative perspectives ofreasoning and its

importance in human categorization. Lakoffraises the values of his study with respect to

cognitive semantics in the following. First, he aspires to seek Idealized Cognitive

Models (ICMs). ICMs are idealizations that allow human beings to handle the

complexity of their experiences for the purpose of linguistic communication. They are

means by which we organize our knowledge, further, embody them in our linguistic
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expressions. Second, he puts forth two "directly-meaningful" symbolic structures: basic

level concepts and kinesthetic image schemas. His assertion of the importance of image

schemas in the metaphorical projections from concrete to abstract domains used to

structure complex concepts is very enlivening in analyzing language forms containing

complex images. I will use some ofhis notions and analyses that benefit my studies as

they are carried on.

In his imposing elucidation of conceptual content and its organization in human

language, TaImy (2000) not only establishes the theoretical orientation of a cognitive

semantic approach, but more importantly, examines the typological patterns by

addressing event structures in a very broad linguistic background. Talmy's work is

particularly interesting from the cognitive point ofview because ofhis explicit treatment

ofevent structure. Among his four patterns ofconcept-structuring systems, "Force and

Causation" (Vol. 1, Part 4) addresses various causative situations and how entities

interact with respect to force, which plays a structuring role across a range oflanguage

levels. This part is concomitant to Talmy's endeavor in exploring event complexes.

Talmy elaborates characteristics of typical causative situations, either simple or complex,

and the interactions ofthe basic components in causative chain. Many descriptions in

this works afford much stimulation for us to reconsider the complexities of Mandarin

RVCs. Thus I predicate the efficacy in my research because I am conducting my analysis

by referring to these provoking concepts and methodologies, and I show the efficacy in

detail as my investigations proceed.

Along with other cognitive grammarians' assiduously pursuing ICM, Croft (1990,

1991) is identified by his ardent studies of event structure with his broad view of the
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world as a vast causal network. When his causal hypothesis is tacitly accepted in much

ofthe philosophical literature, Croft proposes that a verb denotes a segment of a causal

chain. This causal chain is a single event in some sense. In another sense, events are

segments of the causal network. Asserting that a causal chain represents an ICM, Croft's

analyses provide an illuminating account of event structures with complex images, which

enables us to examine an event continuum richly encompassed in all RYCs in Chinese. I

will make use ofhis arguments in one part ofmy theoretic foundations in Chapter 2 and

for the methodology in Chapter 3.

In addition to the above, Haiman (1985) demonstrates that linguistic structures

often iconize non-linguistic diagrams of our thoughts. In his efforts to reduce the gap

between human conceptualization and language forms, Haiman divulges motivations

such as economy, generalization, and associations, which are responsible for the

distortion from the initial iconicity of conceptualization to linguistic symbolization. The

principle of economy is particularly insightful when we examine Mandarin RYCs.

In sum, cognitive grammarians aim to disclose conceptualizations and their

symbolic motivations that are universal to human language. Their views and notions that

are mentioned above are all insightful ideas that help us to explain a variety of complex

phenomena in a revealing way. However, their accounts may explain more if structures

or constructions in Mandarin, such as characteristic phenomena as RYCs, are delved into

and investigated in light of these insights. As stated in the last section, RYCs are

causality in the simple form of "verb-complement" but involve very divergent cause

result particulars. Moreover, there may exist radically different images for translations-
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equivalents in different languages. My assertion ofthe RVCs as a testing ground will be

substantiated when my studies of this construction are unfolded in the foIlowing chapters.

1.2.3 A Review of Previous Studies

I try to list notable studies pertinent to my examinations of RVCs. My review is

presented with respect to methods implied in the previous works. In my review, I have

found research conducted in (a) traditional descriptive method, (b) functional or semantic

classification, and (c) purely formal view such as GB Theory. Criteria ofwhat can be

considered as RVCs in several dictionaries for pragmatic purposes are also concisely

reviewed because lexical data in these dictionaries may vary depending on criteria.

1.2.3. I General Descriptions

The descriptive introduction ofRVCs as a subcategory ofverb-complements

started with Chao (1968), who defines the properties ofRVCs as both "bound" and

"lexical". Except for his inclusion of what are later considered as "manner verb

complements", "potential verb-complements" and "extent verb-complements", Chao's

view of granunatical features ofRVCs is tacitly and broadly inherited by most linguists

of Chinese, as represented in Thompson (1973), Li and Thompson (1981), Zhu (1982),

and Peking University (1993).

Generally, what are considered as traditional descriptions identify RVCs as

lexical compounds. Semantically, the first element indicates an action or process, and the

second element indicates resultative state caused by the first element. FormaIly, the head

(normaIly the verb) and the end (an adjective or a verb) are inseparable and thus the

relationship between the two components of the RVe is "closer" or "more restricted"

than the two elements in other types ofverb-complements. If a -de- denoting potential or
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a negative word -bu- is placed between the first verb and its complement end, an RVC

may become a verb-complement indicating potential. This is another commonly

accepted diagnostic feature ofRVCs. Views in the above mentioned study by Chao

(1968) and Li & Thompson (1981) diversify one another concerning whether "directional

verb-complements" should be considered as a subcategory of RVCs or as an individual

category that is parallel to other verb-complements (Zhu 1982, Peking University 1993).

But no one would deny the intimate relation ofRVCs and directional verb-complements,

especially for the fact that the metaphoric use of the latter is overwhelmingly considered

as RVCs.

But the general picture of the traditional description can not delve deeply into the

essence of this phenomenon. Later linguists expand their investigations ofRVCs either

by probing the semantic abundance they provide, or by finding some general rules on

transformation and thematic relations in syntactic forms.

1.2.3.2 Functional or Semantic Classifications

Studies on semantics of RVCs try to disclose the interrelation among components

or NPs that are related to the two verbs in terms ofvalence. Some studies explain that

Argument can be semantically associated with the verb and the complement in an RVC

(Wang 1995, 1999; Wu 1998). Some try to provide rules that constrain the syntactic

behavior of Arguments associated with RVCs (Guo 1995); Still others investigate the

Argument structure ofRVCs (Shen 1993), which furthers previous studies by specifying

that the Argument structure of the resultative complement determines that of the RVCs.

And, in Shen's (1993) opinion, the volition of the verb (in RVC) can be either internal or

external, and these two functions in tum can determine the Arguments ofRVCs.
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A series of literature (Li 1980, Lu 1986, Yang 1986, Ma 1987, Zhan 1989, Miao

1990), in an attempt to find semantic characterizations of RVC, does not, it seems to me,

shed any direct light on the issue at hand. They may be only regarded as providing

extravagant examples containing a variety ofRVCs. These data may eventually facilitate

the naming of those noun phrases related to RVCs as "subject" or "object" only. The

superficial nature of their classifications is made apparent by labeling linear relations of

components in traditional grammatical terms. In these studies, some RVCs of the same

properties are cross-listed in categories with contrastive characteristics because these

studies do not catch the meanings of RVCs at the conceptualization level, but focus on

conventional way of naming syntactic patterns and characterizing them. They lack an

account ofthe central mechanism integrating the semantic properties with their syntactic

behaviors.

This situation is improved by the "semantic-functional" approach employed by

McDonald (1994). His proposal may be thought of as an attempt to reveal the functional

organization ofRVCs through the reinterpretation ofresulative and directional verb

complements, both of which are termed as "completive" compounds. McDonald groups

the complements of "comp1etives" based on the semantic contents that are realized in

context, in both semantic explicitness and collocational appropriateness. Attempting a

new look at the functional characteristics of RVCs, McDonald's study does significantly

widen the theoretical horizons for semantic study of RVCs. But a more detailed and

comprehensive study needs to be conducted, which may partly be in light of some

semantic explicitness residing in the verb complements ofRVCs in his study. And this is

why I am conducting the current study.
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1.2.3.3 Fonnal Approach

Fonnallinguists employ ideas or notions developed in the general framework of

GB Theory and focus their studies on the theta-roles, or the argument structure ofRVCs.

Assuming a thematic structure in a GB framework, Chang (1989), Ross (1990), and

Cheng & Huang (1994) investigate the theta-roles of RVCs by considering the first verb

as the head ofRVCs. But they differ from one another in that Chang sticks to the Theta

Criterion (Chomsky 1981) and proposes "argument percolation rules" by which the

preferential donor of theta-roles ofRVCs is the first verb. Ross, in contrast, adopting the

"tiered thematic structure" of Jackendoff (1987), believes that both semantic features of

the verbs and thematic roles assigned by verbs detennine the properties of RVCs. Cheng

and Huang claim that RVCs show an array of altemation between transitivity and

aspectuality. They detennine that RVCs are derived from an underlying left-headed

event structure whose semantics determines their linking with appropriate thematic and

argument structures.

Contrary to the above studies, Y. Li (1990) thinks the theta-roles of the verb

complements are jointly assigned by both the first verb and its complement, although,

similar to Ross, he admits the hierarchical thematic structure of a verb. Zou (1994)

points out the inadequacy in Li and provides an alternative lexical-syntactic analysis.

Zou affinns an implication relation between the verb and its complement which is

expressed by semantic embedding of the complement. This conclusion actually confinns

the first verb as the semantic detenninant of RVCs, which somewhat agrees with the

above three claims. Taking a similar lexical-syntactic analysis, Lin (1996) advances Li's

(1990) and Zou's (1994) ideas that subject-oriented RVCs, such as~~ xiao lei 'laugh-
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tired', ifjlli zou diao 'walk-away', are formed in the lexicon, whereas object-oriented

RVCs, such as 1Wili&l sipa 'tear-broken', ~7E shiisl'stab-dead', are derived syntactically

through verb-movement and incolporation from Deep-Structures. Sticking to his

observation ofhierarchy, Y. Li (1995) temlS "causative roles" for the phenomena of

inverse theta-role assignment in RVCs and links this role to syntactic arguments by a

causative hierarchy superseding the thematic hierarchy. But, contradictorily, the

assignment of a specific causative role is dependent on the source of the theta-role of the

argument.

These studies throw light on the question ofhow the thematic roles ofRVCs,

when a complicated systematic difference exists, should be determined by taking into

consideration ofthe argument structures of the two verbs. But as my analysis in Chapter

4 will show, defects in these studies are in alignment with the wrong assumption of

formal approaches that thematic roles are ultimately syntactic driven. The thematic

relations involved in RVCs can only be achieved in a compositional way on conceptual

grounds.

1.2.3.4 RVCs in Dictionaries

Many dictionaries cataloguing Chinese verbs consider RVCs as a very special

category. Since dictionaries function as databases for users, what are the properties of

RVCs are normally not articulated. For example, Meng et al (1987) in their j1J~i1Jmit. ~i1J

~ Dangel yangfliadilin (JJYC) 'A Dictionary for Usage of Verbs' stipulate RVCs as

verbs with complements indicating result. Wang et al (1987) in their il~I1J~U!j*NIl

§/'i Ji§'!Ie~~ Hiinyii DangelJieguo BiiyiiDapei adilin (HDJBDC) 'A Dictionary of

Chinese Verb-Resultative Complement Phrases' and Huang (1998) in his l1J§i1J51l1l1fDliff
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~X ilk § ~Ul@! 'it DongelFenlei M Yanjiii Winxian Miilii Zonglin simply list what they

take to be RVCs. None of them specifies any criteria for RVCs. Only Yu et al (1998) in

their f~ {~i~ ~ft ~ft 1$:{~ }~, ~ii]~ Xiandii HanyU Yilli Xlnxi Cldiin (XHYXC) 'The

Grammatical Knowledge-base of Contemporary Chinese' ascribe a series of syntactic

features that are used to identify RVCs. For example, an RVC should be a verb able to

be directly associated with any of the following: -T liio 'finish', -~ zhao 'reach;

achieve', IlX. eMng 'into', iIJ dong 'move', H hio 'finish', and 1~ T de Ie 'finish'. But

these criteria are too limited in that they eliminate a huge amount of data that our

intuition would strongly consider as RVCs, such as ~rn;!t shuD qingehu 'state clearly',

~ 7E chuf-s1'beat to die', etc. My study, laid out in detail later, avoids the problems

inherent in the criterion-related omission, sets up rules that determine data which may be

considered as RVCs to a large measure. Moreover, the data identified in this study have

properties that are not only included in the dictionaries above, but also beyond the rules

they themselves may specify.

My review has found that RVCs have long been discussed in the literature of

Chinese linguistics. It seems that previous studies have characterized certain behaviors

ofRVCs in various perspectives. However, the problem remains that, in spite of the

evidence for their different claims and conclusions, there are strong generalizations to be

made about grammatical relations and the correspondences between the verb and its

complement, and also about the arguments of RVCs conceming their thematic roles.

These studies, therefore, do not analyze the data adequately enough and thus are

somewhat spculative and not entirely satisfactory because the complex semantics and

thematic relations of RVCs remain unexplored, which obviously result from the authors'
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partial views ofthe schools of thought. I am turning away from any purely formal or

functional endeavor since there are questions about RVCs that cannot be ignored:

generally, in the simplified schema of RVCs, how are the complexities and continuities

of causal events condensed into a "verb-resultative complement" form? As I will

explain, RVCs are gestalt perceptions, ofwhich the intricate interweaving of their

meaning and form can better be observed in their image structures that are believed to

reside in the human conceptualization of events. Further, how the conceptualized images

are compressed into ostensibly simple RVCs is another note-worthy issue that has been

insufficiently explored. Comprehensive accounts of RVCs with respect to the integration

of formal and semantic perspectives are particularly scanty. Previous inquiries try to

elucidate complicated internal structure. But these undertakings linger at superficial

levels because all exertions are limited by Western style treatment, which ignores the

exact nature ofRVCs in their condensation in both form and meaning.

1.2.4 The Necessity and Feasibility Intention in Current Effort

Given what was presented in the last section, we can see that the future study of

an RVC construction must be approached by a more holistic account that accommodates

the integrated nature of this construction. Holding the belief that there is a conceptual

compression in RVCs, we need to re-examine this construction in a cognitive approach so

as to disclose the relation between conceptual contents and their symbolization with

respect to verbs and resultative complements. We believe that such an improved

approach would make a better achievement with only justified formal machinery, and can

accomplish a more profound account of the complicated RVCs in Mandarin. Guided by

this attempt, we intend to work out the properties ofRVCs. This may not only enable us
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to arrive at a detailed understanding of how Mandarin Chinese realizes complex events

with actions and results, but also how this realization is symbolized, and often distorted,

in the process of condensation.

1.3 Scope of Study

1.3.1 Organization ofCurrent Study

I adopt the CCG proposed by Hsieh (1992, 1999,2000) as the theoretic

framework for this study. Because this theory is still novel to many, I start to present its

main features in Chapter 2. To do this, I start by revisiting the cognitive grammarian's

view ofthe relation between language and its symbolization of the conceptualized world.

Then I show how, in an effort to maintain scientific rigor, the theory of CCG starts from

the cognitive depth, where human cognition can be explicitly explored, and moves on to

an account for the perceptible language form.

Since the introduction of CCG will show that basic building blocks for language

forms are simple events represented by "action frames", Chapter 3 departs temporally

from our systematic investigation of Chinese verbs in terms of event aspect. After

reviewing previous attempts on classifying Chinese verbs in terms of aspects and

situations, we offer a new classification. We categorize Chinese verbs from the

perspective of gestalt, and set forth a series ofcompositional rules for expressions

presenting varieties of events. The RVC as a very comprehensive form of a series of

event composition, along with other language phenomena, can be accounted for

efficiently by the proposed rules.
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As our exploration moves on, the level closer to syntax uses TSrr in the

systematic tenns ofCCG. The thematic relations among components in action frames are

thus presented in Chapter 4. I attempt to demonstrate the superiority of the approach to

other previous operations about the thematic roles and their realizations in dealing with

the thematic relations ofRYCs. Compositional rules are to be given in a similar holistic

way as those provided for verbs.

In Chapter 5 I make closing remarks. I start this chapter with particularly the

intention to contribute potentially to the pedagogy ofMandarin, especially for teaching

RVCs to English learners ofChinese. I try to incorporate the suggestions ofprevious

scholars, but bring out the efficacy ofthis study in facilitating teaching ofRYCs. Then, I

conclude that the studies are ofboth theoretical and practical value.

1.3.2 Sources of Corpus

Our study ofevent aspectual types ofverbs is substantiated with abundant data.

Data needed are mainly drawn from the following dictionaries.

The XHYXC is the most comprehensive electronic dictionary in China. It

encompasses the diligence and effort of Chinese linguists and other scholars in the field

(Yu et al. 1998) who had worked on it for more than ten years. Its grammatical

infonnation is therefore copious and helpful. Moreover, data in this dictionary are

digitized, making them both easily accessed and conveniently managed. This study will

use the XHYXC as a basis for the two subcategories ofverbs and adjectives. In the

category ofverbs, 2094 entriess of individual verbs6 are listed. The category of

adjectives contains 1471 entries. The analysis in Chapter 3 will provide a detailed

statement about the use of these data.
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This corpus is supplemented by the DYC (Meng et al.1987), which contains 2117

verb entries. Not only does the DYC contain more entries7 than the XHYXC, but it also

provides examples with a verb's possible function as the first verb of an RVC.

After the initial classifications are made, I then use lists in the HDJBDC (Wang et

al. 1987) to provide further examples for RVCs. About 5000 examples in this dictionary

are drawn from newspapers, magazines, novels, scripts for dramas or movies, and spoken

Chinese. I exclude items that are overly literary or evidently idiosyncratic to particular

author and concentrate on those acceptable to many native speakers.

The "directional verb-complements" (DVC) are significant when discussing

RVCs. The non-directional use of the complements also occupies a special role in RVCs.

The j/j iRJ fill ~iffi ~QiixiangBuylf Tongsln" A Thorough Rendition ofDirectional

Complements' (Liu 1998) provides a thorough list of3000 entries of verbs with

directional complements, including their metaphoric, or resultative, meanings.

All data in these dictionaries combine to set up a solid base for this study ofverbs

and RVCs.

In this chapter, I have tried to demonstrate the necessity to take the stance within

cognitive lingnistics. I decided to conduct this study in the spirit ofmany inspiring

cognitive grammarians' work, and also to employ the pliable device ofCCG to conduct

my investigation. I further spell out the need for a comprehensive endeavor because of

various shortcomings existing in previous studies of RVCs. Finally, I have shown the

abundant sources that this study has drawn upon. However, I need to elucidate the

theoretical foundations ofour study before I move on.
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Notes

I Both of the complements of an RVe are more appropriate to be considered as verbs,

adapted to Li (1990), because in certain RVes, such as ITJtdi-yfng 'play and win',

etc., the second element is a verb.

'The "asp" ("aspect") is used here for the generally accepted view of the grammatical

function of J Ie, ~ zhe, etc.

'The notion "neutralize" is adopted with the same meaning in Li (1973).

4 We italicize bahere in the word-to-word translation because there is no English

correspondence for this Mandarin morpheme; similarly, bei in later examples.

5 Different meanings of individual language forms are listed as different entries. For

example, three entries are listed under the same lexical form~ biia: (i) to wrap; (ii) to

guarantee; (iii) to undertake.

6 "Individual" here means single verb instead of Verb-Object compound. For example,

chang 'to sing' is an individual verb whereas n~~changge'to sing (songs)' are Verb

Object compound. We will detail our reason in Chapter 3 for such doings.

7 Referring to Endnote 5, Dye contains two more meanings that should be differentiated

for the (i) - (iii): (iv) 'to surround'; (v) 'to reserve'.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

I have set out to argue for an approach based on cognitive view in this study of

images and expressions in Chinese verbs, and against the pure formalist or functionalist

view. I have also decided to adopt the theory of CCG to succinctly account for the

internal structure of complex linguistic phenomena such as RVCs. As a necessary step

toward a better understanding of my methodology, this chapter introduces the

underpinnings of the theory upon which the research is based. Such key notions like ISrr

and SSrr in CCG are still novel to many readers. Only a few studies (Chang 1998;

Chiang 2000; Gammon 1998; Hayden 1997; Wang 1998,1999) besides Hsieh's (1992,

1999,2000) articles have adopted this theory. It, therefore, would be best to provide a

full picture of CCG as I introduce some related theories that CCG draws upon.

The above considerations prompt me to present this chapter as follows.

Concerning the revealing nature ofSSrr, which bridges the most cognitively motivated

ISrr and purely formal constrained CSrr, I start my introduction ofCCG by addressing

the conceptualizations in ISrr which may be associated with a 'universal scene'. The

view of universalists and its correlation with ISrr are thus shown in Section 2.1. I will

also show that the compromise of universalism and relativism requires the assumption

that event imagery is decomposable. Therefore, how putatively decomposed images are

symbolized in SSrr is provided in Section 2.2. SSrr are then organized under various

principles to be transformed to CSrr in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents other relative

notions that will be used in this study.
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2.1 Universal Image

This chapter illustrates two important notions relevant to the foundation of CCO:

universalism and relativism, and their correlation in terms oflanguage universality and

relativity. I first review the universalism and relativism with regard to the

conceptualization in human language. Then I show that ISrr are analogized as language

universality, and SSrr as language relativity. This parallelism demonstrates that an ISr is

like an optimal prototype and an SSr is like an exemplar of the prototype. Finally, I show

that the dispute between linguistic universalism and linguistic relativism can be

reconciled by notions ofISr and SSr in CCO, which are therefore preferentially employed

in this study.

2.1.1 Universal Image and Language Specific Realization

As an integral part of human cognition, language is regarded as expressions of

human conceptualization of the world in which human beings live. Oiven its objectivity,

the external world presents generally the same scene to all linguistic communities. Many

basic experiences can thus be taken as universal to speakers of all language. To this

extent, language may ideally describe a universal scene that is seen to all human beings.

However, given an objective external world, the conceptual systems of different

language speakers may be divergent although they have similar cognitive capacity

(Lakoff 1987: 311-312). Moreover, language does not capture the full range ofpossible

scenes because a sentence has only finite length and selectively presents parts of its

meaning. Language usually simplifies its ideally comprehensive cognition into

granulated content. And as observed in Wang (1998), neither English nor Mandarin,
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presents an optimal expression for a particular scene. Langacker (1987: 39) has pointed

out that what we see in a specific language, instead of a universal scene, is in fact image

that "structures a scene in a particular way for purposes of linguistic expression,

emphasizing certain facets of it at the expense of others, viewing it from a certain

perspective, or constructing it in terms of a certain metaphor." But clearly, Langacker's

scene is roughly a collection of various components having a varying structure, and his

image then "acts on this fluid structure to give it a fixed structure", as interpreted

precisely by Hsieh (1989: 62). Different languages, or different expressions in the same

language, employ diversified images although human cognition and experience are

essentially the same. Thus, of all the meaning parts associated with a sentence, only

some are coded in a language. Pinker (1989) displays this insight: what is coded

becomes the semantics (or pragmatics) of the sentence and what is left uncoded becomes

the semantics (or pragmatics) of the real world, or real-word knowledge, complementing

the semantics (and pragmatics) of the sentence. Thus, on the one hand, we can

comprehend much more than what language explicitly expresses. On the other hand, for

expressions with equivalent meanings across languages, we see their diversities because

they employ different images to structure the same basic conceptual content (Lakoff

1987, Langacker 1987, Pinker 1989, Talmy 2000).

Most cognitive grammarians thus hold the belief that alternative

conceptualizations of conventions are used throughout daily life with regard to various

cultures. A scene that is presented in language forms is roughly the same, and thus gives

us as a universal concept. Images that are specifically tailored in various languages are

relative. Therefore we can study languages building their own images, or the various
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realities that are created by various linguistic expressions. The cognitive reality ofimage

schemas is also evidenced by many psychological experiments, such as Gibbs & Colston

(1995). These experiments affirm the imaginative and nonpropositional nature of scenes

in the human brain. Given that image schemas are "indeed psychologically real and

function in many aspects of how people process linguistic and non-linguistic

information" (Gibbs & Colston 1995: 365), it thus makes it possible for cognitive

linguists to observe the embodied nature ofperception, imagery conceptualization, and

their correlation to language. The observations from psychology enable us to account for

the correspondence between images and their linguistic expressions on a reliable

foundation.

2.1.2 Optimal Type and Exemplars

Natural language, ifit exists, reveals generally the optimal scene of the external

world, and is thus the most prototypical form of all languages. The notion ofprototype

(Rosch 1977), as it is largely accepted, refers to an object or entity of the most typical and

thus the best example or the most salient member ofa non-classical category. An

example of the prototype takes 'robin' as the prototype of 'bird'. Comparatively,

penguin and ostrich are the least prototypical categories ofbird compared with robin.

Rosch's prototype has exemplars with a varying degree ofprototypicality. Intuitively,

pigeon or chicken is closer to the prototype ofbird than penguin and ostrich.

Appropriating the idea ofprototype, Hsieh (1996) proposes an "optimal type"

referring to a set formed by merging together all features that are ever present in

individuals of a category, including its most prototypical exemplar and its less

prototypical exemplars. Given the above, the optimal type of a scene disregards the
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saliency of features and focuses instead on the comprehensiveness of the artificial

collection of features. An optimal type is thus a construal that embraces all features and

properties of a certain category. An optimal linguistic expression thus amounts to a

descriptive panorama and hence bears the maximum comprehensiveness ofa scene

disclosed by the current expression. Appropriating Rosch's notion of"exemplar", we can

say that, for one single scene, specific translation-equivalent expressions in various

languages may be considered as exemplars based on the same universal optimal type.

Investigations of the linguistic optimal and its exemplars appear briefly in Wang

(1998). I reiterate it here but in an expanded form for a more comprehensive illustration.

Ideally, a putative optimal type can be artificially constructed by comparing translation

equivalent expressions in languages all over the world. The specific expression of a

scene in 'a certain language is an imagery exemplar, consisting ofmany imagery units,

and is of a varied degree of optimality. Here I will illustrate the construction of optimal

type of a scene with a simple formula. Suppose, for an identical scene, there are two or

more translation-equivalent expressions, e(A)l, e(B), ..., and e(N) in languages A, B, ,

and N. The different facets of these expressions can be discerned by features {a), a2, ,

att} in e(A), {b), b2, ... , ~} in e(B), ... , and {n), n2, ... , nk} in e(N), respectively. By

collecting all features of these languages concerning the expressions of this scene, we

obtain the optimal type O-e(A, B, ...N) = {a), a2, ... , ak; b), b2, ... , bk; ... ; n), n2, ... , nd,

and merge the overlapped features within the set O-e. For example, in a set of sentences

in Mandarin (I), Japanese (2), and English (3):

(1) Ii

hua c6ng qiang shang diao xia lai.

painting from wall on fall down come
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'The painting fell off the wall.'

(2) E ga kabe kara ochi mashita.

painting ga wall from fall past

'The painting fell off the wall'.

(3) The painting fell offthe wall.

(!), (2), and (3) are each adapted or tailored from the full optimal scene based on these

three languages, which denotes a cluster of images or events (k) a painting (a) 'from (the

wall)', (b) 'off (the wall)', (c) 'fall', (d) 'down (to the ground)', and (e) 'come (toward

the direction of the reference)'2, and maybe also (f) "be on the ground". To express the

desired configuration of meaningful elements in the Mandarin expression, Chinese

selects from cluster (k), forming the image cluster (i) while emphasizing the facets of (a),

(c), (d), and (e). Japanese selects (a) and (c) from cluster (k), forming the image cluster

(ii). English instead chooses (b) and (c) from cluster (k), forming the image cluster (iii).

Notice that none of these three languages selects image (£). We therefore obtain the

optimal type that is constructed artificially for Mandarin, Japanese, and English: O-e(C, J,

E) = {from, fall, down, come; from, fall; off, fall}, where "from", "fall", "down", "come"

are features in e(C), "from" and "fall" are features in e(J), and "off" and "fall" are

features in e(E), respectively. By merging the identical elements "from" and "fall" in the

set O-e(C, J, E), we obtain for Mandarin Chinese, Japanese, and English an optimal type

for the scene in which a painting fell off the wall, i.e. cluster (k). Consequently, image

clusters (i), (ii), and (iii) are three different exemplars of this optional type in the three

languages. We illustrate this optimal type and its three language specific exemplars in

Table 2.1.
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Language Cluster
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

from off fall down come (/direction) on the ground
Mandarin (i) + + + +
Japanese (ii) + +
English (iii) + +

Table 2.1. The Contrast of Clusters (i), (ii), and (iii).

We can see that cluster (i) is more comprehensive than cluster (ii) and cluster (iii)

because it depicts more facets or images or events, and thus more complexities about the

scene than the other two exemplars. Whereas (ii) and (iii) bear their own emphases, with

(ii) focusing on the source of the movement "fall", and (iii) on the action of separation,

"off', before the event "fall" takes place.

l.l.3ISr and Optimal Type

In CCG, an ISr is postulated to be cognitively motivated, and therefore is the

closest to the conceptualization ofhwnan language. An ISr thus details the physical or

psychological content of a scene exhaustively and precisely. It is most meaning-related,

and therefore, it is the "highest" or "deepest" level ofrepresentation in the grammar. ISr

represents the universal cognition ofhwnan beings from various perspectives and can

therefore be regarded as an optimal expression. As 1have illustrated above, ensured by

translation equivalence, the optimal type O-e(C, J, E) has cluster (k) as the universal ISr

of Mandarin, Japanese, and English, concerning the scene that depicts a painting's falling

off the wall.

As a synthetic construction, the ISr of an optimal type concerning a scene is an

encyclopedia entry that ideally assembles the exhaustive conceptualizations in human

languages. Such an ideal universal collection can be put to great use by relativism, which
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helps to explain why languages vary in restricted ways according to an obvious universal

tendency. What we potentially have is an ideal optimal type, but what we obtain are

always exemplars in specific language. The optimal ISrr are seldom found in specific

languages. Therefore, we have to create them.

2.2 Events Decomposition and SSrr

According to cognitive linguists, a scene usually corresponds to a cluster of

events, and is normally expressed selectively in a language. An expression is simple if a

scene is simple, i.e., a single event, and complex if a scene is relatively complex, i.e.,

more than one single event. Events in an expression are thus observable when we

decompose a scene into its segments.

2.2.1 Decomposibility ofEvents, and Image Gestalt

Cognitive granunarians take the view that an expression of an image is

decomposable into smaller units of individual events. A single event may be represented

by a verb or verb-like word (hereafter we use the term 'generalized-verb', or g-verb,

including verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and prepositions) in the granunar ofa language. A

complex event is composed oftwo or more single events. An event, whether simple or

complex, instead ofbeing a massive chunk from a scene, is thus a cluster of smaller

images, which are gestalts. In the ICMs of Lakoff (1987), an individual event is the

semantic entity corresponding to a simple verb (or verb-like word) in a language. Even

the meaning of a single verb has structure and its meanings can be detailed in a series of

imagery identifiable on time scale. For instance, Langacker (1987: 278-298) illustrates
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that the meaning of an established expression can be viewed as a network of interrelated

imagery frames. Further, Croft (1990), Talmy (2000) and others show clearly that the

structure of events in the world is a vast causal network, and that human beings must

break down the network in some way for apprehension. Similarly, Rappaport and Levin

(1988) suggest a lexical-semantic representation of a sentence be a decomposed

predicate, which is composed of g-verbs). This is the view that may overcome the

deficiencies of the syntactic representations ofan event.

The advantages of viewing an event of a scene in terms of decomposable

potentials are thus at least twofold. First, it enables us to observe an image gestalt for its

details inherited in different event types, and the correlation ofimage components, and

therefore, to discern the different levels ofprecision in conceptualization of langriages.

Second, this observation can be advanced by our investigations ofthe configuration of

these components and their relevance to one another. The first perspective of advantage

enables us to delve into the cognitive essence of the linguistic expressions, especially

catching the semantic nuances existing in the meanings of verbs. The second advantage

equips us with explicit language forms with the semantic richness of their components.

The integration of these two is, at least as it seems to me, the right way of language

survey, especially for sentence patterns with complex images, such as RVCs, verbal

series, t[", bifand fBi bei structures, etc., in Mandarin.

Therefore, when we examine expressions with single verb or verb series, we may

decompose expressions or predicates into segments in terms ofevent units. I accordingly

view the meaning ofan image gestalt as a given of a composite structure. As mentioned

above, a single verb denotes an event reflecting a part of a process (of actions) or state.
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And that certain part is thus an aspect in a continuum of events. Following this

suggestion, I construe every aspect in a simple event containing a syntactic

representation, a verb, which is represented as an SSr inCCG. In the analysis of the

optimal type O-e(C, J, E) for expression (3), each feature (i.e., features (a) through (e» of

the cluster (k) is an individual SSr. An SSr is thus an image in which a verb functions as

its core, or mainstay. An optimal type, in another sense, is a collection of translation

equivalent SSrr from all expressions in all languages. To be more accurate, each

decomposed element is an image gestalt, also an SSr in CCG, and the whole cluster,

either (i), (ii), or (iii), is the composite structure SSrr for Chinese, Japanese, and English,

respectively. Cluster (k) is thus the ISr for the scene "The painting fell off the wall" for

these three languages.

2.2.2 Basics of SSrr

Since ISrr are motivated by pure cognitive forces, and CSrr are constrained

mainly by formal forces, the level ofSSrr is postulated to be a bridge between the

cognitive layer most closely associated with meaning, and the compositional layer most

closely associated with form. This connection enables the theory of CCG to

accommodate, and hence to balance the cognitive content and symbolic forms of an

expression. SSrr are composed by individual SSr. An SSr is in meaning a simple event,

which is also a single facet of the imagery continuum. In form, an SSr is an action (AC).

An AC is therefore compositionally generated in form and cognitive motivated in

meaning. It can be either simple (s-AC) or complex (c-AC). The origin of an s-AC is

one ofthe 28 Action Frames (ACFs), which are classified and labeled in the brackets

"<n>" in Table 2.2 (adopted from Hsieh 1999).
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<I, <A, R» <I, <A, R» <I, <A, R»
<1> Xi FV Yj <10> XI HV Yj <19> Xi GV Yj

SAC <2> Xi FV 0 <II> XI HV 0 <20> Xi GV 0
<3> 0 FV Yj <12> 0 HV Yj <21> 0 GV Yj
<4> 0 FV 0 <13> 0 HV 0 <22> 0 GV 0
<5> h FV Yj <14> h HV Yj <23> h GV Y}
<6> h FV 0 <15> h HV 0 <24> h GV 0

RAC <7> Xi FV k <16> Xl HV k <25> Xi GV k
<8> 0 FVk <17> 0 HV k <26> 0 GV k
<27> Xi k 0

WAC <9> h FV k <18> h HV k <28> h GV k
FAC HAC GAC

Table 2.2. Classification of Action Frames (ACFs).

Now let me explain Table 2.2 in detail. These 28 ACFs are like simple image

patterns expressed in abstract forms. Each of the 28 ACFs represents an s-AC. A c-AC

is composed of s-ACs, that is, a more complex AC can be composed of several less

complex ACs. Composition may be repeated in a binary way to form a more complex

AC. An s-AC has a "semantic" subject, a "semantic" verb, and a "semantic" object,

which is called Initiator (I), Act (A), and Receiver (R), respectively. As commonly

recognized by linguists, the semantic relation between a verb and an object is closer than

that between a subject and a verb. Hence the A and R compose together into the

Complex Act (A') as a semantic predicate. The A' composes with the Initiator (I) into an

AC as a semantic sentence, which is a single SSr. An AC has the structure AC =

<Initiator, Complex Act = <Act, Receiver», or in abbreviation, AC = <I, A' = <A, R»,

or more abbreviated, AC = <I, <A, R», as its linearly reduced form or linear

representation, whose fully-expanded form would be a binary tree. Figure 2.1 (next

page) shows straightforwardly the tree ofa single SSr for the Mandarin sentence (4)

iJ:R - ~*Zhang Siin heshul'Zhang San drinks water'.
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AC
I

A'
I I

I A R
Zhangsan; he Shu~

Figure 2.1: A Binary Tree of an s-AC for Sentence (4).

The SSr of sentence (4) matches ACF <1> of the 28 ACFs in Table 2.1. An ACF

<m> in general yields a Particularized Action Frame (PACF), also written <m>, based on

a specifically chosen Abstract Verb (AV). An AV fits the A position of the Act in an SSr

and it anticipates in the CSr a g-verb. An AV anticipating a verb or adjective is

categorized as a Full Verb (FV). An AVs anticipating a preposition, a conjunction, an

adverb, an auxiliary, an aspect, a tense, or a negation is categorized as a Half Verb (HV).

AV anticipating a demonstrative, a determiner or a grammatical particle is a Grammatical

Verb (GV). Correspondingly, an AC with an FV is an FAC, one with an HV is an HAC,

and one with a GV is a GAC. FAC, HAC, and GAC are categories of u type, the verbal-

based action type. The Act in sentence (4) is thus an FAC because the A, IJ!iI,he'to drink',

is an FV.

Each SSr containing an AC is an individual imagery unit. When two or more

SSrr combine to form a more elaborate expression, there exists a "grammatical valence

relation" in Langacker's (1987: 277) terms, and components in this composite structure

need to be identified. In CCG, Initiator (I) and Receiver (R) are determinants of the

nominal type of SSrr, 13 type, dependent upon the status of lor R. lor R in an s-AC, such

as Zhiingsan (Xi) and shuJ(Yj) in Figure 2.1, is indexed by variables Xi or, Yj, in order to

have an identical referee when composing with other s-ACs into c-AC. An AC with an
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indexed I or R or both is cal1ed a Solitary Action (SAC). The SSr for sentence (4) is an

SAC, because there is an I and R individual1y indexed. I or R can also be simple constant

h or k as an embedding site for another AC. An AC with a constant h or k is a Receptive

Action (RAC), because it contains a constant as an embedding site. The constant can be

simple, as the SSrr of sentence (5) 5~ - ~{-t!nlfliX*1Z] Zhang San shUD faXI'11Uan LISl

'Zhang San said that he likes Li Si', shown in Figure 2.2, illustrates:

I
<7>

FAC-RAC

<7, I>
FAC-SAC

I
A'

I
<I>

FAC-SAC,=k
I

A'

I
Zhangsal1;

I
A

F-shuo

1
R
k

I
A

F-xlhuan

Figure 2.2. SSr for (5).

The s-AC <1> <(8, <xi11Uan, L{sl» 'he likes Lisi' is marked' ,=k' to indicate that it is the

same event as referred to by the simple constant k in the s-AC <5> <ZhangSan, <shuD,

k» 'Zhangsan said (that)'. Similarly, I or R can also be represented by complex

constant f(h), f(k), etc., for adverbials and other types ofmodifiers. Sentence (6)

~ -1.&r'i1:J~Zhangsan hen gaoxlng'Zhangsan is very happy' is composed of two ACs.

The first AC is 5~ c:::. r'i1:J~Zhangsan glloxing 'Zhangsan (being) happy'. This event

functions as the I(nitiator) of the more complex event <Zhangsan gaoxlng, <hen, 0»,

denoting that the event ofZhangsan's being happy initiates another event that can be

depicted by the Act of 1.& hen 'very', which functions semantical1y as a statement talking

about the "I", In SSr for (6) (Figure 2.3, next page), f(h) has the shape 'degree (h) "
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<2>, <15>
FAC-SAC

I
A

F-gaoxing

I
<15>

HAC-RAC

I
<2>

FAC-SAC,=h

I
I

Zhiingsful;

I
A'

I
R I
o degree (h)

Figure 2.3. SSr for (6).

I
A

H-ben

I
A'

I
R
o

since 'h-hen' describes the degree of Zhangsan's being happy. As said, an AC with one

constant, either simple or complex, is a Receptive Action (RAC), such as <7> in sentence

(5) and <IS> in sentence (6). An AC with two constants is a Warm Action (WAC). For

example, in sentence (7) {!J; 'iI. f(,J~T ft 'iI. f(,J N1mii de dengyU womai de 'what you

bought is (the same as) what I bought', {!J; 'iI. ~"J nJmai de 'what you bought' is an

embedded AC functioning as the I, and, similarly, ft 'iI. ~"J womai de 'what I bought' is

another embedded AC functioning as the R. Both are complex constants, and both are

based on the number of zero, one, or two constants. SAC, RAC, and WAC are three

categories of ~ type.

Each SSr is a composite type a-~. The composite type in (4) is FAC-SAC since

there is no constant in this AC. The composite type in <7> of(5) is FAC-RAC and

HAC-RAC in <15> of (6) since they both contain one constant. The composite type a-~

of a c-AC in an SSr is detennined by computing. The a-13 types of its computing s-AC or

c-AC. Thus in SSr (5), FAC-RAC <7> and FAC-SAC <1> compute in <7,1> FAC-

SAC. The symbol <7, I> is the result of composing <7> and <I> into a pair «7>,

<I», shortened as <7, 1>. The type FAC-SAC is obtained by first computing FAC in
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<7> and FAC in <1> to obtain FAC, and then by computing RAC in <7> and SAC in

<1> to obtain SAC.

2.3 Organization of Imagery Units

At the beginning of this chapter, I have briefly mentioned that cognitive

grammarians primarily study images and their organizations. A scene of an event is a

continuum ofimagery units. Thus, expressions for images in a language are organized to

reflect the continuum of images in the objective world. Talmy (1985) has observed that

separable and isolated semantic elements in an expression, such as ACs and their

components in terms of CCG, may be represented by corresponding forms according to

specific patterns, such as SSrr in specific languages. I have shown in above that SSrr in

CCG can be analogized as representations of individual imagery units. I hereby present a

few organizing principles about the forming of images that are pertinent to the following

study.

2.3.1 Organizing Principles

2.3.1.1 Principle of Temporal Sequence

Abundantly supported by a large array of syntactic phenomena in Mandarin, Tai's

(1985) well-known Principle of Temporal Sequence (PTS) is defined with a conceptual

basis: ''the relative word order between two syntactic units is determined by the temporal

order ofthe states which they represent in the conceptual world" (p.50). With this

principle, Tai suggests that Mandarin "takes the verb as the central reference point and

orders elements semantically connected with it according to temporal sequence" (p.64).
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This principle provides a valid reason for many Chinese syntactic phenomena concerning

the relative orders of the components of an expression.

A few examples will suffice at present to explicate Tai's claim. In sentence (8)

fltDt~Two chibifo Ie 'I am full (by eating)' there are two main images, or two ACs are

arranged in temporal sequence, when we analyze this sentence into two subparts. The

first event is f\tot WD chi' I eat' and the second is f\tiEJ WD bifo 'I am full'. In the

expression in sentence (8), the event AC = <wo, <chi, 0» precedes the event AC = <wo,

<bifo, 0» in the linear relation, as it plausibly is in the objective world. Their relative

order cannot be reversed, since arguably, the image <wo, <bao, 0» always follows the

image <wo, <chi, 0» in real world experience.

As an iconically motivated principle that proves that the language structure

corresponds to our conceptual structure of the external world, PTS is used to account for

the natural array of an event series that occurs in a sequential time. This principle holds

especially true in accounting for a series of linguistic phenomena in Mandarin about the

internal relative order among components. We apply PTS as one of the main principles

for the organizations of SSrr because this principle makes use of an iconic motivation for

syntactic representations (see also Hsieh 1989).

2.3.1.2 Causal relation

Somewhat similar to Tai's PTS is the causal chain suggested by Croft (1990,

1991), who suggests that events are related as "cause" and "result", naturally connected

on a time scale. Making use of semantic decomposition, Croft argues that an event in a

sentence, no matter whether simple or complex, can be segmented into a chain of sub

events, which are linked by causal correlation. Thus we can see that the concept of
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causal chain is very useful for semantic decomposition. Croft also proposes four criteria

as a step to an "Idealized Cognitive Model", including: causal type, inherent aspectual

type, transmission offorce, and qualitative semantic difference. In this semantic

framework ofcausal chain, Croft defines four basic and another nine oblique thematic

roles, among which "cause" and ''result'' are two event roles denoted by main verbs.

Let me illustrate Croft's ideas by using two ofhis examples in terms ofCCO. In

sentence (9) fltffl nRJiHJiEZ T.fJJif$'£ woyang shftou dapo Ie bali 'I broke the glass with a

rock', there is a series of smaller events. The first event is AC <10> = <wo, <yang,

shftoli», the second is AC <1> =<13
, <d8, bali», the third is AC <3> =<0, <po,

00/1», and some may agree that there is the fourth event AC <2> = <bali, <po, 0»4. In

the causal network, the participants 'l'Jt wo'I', shftou 'stone', and :fEif$'£OOIi'glass' with

their correlation with the event segment is diagrammed by Croft as Figure 2.4:

wo shitou
<;;) -0

yong

boli

D \
da po

Figure 2.4. Linear Sequence ofParticipants and Events in (9).

According to Croft, an ordering is imposed on the participant, who acts as a causer or

causee in the causal chain of events. In Figure 2.4, the causer fit wo'I' precedes the

instrument n~shftou 'stone', which in turn as a causer precedes the causee .fJJi:fW.bali

'glass' in the sub-event of AC <1> = <I, <d8, bali». These four temporally and causally

sequenced events are closely connected with the participants and completely copy the

order of the objective world. That is, the volitional causer fit wohas to initiate the event

ffl yong, in which :£~ shltou is another participant that is involved. Further, n!ijshltou
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is the initiator of a following event tJ da, in which the action tJ dii affects the causee

JJl(~ bali directly. And, in the event caused by the preceding event tJ da, JJl(~ bali must

be presupposed before the action and the state ofpo. Comparing (9) with its English

translation-equivalence of sentence (10) '1 broke the glass with arock', we can see that

the Mandarin sentence evidences more about the hypothesis of the causal chain and PTS.

Holding a similar belief to Croft, Talmy (2000: 409-549) is the first to recognize

"force dynamics" in analyzing "causing" and "effect" in a very fine-grained framework.

"Force dynamics" is a generalization over the notion of"causative" for both prototypical

and non-prototypical causing, and the former is more relevant to our study ofRVCs. In

Talmy's study, force dynamics in various causative situations plays an important role of

structuring, and this role goes across a range oflanguage levels. Various patterns of

force dynamics illustrated by Talmy shows that the fundamental system of notion can

structure conceptualization which pertains to force interactions, and these interactions can

be generalized over "causative". In Talmy's causal representation, causal relations are

individuals acting on individuals, with some notion of transmission offorce determining

the causal order of the causal chain. For different participants involved in causative

situations, Talmy illustrates that they may be forces from physical, psychological, or

sociological perspectives. His original analyses help us observe various interrelated

factors and their metaphoric extensions in the linking of conceptual and syntactic

language forms.

2.3.1.3 Salience Principle and Principle of Information Center

Less emphasized than his PTS, Tai's Salience Principle (SP) and Principle of

Information Center (PIC) (1989) are proposed to supplement his PTS. SP is defmed on
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the notion of focus, which involves the packaging of information based on the attitude of

the speaker. Examples (II) and (12) are adopted from Tai:

(11) fit m T, 151: 13: F7l'J WI·
wo blng Ie, mei qii kai hul.

I sick asp not go attend meeting

'I was sick and (therefore) didn't attend the meeting.'

(12) fit i51: 13: F7l'J

wo mei qii kai hUl, yinwei wo bing Ie.

I not go attend meeting because I sick asp

'I didn't attend the meeting, because I was sick.'

Contrary to (1 I), which follows the natural order with the reason ahead ofthe

consequence, (12) takes the salient order with the consequence before the reason. PIC is

defined, independent of the speaker's attitude, on the notion of information center, which

is pragmatically structured. Sentences (13) and (14) illustrate the different information

centers.

(13) fit JJ\

wo xiang rang ta bii gaoxing.

I want make him not happy

'I want to make him unhappy.'

(14) fit /f';W. ~

wo bii xiang rang ta gaoxlng.

I not want make him happy

'I don't want to make him (feel) happy.'

In sentence (13), /f' bu, which is before !'i<J lJ;!l.g§oxlng, directs the scope of

negation centering on !'i<J ~gaoxing"happy". Contrastively, in sentence (14), /f' bu is

before ;W.xiang"want" and thus directs the scope ofnegation centering on JJ\xiang.
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Moreover, an extended principle ofPIC states that "the given (information) is ordered

before the new (information)" (Tai 1989: 211). This observation not only covers an

important fact in word order in Chinese, but also helps us account for relative positions of

arguments and verbs or complements in RVCs when we employ SSrr to represent these

positions.

All of the above principles, i.e., PTS, Causal Relation, SP, and PIC, account for

the organization of language elements and they are shown to be very useful to studying

Mandarin syntax. A particular syntactic structure may exhibit more than one principle.

For example, sentences (8) and (9) can be interpreted in both PTS and the idea ofcausal

chain. Sentence (9) can also be construed as an organization following Talmy's "force

dynamics" because it contains the process of force transmission. Besides following PIC,

sentence (9) is also organized by PTS. In short, the 90unection of individual components

in an event series may be the result of interplay of various forces, which may either be

temporal, causative, or related to saliency.

2.3.2 Organization ofSSrr

Individual components of an event are thus connected, following one or more

principles introduced above. SSrr in CCQ may be organized in accordance with any

principle that applies. Each individual SSr is a full image which contains event segments

that are causally connected. And in each event, i.e., an SSr, there are shared gestalts in

different ACs. These shared gestalts may be indexed variables, "I"s or "R"s, in one SSr

or more SSrr. When the individual SSrr are connected, these co-indexed noun-phrases

(NPs) are combined, in a binary way, and then transformed into the appropriate number
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ofNPs in CSrr. In the following, I try to show that the linear orders of language elements

are decided by degrees of complexity through an operational process of "instantiation",

during which indexed variables are converted into appropriate NPs, whereas the

composition of events are accomplished through a series of computations.

2.3.2.1 Instantiation

Instantiation is an important notion in CCO. As a key step in the process of

converting an SSr into its corresponding CSr, the instantiation procedure turns each

indexed variable Wk (or more precisely, w,,), which represents an I or R, into a properly

placed co-indexed NPk(or more precisely, NP,,) in the CSr. A Wk is written as Xk when it

represents I, and Yk when it represents R. The rule of instantiation applies cyclically from

the lowest complexity-degree AC all the way up to the highest complexity-degree AC in

an SSr. The cyclical application is dependent upon the notion of Minimal Domains. The

Minimal Domain of occurrence for Wk is the smallest tree within the SSr that contains all

copies of Wk. Three cases are possible. A Wk can be (i) uniformly Yk such as Yj Li Si

within ACF <I> in Figure 2.5, being re-cited and revised by showing NPj instantiating Yj.

<7, I>
AC

I I
<7> <I>

FAC-RAC FAC-SAC,=k
I I
A' A'

I I I I
I A R I A R

NPj Xi F-shu6 k Xm F-xmuan Yj NPj

Xi ~ Zhangsan, Xm ~ ta, Yj ~ Llsi ((i) NPj instantiates Yj in <1>; (ii) NPiinstantiates Xi in <7, 1>.)

Figure 2.5. Instantiation for Sentence (5).
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A Wk can also be (ii) uniformly Xk such as the Xi Zhangsanwithin ACF <7> and Xm t§'he'

within ACF <I> in Figure 2.2. A Wk can even be (iii) Yk and Xk, which can be illustrated

by a so-called 'pivotal' construction, such as the Yj and Xj in (15) ~~j!jfif).* wo qJng til iii

'I invited him to come', as shown in Figure 2.6 (next page). In case (i), we right-attach

an NPk to the Minimal Domain of Wk to instantiate it. This operation is shown in Figure

2.6 by a dashed line for NPj. In case (ii), we left-attach an NPk to the Minimal Domain of

Wk to instantiate it, provided that the Minimal Domain is enlarged by the inclusion of the

right-attached NPh (or more precisely, NP~), whose attachment is triggered earlier by a Wh

in case (i). For example, NPi (as NPa ) in Figure 2.5 is the result of the process ofleft-

attachment, provided that NPj (as NP~) is already instantiated by the process of right-

attachment. In case (iii), we treat Wk as just some Yk and proceed as in case (ii). This is

how NPj is instantiated in Figure 2.6.

<1,2>
AC

I I
<I> <2>

FAC-RAC FAC-8AC,=k
I I
A' A'

I I I I
1 A R 1 A R
Xi F-qing Yj NPj Xj F-Iai 0

X· = wov y' = tii x· = ,~
I 'J 'J l4

(NPj instantiates both Yj in <I> and Xi in <2>.)

Figure 2.6. 88rr for (15).

These are the three ways of instantiation in a straightforward setting. More

complex procedures of instantiation are required for more complex 88rr (see Hsieh 1999
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for details). The SSrr in Figure 2.6 will yield a derived CSr in Figure 2.7, after

instantiation and other relevant operations have applied. The rule of Head Projection for

all categories is simply xk (Head)11 (Modifier) ~ X
k
+

l
, where the slash "I" indicates

either order between xk and I. This Head Projection is ultimately based on the x-bar

theory in GB (Jackendoff 1977). By Head Projection, the entire sentence 'v' = S'

Y'=s
I I
N' y'
I I I
N2 y2 y2
I I I I
NI yl NI yl

wo
v m laiqmg

Figure 2.7. CSrfor (15).

derives its degree-4 verb category from the degree-l verb category 7J,Uiii, which

composes with a degree-l noun, N1_11i!, fli, into y2. Degree-l verb qmgis raised to

degree-2 so that it can compose with the degree-2 verb, y2, into y3. The noun wois

similarly raised from a degree-l N 1 to a degree-2 N2 and to a degree-3 N 3 so as to

compose with degree-3 verb y3 into y4.

2.3.2.2 Computations

Invariably, a sentence is an SSr, composed ofeither simple or complex images. I

have in the above shown that each SSr corresponds to a simple AC, and that a complex

AC is the binary composition of two less complex ACs, based on a set of stipulation

rules. The rules for the computation of the a-type for an AC are listed in Table 2.3, and

the rules for the computation of the p-type for an AC are in Table 2.4, both of which (on
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next page) are taken from Hsieh (2000). The a-type is based on the type of the verb, and

the l3-type is based on the type of the nouns.

Each element within an s-AC is specified with regard to its primary ranking or

status as 'primary' ('p') or 'secondary' ('s') relative to its co-composing element. By

stipulation, which is based on a traditional notion about language structure5
, we have s-

AC = <I(s), A'(P) = <A(p), R(s)>>. Within a c-AC, the 'p' or's' status of any AC is

FAC HAC GAC

FAC
(i) FAC (ii) FAC (iii) (a) FAC, ifGAC is an SAC

(b) GAC, if GAC is an RAC or WAC

HAC
(iv) HAC (v) (a) HAC, ifGAC is an SAC

(b) GAC, ifGAC is an RAC or WAC
GAC (iv) GAC

Table 2.3. Computation of a-types.

SAC RAC WAC
SAC (i) SAC (ii) SAC (iii) RAC
RAC (iv) RACIWAC (v) RACIWAC
WAC (iv) RACIWAC

Table 2.4. Computation of l3-types.

obtained through computation based on the 'p' and's' status of its own composing ACs,

which may each be simple or complex. The primacy degrees are listed in Table 2.5 for

a-types, and in Table 2.6 for l3-types, based on the fullness hierarchy ofACs which is:

FAC > HAC> GAC, and the solitariness hierachy of ACs, which is SAC> RAC >

WAC.

FAC HAC GAC
FAC (i) <2,2> (ii) <2,0> (iii) <2,0>
HAC (iv) <0,2> (v) <2,2> (vi) <2,0>
GAC (vii)<0,2> (viii)<0,2> (ix) <2,2>

Table 2.5. Computation of the Primacy Degrees in a-types.
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SAC RAC WAC
SAC i) <1,1> (ii) <0,1> (iii) <0,1>
RAC iv) <1,0> (v) <:1,1> (vi) <0,1>
WAC (vii)<I,O> (viii)<I,O> (ix) <1,1>

Table 2.6. Computation ofthe Primacy Degrees in ~-types.

To give an explicit idea about computations in an SSrr, let me illustrate with

sentence (16) f!]lre~~~f\GUl:!nJbiyiioshijiaogei WQ ba, 'Please tum in the key to

me', in Figure 2.8.

<:<:10, <:1,1»,15>
FAC-SAC

<10, <1,1»
FAC-SAC, p, = n

I
<1,1>

FAC-SAC, P

<10>
HAC-SAC, s

~pI I~ I

l,s A,p R,s
Xi H-ba Yj

I
<1>

FAC-SAC,p

~,pI I~ I

l,s A,p R,s
Xi F-jiilo Yj

I
<1>

FAC-SAC, s

~,pI ;. I
l,s A,p R,s
Xi F-gei Yk

<15>
HAC-RAC,s

~',pI I~ I

l,s A,p R,s
suggestion H-ba 0

(n)

(15) nl (= i) b1i yiioshi (= j) jiao gei wo (= k) ba.

Figure 2.8. SSr for (16).

2.4 Other Useful Notions

In the above, I have sketched a full picture of the theory ofCCG. In the next two

chapters, I am going to explicate the two significant parts ofmy contribution to the

structure ofCCG: the aspectual categorization ofMandarin g-verb, and the composition
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ofthematic roles. But, as preliminaries, I need to discuss some useful notions that are

frequently used by cognitive grammarians and pertinent to this study.

2.4.1 Image Windowing

As 1stated in the earlier part of this chapter, the richness ofthe experienced world

is impossible to be exhaustively encoded in our language. Only part of a scene may be

structured as a linguistic expression representing that scene. Language as a window for

the conceptualization of our experiences only frames a limited part of the whole scene

and disregards or gaps others. What is put into the foreground of attention is prominently

structured in language, and the remainder is de-emphasized as the background, or

outright omitted. An event is sequential in nature, hence it may have either the initial, the

medial, or the final, or any two or all three ofthem windowed. Tahny (2000: 271·279)

has given a characterization of image windowing with illustrations. Here 1 take one of

my previous examples to illustrate a windowing. Given the contrast provided by (17) I

broke the glass by hitting it with a rock, the images in sentence (18) (labeled earlier as

sentence (9) are very illustrative of image windowing and gapping.

(18) ~ m £!iJl IT $ 7 Jl!1~.

wo yong sllltou dli po Ie bali

I use stone hit break asp glass

'1 broke the glass by hitting it with a rock.'

For many Mandarin speakers, (18) is clear enough for describing the whole event.

However, images (a) through (h) are the additional details that are not encoded in (18) but

are nonetheless relevant: (a) fJ[\{1-J:!l£ ~Jjzhuazhu yikua'j sllltou 'grab a rock'; (b)*
iW*naqJ1ai 'lift it up'; (c) f;!)JiWc:F-' yang qIshOubei 'swing (it) (with my) arm'; (d) re
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E ~ f)J I±l $: hIshftou rong chiiqu 'propel the rock'; (e) £ ~mI"J fBi J/jj shftou rei xiang

baJi 'the rock moves toward the glass'; (f) £ ~ !!Ii ep fJ1i f/jj shftoujJzhong bali 'the rock

hit the glass'; (g) fJ1if/jjli!1~ balipoJie'the glass cracked'; (h) fJ1if/jjli!1 T balipo Je 'the

glass is broken'. Aside from these, there might even be other fine details, such as those

disregarded intervals in the process of the rock moving toward the glass. However,

Mandarin sentence (17) only windows the agent fJG WQ'I' who initiates an action, the

causative entity (or, the instrument) £ ~Jl shftou 'the rock', the hitting image (f), and the

resulting subevent images (g) and (h), while the first few images (a) through (e) are

gapped.

A windowed image depicts the parts of an image that are coded in a linguistic

expression. Whatever is not windowed or gapped is not coded.

2.4.2 The Notions of Figure and Ground

The notions of figure and ground amount to semantic roles in describing events,

temporal or atemporal. In Talmy's (2000: 184) definition,

The Figure is a moving or conceptually movable entity whose site, path, or
orientation is conceived as a variable the particular value ofwhich is the
relevant issue.. "

The Ground is a reference entity, one that has a stationary setting relative
to a reference frame, with respect to which the Figure's site, path, or
orientation is characterized.

Figure and ground are thus a pair of co-existing notions. Let us consider examples (19)

and (20), to see how the two notions apply:

y6udiyuan zau guo chuangkau.

postman walk past window
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'The postman walked past the window.'

(20) £ 'f.!! 11'9: T!P1i:!.f! .
lanzi Ii lang Ie pingguo.

basket inside place asp apple

'The basket contains apples. '

In (19) and (20), til iI~y6udl}u.in 'postman' and !P1i:!.f!pmguo 'apple' are figures

in (19) and (20) respectively, with the former physically moving and the latter mentally

movable. In comparison, S D chuangkou 'window' and £ 'f lanzi 'basket' are ground,

and indicate the references of the figures' path or site, respectively.

Figure and ground form a pattern of focus. They are two cases in Fillmore's

(1968) Case Grammar, with figure corresponding to an 'active' case, while ground

corresponds to an 'inactive' case. This pair ofnotions may also be compared to

'trajector' and 'landmark', respectively, in Langacker's (1987) framework. A trajector is

the entity that can be construed as the foreground figure in a motion event. A landmark is

the background figure in the same motion event. I am adopting the notion landmark to

contrast it to the notion reference because reference is used as a concept connected to

temporal relations. Langacker's path is another notion also relevant to motion. A path is

the way on which a trajector moves toward the landmark.

2.4.3 The Notions of 'Foreground' and 'Background'

Concerning the attentional system ofhuman beings, what is given salience or

prominence is considered a 'foregrounded' element, whereas what receives relatively less

attention than the foregrounded reference is the 'backgrounded' element. Foregrounding

and backgrounding are viable notions in explaining an event containing a series of sub

events. Normally, windowed images in an event series are foregrounded, such as the
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images (f) through (h) in sentence (I 8), and the moving ofthe postman within the view

framed by the window in (19). What is left in the background is considered less

important concerning the description of the event and is normally gapped through the

structuring oflanguage. For example, subevents (a) through (e) in (18), the subevents

before the postman enters the view framed by the window in (19) and the images before

the apples were placed in the basket in (20).

The above three sets ofnotions in my discussion, i.e., image windowing, figure

and ground, and foregrounded and backgrounded, are interrelated to each other, and they

allow us to get a handle on the depiction of various semantic properties concerning the

aspectual details of event. I will make use of them in my discussion later.

In this chapter, I have presented a full view ofCCG. We can see that this

reconciling theory absorbs the quintessence ofboth fuctionalism (through the

components ofISrr and SSrr) and formalism (through the components of SSrr and CSrr).

I aim at a more sharply focused study ofSSrr and a study of the transformation from SSrr

to TSrr in the next two chapters. In doing so, I hope to obtain a better understanding of

how events are partly characterized by their internal aspects.

Notes

1 Again, there would be e(A]) and e(A2), etc., if there is more than one equivalent

expression within one language.

, "Come" in general indicates the direction toward the reference. The reference is

normally defaulted as the speaker ifnot specified. Related to the optimal scene of 'The
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painting fell off the wall", the painting was on the wall before it fell, and it is generally

in a position higher than the speaker (or the speaker's eye, which is the vision line).

When it falls, it moves toward the lower position and thus can be construed as using

"come", which generally denotes a direction toward the reference, and therefore, the

speaker, ifnot specifically marked.

3 The "I(nitiator)" is placed here instead of a specific noun because it may either be ~ WQ

'I' or n ~Jj shftou 'stone', the latter ofwhich is actually the one that hits the fJ!l fill bali

'glass'. See also the latter part of the paragraph for detailed interpretation.

4 The last sub-event is the same as the event in the sentence ff To~Wi i¥J bejzj shlpo de

'The cup is broken. '

5 It is broadly recognized that a verb is the head ofa VO structure semantically. While a

predicate, normally composed ofa single verb or VO structure is the head of a sentence

semantically.
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CHAPTER 3

EVENT TYPES AND THEIR COMPOSITIONS

This chapter will define RVCs in term of Aspectual Composition. The analysis is

presented in the fonn of a step-by-step buildup in accordance with our basic assumptions

that simple semantic elements combine into complex configurations and that lexical

elements comprise compounds having complex configurations. In particular, Section 3.1

sketches the essential structure of event in terms of aspect, and broadly reviews studies of

verbs in an event, with a focus on Mandarin verbs. Section 3.2 categorizes six basic

aspectual types of event that are conceptualized in Mandarin verbs, and further

categorizes commonly used Mandarin verbs based on these six basic types. Section 3.3

presents compositions ofthe six aspectual types and the computation for these aspectual

types. Section 3.4 applies the research results in the preceding sections to an analysis of

RVCs, aiming for a more systematic methodology than previous approaches.

3.1 Viewing Verbs in Terms of Aspect

As mentioned in Chapter 1, an RVC is commonly considered a composition of

two verbs, which may be two verbs or adjectives, hence two generalized verbs (g-verbs).

Thus our investigations ofRVCs start from examining the characteristics ofMandarin g

verbs.

Cognitive grammarians consider verbs, or g-verbs, as encoding of events. It is

thus meaningful to study characteristics ofverbs by delving into the internal structure of

events and studying the aspects in an event. After briefly introducing previous studies of
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English verbs in terms of aspects, I review Tai's (1984) study ofChinese verbs in terms

ofVendler's (1967) study based on English verbs. I will show that Tai's categorization

sheds much light on subsequent studies (Szeto 1988, Smith 1990, He 1992, Guo 1993,

among others). We also use Tai's insight as a guide to our current study of aspects of

Mandarin verbs.

3.1.1 Studies of Event Structure and Event Aspect

Cognitive grammarians have been pointing out that an event in the external world

is a structural network, where different verbs as conceptualizations ofevents represent

various categorizations of events. Verb meanings, therefore, reflect internal structures of

events. Aspect as an inherent property of an event refers to the internal temporal

organization of an event. Aspects are encoded in each individual verb, and are

considered as the determinant of grammatical behaviors of verbs. Moreover, as the

internal elements, aspects interact with each other as well as with other elements in a

sentence.

Vendler (1967) pioneers the study of aspects of English verbs, and he categorizes

them into four types: Activity (ACT), Achievement (ACH), Accomplishment (ACP), and

State (STA). These four categories are listed in terms of time schemata by Tai (1984:

289), and are restated as below:

ACT: Continuous tense with no set terminal point.
ACP: Continuous tense with set terminal point.
ACH: Lacking continuous tense, predicated only for single instants of time.
STA: Lacking continuous tense, predicated for a shorter or longer period of

time.

Two phrases containing temporal differences "for (an hour)", and "in (an hour)", with the

former extending tense continuously but the latter not, are used to test whether a verb is
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ofcontinuous temporal structure in the event it represents. It is discovered that this

distinction is not quite pertinent to study of verbs in Mandarin, where tense is not marked

by granunatical devices.

In the context ofJexical decomposition and Montague Granunar, Dowty (1979)

improves Vendler's classification with several important modifications. Dowty takes

STA, e.g., sing, as the primitive. ACT is then derived by applying the operator "do" to

STA. For example, do (sing) ~ be singing. Similarly, ACH is derived by applying

''become'' to STA. For instance, become (not alive) ~ die. ACP is derived by applying

both "cause" and "become" to STA, e.g., cause (become (open» ~ to open. In this way,

individual verbs in the lexicon of a language would fall into a hierarchical system, where

only STA verbs are the basics, while all other verbs are derived and thus secondary in the

lexicon. It is particularly true for ACP, whose derivation is achieved through application

of"cause" after the app!~cation of"become".

However, we can observe the defects of this approach once we employ this

approach to Mandarin verbs. For instance, if we assume that Mandarin 1m kii '(be) open'

as a STA, we get an ACT Imlmkii kii'to open' by applying "do". But ITlmdakii,

commonly recognized as an RVC, would be construed as an ACH by a large number of

Chinese linguists (Tai 1984, Szeto 1988, and He 1992, among others). In a similar way,

ifwe apply both "cause" and "become" to 1m kii, we would only get IT 1m dakii 'to

open', which is, instead of an ACP, still an ACH because it is an RVC.

Looking into the semantic features of verbs and their syntactic behavior, Teeny

(1992) argues for a strong correlation that exists between aspectual properties ofverbs

and syntactic structures. The Aspectual Interface Hypothesis (Am) she proposes asserts
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the detenninant aspects ofa verb in the mapping ofsemantic and thematic characteristics

to the syntactic structure. The AIR discerns that the direct internal argument of a verb of

change may "measure out" over time the event described by the verb. Let us explain this

by taking the pair ofexamples in Teeny (p. 7), we rename them as (1) and (2):

(I) Charles drank a mug ofbeer (??for an hour/in an hour).

(2) Charles drank beer (for an hour/*in an hour).

According to Teeny, "a mug of beer" in (I) delimits the event of "drink" because the

amount ofbeer "a mug" as an affected argument changes as the event "drink" proceeds.

Further, the event "drink" ends when the last drop of beer in the mug is consumed. In

contrast, "beer" in (2) does not delimit the event of"drink" because ''beer'' as a general

noun here is not an internal argument, and thus it does not measure out the event "drink"

(i.e., its changing with time does not demarcate the end point of the event). By seeing the

correlation between the argument and the syntactic behavior in verbs, Teeny's insights

shed much light on the issue of verb aspects from the perspective ofcorrelation between

verbs and its associated NPs.

Insightful as they are, these studies of verb aspects are primarily based on English

and other languages with rich tense systems. Although they are attempts to disclose

universal properties reflected in verbs, these approaches inevitably confront various

degrees ofdifficulty when these approaches are applied to a language ofdivergent

ontology, such as Mandarin. This can be observed in the non-conclusiveness ofprevious

studies (Chu 1976; Teng 1979; 19861
; Smith 1990; He 1992) and I will show some ofthe

inadequate analyses as needs arise.

3.1.2 Studies of Event and Aspect in Chinese Verbs
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In what follows, I am going to review studies of Mandarin verbs in light of earlier

studies ofEnglish as well as Mandarin verbs.

3.1.2.1 Tai's Three Classes

Following Dowty's (1979) proposal for considering the whole predicate instead of

the individual verb, Tai's (1984) observations of Mandarin verbs in terms of Vendler' s

categories are particularly appealing. He is one of the first scholars to note that Mandarin

does not have the category ofVendler's ACH and ACP although it has the category of

ACT. Instead, the English ACP is expressed in the form ofan RVC in Mandarin.

Further, ACP in English and RVC in Mandarin differ fundamentally in that the former

contains both action and result aspects, whereas the latter contains only the result aspect.

This difference may be observed, in a progressive-tense sentence, by using a pair of

translation-equivalent verbs in these two languages. To illustrate this, consider English

sentence (3) and Mandarin sentence (4).

(3) I am learning singing.

(4) *fIG Tf ~.

wo zai xue hUI chang ge

I in-process-of study capable-of sing song

'I am learning singing.'

(5) fIG Tf ~ nl:\ :ax .
wo zai xue chang ge

I in-process-of study sing song

'I am studying singing. '

English sentence (3) containing an ACP "learn" can be associated with a progress

tense whereas Mandarin sentence (4) containing the RVC ~ trxuehW"study-capable of

~ learn' cannot. On the contrary, the verb in (5) ~xue'study' an ACT, instead ofan
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Rve, is compatible with 1:E zBJ; a word denoting progress. Tai furthers his argument by

English sentence (6), and Mandarin sentences (7) and (8) (pp. 292-293).

(6) John almost wrote a poem.

The scope ambiguity of(6) can be distinguished by the following two Mandarin

sentences (7) and (8), respectively.

(7) iJ.!k

Zhang San jThii xie Ie y'i shOu sm

Zhang San almost write asp one MW poem

'Zhang San almost wrote a poem.'

(8) iJ.!k == ~ -'¥ ~ Jt 7 1:ff ~.

Zhang San jThii xie wan Ie y'i shou shI

Zhang San almost write finish asp one MW poem

'John almost finished (writing) a poem.'

The sentence (8) with RVe ~ J'C xie win 'write-finish' has only the result reading.

Similar to the function of adverb ~-'¥jinuin sentences (7) and (8), negative word also

distinguishes the two interpretations embodied in the English sentence (9), as shown in

Mandarin sentences (10) and (II) respectively, with the latter containing RVe ~11xue

hul'study-know ~ learn'.

(9) John did not learn singing.

(10) iJ.!k

Zhang San mei xue chang ge

Zhang San not study sing song

'Zhangsan did not study singing.'

(11) iJ.!k == 151: ~" u~ l): .

Zhang San mei xue hu'i changge

Zhang San not study know singing
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'Zhangsan did not learn singing.'

Similarly, Tai grasps the fact that many ofVendler's ACHs are also realized in

Mandarin as RVCs, and that semantically and syntactically the behavior ofRVCs is

similar that of ACPs. For example, "find" is an ACH, corresponding to Mandarin tJi. ~tl

zhao diio 'seek-reach~ find', an RVC; "see", an ACH also, corresponds to Mandarin lif

~kiinjiiin 'look at-view ~ see', an RVC. Tai also observes that some English ACHs

take the simple verb in Mandarin, and they must co-occur with the inchoative aspect

marker ]' Ie 'become'. Consider:

(12) fIil ff§ ]' .

ta bIng Ie

he sick asp

'He got sick.' or 'He is sick.'

In sum, Tai asserts that, (i) Mandarin RVCs correspond to two categories of

English verbs. One is English ACHs, such as tJi. ~tl zhao da'o to "find", The other is

English ACP, such as ~Wl xuehw'to "learnable"; (ii) Mandarin single verbs, such as

9E 5J'die, dead', which correspond to English STA, are resultative simple verbs. Both

RVCs and resultative simple verbs belong to the category of"result", which has a

definite time instant and has no continuous tense.

Tai pioneers the view that Chinese verbs are strikingly different from English

verbs, especially as the two are contrasted as a pair of translation-equivalent sentences,

Tai's acumen catches the distinctive correspondence between English and Mandarin

verbs in that the windowed images of event continua may be divergently encoded, despite

the seemingly similar morphosyntactic forms, Tai shows that the two elements in an

RVC belong to two distinct aspectual categories identified by Vendler, and that they
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compose into another category in a predictable way. Hence an RVC is analytical,

compositional, and computational in this sense.

More inspiringly, Tai's observation that English is agent-oriented but Mandarin is

patient-oriented directs us to a view of Mandarin verbs, in which we do not simply copy

categorizations in one language from a different language, as others are still doing later

(Teng 1986, Smith 1990, etc.), but in which we consider the inherent properties ofverbs

in a particular language to set up verb categories for that language.

3.1.2.2 Szeto's Two-System Classification

Szeto's (1988) study ofaspect and 'aktionsart,2 ofChinese verbs merits special

attention because it provides a much more comprehensive and coherent analysis

compared with other works on a similar issue. In the following ways, Szeto has provided

very revealing observations.

Firstly, Szeto contrasts the aspectual properties inherent in Mandarin verbs and

English verbs, proposing a two-system classification ofChinese verbs. He points out the

inherent flaws in applying Vendler's four-way classification of English verbs to the

analysis ofChinese verbs, and suggests that the notion of the length of time, instead of

just the notion time, is crucial to Vendler's classification. Szeto argues that, different

from an event in English, which proceeds in time in a direction, and which is vector-like

in nature, an event in Chinese is confined in a time sphere, which is scalarial in nature.

Looking at it from another perspective, he contrasts English ACPs and Chinese RVCs.

ACPs in English are based on the notion ofchange proceeding from beginning to

completion, sot that the 'action' progresses in a certain 'direction' toward the

'achievement' stage. The notion ofchange in Chinese RVCs, however, can only be
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construed as extending in time, without a consistent direction in a time sphere, and the

focus is placed on the resultative phase of an event. Szeto thus spells out Tai's original

idea, explicating Tai's notion of a resultative stage in Mandarin RVCs. Szeto differs

from Tai in affirming that two different phases exist in RVCs: a state and an end point.

Secondly, Szeto calls attention to the analytical nature ofRVCs and thus

advocates that the study ofthe semantic content and syntactic structure of a verbal

compound should consider a compound as a composition that is more than the sum of its

parts. Specifically, ''the aspectual class that a phrase or a sentence belongs to is

determined by the lexical aspectual class ofits main verb and the compositional semantic

rules that have applied in combining the NPs, adverbial, tenses, and other constituents

involved in the whole sentence" (p. 86). The aspectual class of a sentence is thus a

cluster of semantic features situated inside a time sphere.

Third, and fully in line with the above, Szeto argues that Mandarin RVCs do not

constitute a homogeneous class. RVCs such as 1m 7E tisJ'kick die' are lexically derived

and thus should be treated as single unit rather than a composition oftwo loosely-knit

lexical items. For this kind ofRVC, there is a causal relation between the first verb and

the second verb, the latter of which retains its lexical meaning. By contrast, RVCs such

as i$\; %xIwan 'wash-finish', :j;H~ zhao dao 'look-find' are grarnrnaticalized compounds

with the second verb adding a "telic" notion to the event. Therefore it "affects the

intrinsic temporal nature ofthe situation and hence alters its 'aktionsart' (of this kind of

RVC) from an 'unbounded' situation to a 'bounded' situation" (p. 182), in which the

attainment of a goal is implied.
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However, for the second type, i.e., grammaticalized RVCs, Szeto terms as

"change of situations". He does not explicate the distinctions among the three subtypes,

nor the difference among the examples given in each subtype. For instance, it is

reasonable in considering~r ai shang 'fall in love', ~PZ ttl ren chu 'make recognition-

out/decipher' as "change ofstates". But for some other RVes such as 'IN~hen tou 'hate

(someone's)-guts', it is hard to distinguish different states, or to tell how states have

changed, in its semantic contents. Let us look at some other examples. For Szeto, 7EJ>i!sJ

diao 'die-depart/off, °lHi$.diu diao 'lose-fall', and ItWzou diao 'go-away' belong to the

same sUbtype: change ofpunctual occurrences. But it is questionable if we should

consider another RVC with -ti$. diao such as w'ti$. ca diao 'wipe-off as belonging to the

same subtype. Consider sentence (13):

(13) i.IH3

chenshiin shang de hei dian cii Ie bantiiin cm cii diao

shirt on of black dot wipe asp for-a-while not-until wipe depart

'The black stain was not wiped offuntil I worked on it for quite a while.'

This example shows that the first verb W, ca'wipe' bears completely different semantic

properties from msJ'die' and 'E: diu 'lose', all ofwhich are Szeto's category of"punctual

occurrences". It is obvious that neither 7EJ>i!sJdiaonor 'E:J>i! diu diaomay be used in

similar sentence like (13).

(14)*~ A

zhe ren SI Ie bantiiin cai sl diao

this person die asp for-a-while not-until die depart

?'This man fmally died after he tried for quite a while.'
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(15) *J.ltf!';) ~Hl ;tf T m 7.:t ;tf jJj[.

wOde qianbao diu Ie hen jiu cai diu dian

my wallet lose asp very long not-until lose depart

*'My wallet was finally lost after (I had tried) for a long time.'

In contrast, both 7EjJj[sIdiaoand ;tfjJj[diij diaomay be used with temporal phrases

denoting time-point, such as sentences (16) and (17).

(16) mA ~ !l1,.!; T.

bingren san dian ershl sl diao Ie

patient three 0'clock twenty die depart asp

'The patient died at 3:20.'

(17) J.lt fl'J ~Hl :t:E J.lt 1: 0;j:!;1'1II! ~;tf jJj[ T .

wOde qianbao zm wo shang gonggongqlche sm diu diao Ie

my wallet at 1 get-on bus time lose depart asp

'I lost my wallet when 1got on the bus.'

But it is not natural ifmt¥ cidiao is used in similar case. Consider sentence (18).

(18) ?ftH} T.
chenshan shang de hei dian san dian ca diao Ie

shirt on of black dot three o'clock wipe depart asp

?'The black stain on the shirt was wiped off at 3 o'clock.'

We can see that the first verb may enable an RVC to have different semantics and thus

function differently. Thus in some ofSzeto's categorizations, the semantic and

functional divergence of RVCs may be over-generalized or ignored.

Still, Szeto's description ofRVCs does bear insightful analogy to Tai's

observations, which are therefore comparatively sketchy. They both throw light on the

semantic decompositionability ofRVCs. As an improvement, Szeto has brought much

prominence on the aspectual difference between the two kinds ofRVCs, i.e., what he
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tenus as lexically and grammatically derived. I must also point out that Szeto's analysis

remains unsatisfactory in some perspectives. One is his failure to thoroughly carry

through the view of composition in characterizing the aspectual nature ofRVCs. This

fact is borne out in the category of"change of situations", by examples (13) through (18)

given above. This category is worked out based on the semantics of the first verb in an

RVC, not on the composed semantics of the RVC. The second perspective is to over-

generalize the second verb as expressing a "telic" notion for the category of

grammaticalized RVCs. Let us consider the example of ~...t a1 shang 'become fond of,

fall in love'. Instead of extending to an end of~ a1 'love', the resultative ...tshang

denotes the inceptive concept of "up on the state of (falling in love with)". Further, the

state of~ ...tal shangmay denote a state starting from a particular moment, as in (19):

(19) ft ~ T ftl1.

we di yI yan jiil iii shang Ie ta

1 number one eyesight right-away love upon asp him

'1 fell in love with him at first sight.'

It may also denote a state of~ iii that gradually emerges but the inception of a new state

is hard to be pinpointed on any time scale, as (20) shows:

If'!'.
we mamnande iii shang Ie zhe ge gongzuo

1 gradually love upon asp this MW3 job

'Gradually, 1am becoming fond of this job.'

The third perspective, which tallies with the previous two perspectives, lies in the

attempt to distinguish two levels ofRVCs. Szeto does not present a clear distinction

between lexicalized RVCs and grammaticalized RVCs, although he emphasizes that

lexicalized RVCs involve causal relation, and that the grammaticalized RVCs contain
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telic notion. This is because, Szeto's telic marker such as $; qu 'go' may actually denote

a resultative event, or state of"being away" in an RVCs like 7E$;S1qu'die and (be)

away'. Moreover, Szeto's stative word po 'broken' may be more appropriately construed

in my opinion, as marking the end ofthe action n da'to hit, to break' in nfiB{ d8po 'hit-

break'. These two examples recall for us Zhu's (1985: 95) insight, which states that there

does not exist a clear demarcation between the formation ofcompounds and of syntactic

structures for Chinese. Cheng and Huang (1994) also argue comprehensively that there is

no significant difference in linguistic systematic property between these two kinds of

RVCs because, to them, there is nothing more "idiomatic" about "Iexicalized" RVCs than

those "grarnmaticalized" RVCs. Therefore, to diversify RVCs in this perspective may be

just as futile.

Szeto's analysis ofChinese verbs has achieved limited success. However, many

facets in Szeto's analyses are very worthy to refer to. His observations, along with others

studying Chinese verbal aspects, lend the most support to the current study.

3.1.2.3 Smith's Four Event Types

Smith's (1990) study proves that Vendler's four categorizations ofEnglish verbs

are ofuniversal application, and thus can account for Chinese verbs as well. She

employs Tai's insights by using notions like "atelic", "te1ic", and "change of state" to

distinguish event types in Mandarin verbs. Smith affirms the existence ofte1ic events in

Mandarin by using three tests: "completion", "duration", and "nondetachability',4, as

shown in the following (adopted from Smith 1990: 324).

Ate1ic
Completion no
Duration yes
Nondetachability yes

Telic
yes
yes
yes
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Change of state
yes
no
no



Smith's "atelic" type corresponds to Vendler's ACT, "telic" type to ACP, and "change of

state" to ACH. Smith thus proves that the four situational types ofChinese are exactly

the same as those in English. Referring to Tai's study, Smith associates the telic type

with RVCs mostly, which Smith shows to be presenting events with both duration and

associated outcome, in contrast to Tai's claim that RVCs contain only a result aspect.

We agree with Smith in postulating that there is a nondetachable termination that

is associated with the "atelic" verbs because our treatment (see Type F in Section 3.2) has

some shared properties with hers. And this treatment diverges from that ofmany others

(see Tai 1984, Szeto 1988, among others) that directly equalize "atelic" verbs to

Vendler's ACT..

However, Smith's general view of Mandarin verbs based on the tests she

proposed, especially the "completion", should be rejected on the following grounds.

First, to use "completion" to distinguish ''telic'' from "atelic" is problematic. Smith

argues that ''telic'' expresses events associated with either termination or completion,

while "atelic" expresses events associated with termination only. In our opinion,

"completion" as a test would not distinguish different situations when an event that is

expressed in an RVC is vague in its completeness. It may be neither telic nor atelic. For

instance, ~~Jkilhong 'cry-red~ cry and (become) red' does not denote a completion of

either~ kil 'cry' or *Ihong 'red', neither does it contain ''termination'' of any action or

state denoted by '!f!:.kiior tf.I.hong. Thus, for an event such as ~tf.I.kiihong, its telic or

atelic status cannot be determined. Furthermore, some example sentences from Smith (p.

319) failed to support her claim regarding the category that she considers corresponding

to Vendler's ACH. Let us consider one of them:
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(2 I) flf!, ff'1 -

mmen san man gai haa Ie nei ge qiao

they three year build finish asp that MW bridge

'They built that bridge in three years.'

According to Smith, sentence (2I) denotes that the building ofthe bridge occurred

and was completed within a three-year period. This interpretation is acceptable to most

Mandarin speakers. However, Smith claims that it can also mean that the construction of

the bridge occurred within a three-year period. And this judgment, in my opinion,

contradicts to many native Mandarin speakers' intuitions. Second, Smith's claim that

both "telic" and "change of state" bear the property of"completion" is not supported by

facts in Mandarin. It is clear that "change ofstate", i.e., Vendler's ACH, does not

necessarily imply completion. It only denotes an instant happening on a time scale. For

the English ACH "to hear", we can not assert that the act oflistening which is carried out

in order to hear is completed once the "hearing" is achieved. Similarly, for a Mandarin

ACH such as ~ fJ1. fiixiiin 'to discover' , nothing about the "completion" aspect is assured.

With this, we can see that Smith's study has overlooked many, even the most commonly

observed RoVCs. Her study raises more problems than it intended to solve. All of this

results from her attempt to prove the applicability ofVendler's classification to Mandarin

verbs.

3. I.2.4 He's Situational Types and Aspectual Classes

Having observed the plenitude of the results of Szeto's study, He (1992) comes to

a similar conclusion and adopts the same four types ofMandarin verbs as Smith does.

However, he points out the inadequacy of Szeto's study in grouping together all kinds of

stative verbs6
. Different from Smith's study ofthe grammatical realization ofevent types
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in Chinese verbs, He's classification is based on what he defines as "situations" and a

series of tests that are used to identify these situations. Thus, He's situation types result

from the interaction between a predicate verb's internal temporal natures and its aspect

markers, and as such is not a classification of the verb's aspects only.

Situations in He's study are in general either stative or non-stative. The stative

type can be either "absolute states" or "non-absolute states". These two are contrasted by

their compatibility with the set of test, i.e. -:t:E zaJ: -tN hen, the imperative sentence, and

verb-copying. Vendler's ACT, ACP and ACH correspond to the "non-stative situations"

in He's study. ACT verbs can have postverbal duration expressions. And ACP verbs can

have only preverbal durational expressions denoting the time it takes to complete the

activity and they are thus goal-oriented. He's view on these two types is not entirely

innovative. The inadequacy of He's analysis lies in his account of ACH and STA verbs

as restated in what follows.

First, differing from Smith and Szeto, He's RVCs are ACHs that do not possess

duration. With the resultative element as the semantic head, the verb ofan RVC is the

adverbial modifier of the head element. According to He, the compatibility ofRVC with

post-verbal expressions denotes the lapse of time after the change of the state. Consider

(22), which is from He (p. 192):

(22) fit ~ ftl jj~;$;. "R. T .

wo zhao cIao nei ben shu san tian Ie

1 look-for reach that MW book three day asp

*'1 have found that book for three days.'

Given only (22), it is correct to claim that =- "R. san tian 'three days' has nothing

to do with the aspect ofrt zhao 'look for' or ftl dao'reach'. But the example in (23)
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clearly falsifies this claim. The postverbal durative expression .=. X. san tian can be

associated with the aspect denoted by the resultative complements ~J: hong 'be red':

(23) f-tf1.llfHI'f ~ U T X. T.

ta yanjing kii hong Ie san tian Ie

he eyes cry red asp three days asp

'His eyes have been red for three days from crying.'

It is obvious that siin tiiin denotes the duration of ~J:hong, the state in which his eyes are

red from crying. In Chinese, there are a large number of RVCs like ~UkUhong, with

the stative verb as resultative endings. Thus it would be insufficient to claim that

Mandarin RVCs contains the nature of an ACH. Even if for those RVCs that He

considers as "completive compounds", the postverbal temporal expression may denote

the time extended since the change takes place.

(24) ~ (it{ H T 11 IJ\~ -ill. i~ A Ul;.

tan zuo hao Ie yl ge xiaos1ll ye mei ren chi

meal cook finish asp one MW hour and no person eat

'The meal had been ready for one hour, and no one ate yet.'

Different from ~ ¥u zhao daG in (22), where ¥u dao denotes the termination ofthe action

~zhJfo, ftt hao here entails both the termination/completion of the action~ ZUG 'to cook',

and the inception of a state when a meal is ready to be served.

Second, He's stative verb with inchoative Ie represents a new situation denoted by

the stative verb. The whole sentence thus implies the emergence of a new situation,

which is, however, classified as ACH by He. Sentences such as (17) and (18) thus

present punctual aspect without duration.
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(25) 1£

huii hOng Ie

flower red asp

'The flower has become red.'

(26) ft ~ Pl; '*'~ R& T.

wo iii chi Zhongguo ran Ie

1 love eat Chinese food asp

'I have grown to love Chinese food.'

And the ungrammaticality ofsentence (27) would result accordingly, which, however, is

obviously a perfectly acceptable sentence:

(27) 1£ *,1 T 00 JE,M.

huii hong Ie yl ge xingqi

flower red asp one MW week

'The flower has been red for one week.'

He also calls special attention to a group of sentences, which he labels as

"presentative sentences", predicated by verbs denoting the appearance or disappearance

of an entity at a particular place, and denoting a change of state. Example (19) is taken

from He (p. 199).

(28) ~~~ ~

jiiinyil pao Ie yl ge ranren

prison escape asp one MW prisoner

'A criminal escaped from prison.'

He considers sentences like (28), different from stative existential sentences presenting

homogeneous situations, as denoting changes in a situation. Since they indicate situation

ofchange-of-states, they are ACHs. He further concludes that the situation of a Chinese

sentence is more importantly decided by the aspect markers.
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Although He wisely considers various features of a sentence such as verb, object,

and aspect marker, when he tries to account for different situational types, he does not

maintain his thoroughoess throughout. This flaw is reflected in his focusing on the aspect

marker when talking about "presentative" and STA situations, and on the resultative

component when analyzing the RYCs as ACHs. He thus fails to explicate the functions

of all componential aspects and the combinatory nature of a situation. He's study,

therefore, does not provide the actual semantic generalization of situations involving

RYCs because he fails to capture the principle, even though he is intent on doing so, that

a situation in a sentence is an integrative whole jointly determined by all component

aspects.

3.1.2.5 Guo's Event Course Types

Guo's (1993) study of Chinese verbs, although not as widely cited as the other

works discussed above, nonetheless merits mention in our discussion.

A statistical analysis in Guo's study is carried out based on a thorough

classification of Chinese verbs. Different from all of the above research, which study the

aspects or situations expressed in Mandarin predicates, Guo's study focuses on the

different courses in an event that is encoded in Mandarin verbs, which is also the primary

intention of our study. However, Guo's classification is not tenable for the reason that

he, as He (1992) does, categorizes Mandarin verbs by their compatibility with those

words commonly recognized as manifesting correspondent aspects of event such as -Ie

(inchoative or completion), -~ zhe (progressive or durative), -~ guo (ending), and 

OE);(£ (zheng)zal (progressive). This approach inevitably leads to a fallacious

classification of the verb event aspects, because it takes the compositional results of a
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verb and its test as equivalent to the category of the verb. For example, Guo identifies

verbs such as 3l0ai 'come', ;r,;; wang 'forget', *M'@.ji§hiin 'get married' as the category

denoting punctual events because they are compatible with the end-denoting T Ie, not

with the durative-indicator -'1!f zhe, or progressive indicator - Of)l£ (zhCng)za.i. This

classification seems counter-intuitive, especially for verbs like*Iii. As another

example, Guo characterizes &'E~ renshi 'to know' as denoting an event salient in its

starting point and duration. This may be correct for (29) below, but obviously not with

(30). In sentence (30) the inception is not discernible. Similar to (30), in sentence (31),

the termination of the event is equally salient as its inception, iflll~ wU'hul'(dancing)

ball' as a referred event during which the action ofgetting acquaintance happens.

(29) ~ ~~ 5~ if. T.

wo renshi Zhang San san nian Ie

1 know Zhang San three year asp

'I've known Zhang San for three years.'

(30)~ -~ 5~

wo renshi Zhang San

1 know Zhang San

'I know Zhang San.'

(31) ~ 1£ .~ (J:) ~i'6~ T ~ -.

wo ziii. wUhul shang renshi Ie Zhang San

1 at ball m know asp Zhang San

'I got acquainted with Zhang San at the ball.'

In (31), the event of~~renshi starts at a moment when ~ wo'I' and ~'::'ZhangSan

begin to exchange information about each other, and ends at the moment when 'we'

fmally get some facts about each other.
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Guo's attempt to identify event structure in Mandarin verbs thus seems to be on

the wrong track because he, as He (1992) does, equates compatibility ofa verb with an

aspect marker with the event aspect encoded in an individual verb. As I will be

demonstrating in Section 3.2 and have shown in my survey ofprevious studies, the

aspectual structure preserved in each verb may change when they are associated with

other components. The compatibility of verbs with other words denoting event aspects

only provides structural assistance for us to identify functions ofverbs. It is not,

however, an inherent part of the internal property ofverbs. This fallacy, although, is

cautiously sidestepped by Smith (1990), who points out that this fallacy results from the

tradition of taking the words denoting aspects as the criteria for judging the internal

nature of verbs. Words that may be associated with the predicate verb only reflect a

partial nature of the verb, and are thus not sufficiently revealing of verbal aspects.

Furthermore, they may also change the aspect of the whole event, which is a composite

entity. It is thus not surprising that Guo's classification contains exceptions that total as

high as 12.8% ofthe Chinese verbs he treated.

The survey in this section shows that aspects ofMandarin verbs have been

explored through many different approaches. In virtually all of the previous approaches,

there exist a major defect in the classificatory criteria, resulting from either simply

applying methods in studies ofEnglish verbs mechanically to Mandarin verbs, or taking

the composite results as identifications of internal properties. I do admit the fact that

event and its aspects in the objective world are universal to all human beings. However,

the characteristics ofparticular conceptualizations in various languages prevents us from

equalizing aspects encoded in one language to those encoded in another because of the
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interaction among verb semantics peculiar to each individual language. We should probe

into the nature of the event represented by the richness ofevent aspects, and the

grammatical properties related to verbs and their semantics and functions.

3.2 Event Schema and Event Types

My examination of verbs starts from aspects of events that are naturally

conceptualized in the form of g-verbs. I present a prototype of event schema by

examining the structure of an event, and analyze its main components and properties.

Event components fall into six aspect types that g-verbs in a language represent.

Although I use Mandarin examples, the event situations dealt with here are considered to .

be fundamental also in other languages, on figuring the semantic basis - the

conceptualization of event aspects. Thus, I expect my presentation to be deep-reaching,

in the sense that it reveals a part of universal event organization in language forms.

3.2.1 Event Schema

An event is a happening. A happening occurs at a certain place during a certain

interval of time. Therefore a single event is generally a time-bound entity, and it can be

schematized as in Figure 3.1.

• •
Figure 3.1. Event Schema.

An event as shown in Figure 3.1 is considered prototypical because it embodies a whole

process of a happening, which is a three-unit image, the units ofwhich are sequenced one

after another. An event has the following properties:
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(i) An event may have a beginning or an end or both.

(ii) An event may have a duration.

(iii) An event may be located on a time scale.

Aspect is the inherent property of an event. It places an event in the domain of temporal

structure. Concerning the aspects delineated, an event can be naturally understood as

being comprised of three main components: a start point, a duration, and an end point. I

illustrate the three main components of an event in Figure 3.2.

I I

IstartPOinp. i8 i· ~endPOintl
I I
. duration '

Figure 3.2. Structure of Event Schema.

The three components reflect the main stages of a single event on a time scale.

Each of them has intrinsic properties to distinguish it from another. The start point

denotes an instant when an event starts, and it thus has no duration. For an event denoted

by an ICM (Idealized Cognitive Model) ofthe verb 'to sleep', the start point can be

contemplated as the moment when the initiatory agent ceases to be awake, or becomes

unaware of what is happening around him, normally with eyes closed.

The start point is followed by the duration stage. This stage is a time interval

during which a happening lasts along a time axis. Change or progress mayor may not

take place. And if change does take place, it may lead to an outcome ofan essentially

different stage, which is considered as the end point. The duration stage may be static or

dynamic, and it may consequently denote the continuation of a state or the development

of an action. In the event of "sleep", the duration stage is the sleeping period lasting till
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the moment right before the agent awakens and, in the most connnon situation, opens his

or her eyes.

The end point appearing right after the duration stage denotes a moment when the

event terminates. This termination can be considered as an outcome resulting from the

preceding duration stage, but essentially divergent from it. For the event of"sleep", the

end point is also the moment of"wake up", which is in turn the start point of "being

awake". Since the end point follows the duration stage on a time scale, it is by nature an

outcome that can be considered as the resulting stage. On the other hand, it can also be

considered as the start point of a following event that comes into being, and thus it shows

no duration, as in the examples of"sleep", "wake up", and "being awake".

The three main components of event schema give us an abridged view of event

concerning its different aspects in terms of their internal consistencies. The start point

and end point demarcate an event to a duration, in which the event progresses. A

duration is significant, because it not only manifests the development of an event, but

also bridges its two ends. The duration stage follows the start point and leads to the end

point, which is another defining component in an event, since it is also the start point of a

following event, ifwe consider the whole world a network ofcausally connected events.

The end point is crucially noticeable, because it is an outcome resulting from the duration

stage, and as such may be considered as a natural extension of the duration. It may also

mark a termination, which may be completely different from the duration in nature, if it is

characteristically closer to its following duration than its preceding one. The importance

for clarifying this point becomes obvious when we investigate aspectual compositions of

verbs in Section 3.3.
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Aspects of events are primarily windowed and encoded in a verb. Individual verb

that windows aspect(s) of an event may comprise into complex expressions, forming the

predicate of a sentence. Thus a sentence may be the structure ofa composition of

aspects. Therefore, we should examine aspects conceptualized in a lexicon of Mandarin

verbs before we try to account for complex images in compounds like RVCs or other

more complicated expressions.

3.2.2 Event Types

An event or event aspect that is conceptualized in individual verb, especially a g-

verb, in a language may not be absolutely prototypical, as Figure 2.1 shows. A g-verb

may window only certain stage of an event. Thus, we can analyze a g-verb by checking

which aspect(s) is/are windowed in its semantic contents. Each aspect is basically a stage

in an event. It may either be windowed/conceptualized ("+") or not (" ") in the

semantics ofa verb. All three stages may have the possibilities ofbeing windowed or not

being windowed. The alternation of these two possibilities for the three components in a

single event can be figured out by this formula: 2 x 2 x 2 = 8. Specifically, the details of

these alternations may be shown in Table 3.1.

Types starti°int duration end~oint

A +
B +
C +
D + +
E + +
F + + +
G
H + +

Table 3.1 Possible Compositions of Event Aspects.
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Among these eight types, Type G and Type H are in shadow because I do not find any g

verbs ofthese two types, at least not in Mandarin. It is straightforwardly clear that a g

verb should function as a windowing of an event, in which at least one aspect of the event

should be encoded. Type G without any event aspect windowed is thus ousted. The

possible event aspects shown in Type H indicate that only the start point and the end

point are windowed; whereas the duration that connects these two points is gapped. Type

H skips a crucial tie connecting the two ends in an event schema.

Disregarding Type G and Type H, I now illustrate the six event types representing

various possibilities of aspect windowing in the semantics of a g-verb. I proceed as

follows.

Type A: inception .------------0

Type A denotes the starting point of a simple event indicated by an associated

word. In Mandarin, g-verbs of Type A are limited in number. The most typical Type A

verb is ~ ~t kaishl'to start, to begin'. Others examples are JJ.X: cheng 'to become'?,

51 ;tr;,ylnql'cause', - ;tr;,*qIiai 'start to (do)', and -1:. shang 'begin to (do)', etc.8

Denoting an instant, Type A verbs must be associated with another word entailing an

event with duration. Consider examples (32) and (33):

(32) i~ I:±:\ ~~ T.

yanchii kaishlle

perfonnance start asp

'The perfonnance started.'

(33) 0lHI 51;tr;, o~o.t.

xiyan y'inq'i kesou

smoke cause cough
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'Smoking causes coughs.'

Both li& t±:\ yanchu 'performance' and Q${ IlJItI: kesou 'cough' denote a process containing a

duration, even though they are nouns. It is especially true that -iI!£,* qIlai'to start to

(do)', and -...t shang 'begin to (do)' used together with other verbs denoting an event with

duration. Compare this following pair:

(34) fl\ gll:...t @ ,A.

wi) xlhuan shang yl ge ren

I like up one MW person

'I fell in love with one person.'

(35) *fl\ ...t 00 A·
wi) shang yl ge ren

I up one MW person

'*I started one person.'

That a Type A verb should appear with a word denoting an event with duration tallies

with the reality in the objective world that a beginning must be followed by a

continuation, or a duration.

What are commonly considered as "aspect markers" denote various types of

aspect. One function of T Ie is an "inchoative" marker, which is usually considered to

indicate a new situation, as (36) shows:

(36) f.lt+J\ 1!J. ~ (~95) .:t it T.

wi) shlba sUI jiii (kiiishl) gongzuQ Ie

I eighteen age right-away start work asp

'I started to work (as early as) when I was eighteen.'
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It is the T Ie that adds the meaning of"start" (~ ~iJ kaishl) for the event denoted by

I fFgongzuo 'work'. Further, the start point is at the year when f\! wo'I' was eighteen

years old.

Indicating an instant on the event time scale, verbs of Type A denote the

beginning point of time, as tt cong 'from (a point of time)' in (37), not an expression

indicating duration of time, such as tt cong., ,fU dao... 'from... to' in (38).

(37)f\! ftt L J=l ~IX L T ~I!J.

wo cong shang yue xmuiin shang Ie yiindong

I from last month like up asp sports

'I started to be fond of sports since last month.'

WQ cong wiiyue dao liilyue xmuiin shang Ie yiindong

1 from May to June like up asp sports

*'1 started to be fond of sports from May to June.'

Type B: steady state Of-----O

Type B denotes a steady state of an event, where neither the start nor the end

point is discernible. This type is similar to the 'stativity' type, which Langacker (1987:

220-222) characterizes as a structure indicating atemporal relations, a state that shows an

nndemarcated permanence on a time sC,ale. Typical Type B verbs are :l11: shl'to be', :{£ziij

'be at/inion', ~1xing '(somebody's) surname is', and expressions like I±.iti shenghuo'to

live (a life)', etc. This category also indicates verbs ofemotion and feeling, such as

f! IX XlnUiin 'like, enjoy', tEipa 'fear', ~ kiln 'regard, judge', and verbs denoting property

ofentities, such as '19<: 1112 kuaiJe 'happy', *& ftjieshi 'strong', i[ Jan 'blue', and ilJL Juan
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'messy', etc. Adverbs such as lEzheng'in the process of have the property of verbs, and

are also Type B verbs.9

(39) ftl2lE ;w 11·

tii zheng l.cin shu

he in-the-process-of read book

'He is reading a book.'

Aspect marker -rti zhe is also a Type B verb, denoting the steady state of its preceding

verb.

(40) ~ 0::: ~ ~ 1t'~il"J ~i2f.

Zhang San guo zhe beicande shenghu6

Zhang San live asp wretched life

'Zhang San is living a wretched life.'

Without demarcation for its event aspect, a Type B verb appears in expressions

indicating time with no boundary, such as - T!iI.ylzhf(dou), 'all the way', r,t* (illI )~I

(~ ... S1» congliii (dou/jii1 (shLde» 'to have been the case all the time'. Accordingly,

Type B verbs carmot appear with time-point expressions. Consider the pair of examples

(41) and (42):

(41 )fl]; - T!iI.

nr yizh! dou xiang baba

you all-along all resemble father

'You look like your father all the time. '

(42)?{1];~~ S," ~{IjI'~ f~ ~~.

nr sandian de sh!hou xiang baba

you three-o'clock oftime resemble father

?'You look like your father at three 0'clock.'
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One might argue for the grammaticality of (43), where a seemingly time-spot expression

is used:

(43) ifF

nY san sui: de shihou xiang baba

you three age of time resemble father

'You look like you father at the age of three.'

However, note that =-~Ii"Jl!~H~ san sulde shfhou 'at the age of three' in (43) actually

denotes a time-span that extends at least one year.

Type C: termination 0-----------.

Type C, in contrast to Type A, denotes the termination of an event indicated by an

associated g-verb. Typical verbs of Type C are verbs indicating termination such as *
wan 'to fmish', *tI*.jieshu'to end', and ¥U diio 'to arrive', or verbs indicating an

outcome of a preceding event, such as pJt cheng 'to become', M bfng'to split, to burst',

'ff/,jiiin 'perceive',10 etc. Verbs of this category normally are emphasized by a completion

aspect marker T Ie in a sentence. Somewhat similar to Type A, it is natural to construe

that aspect of Type C signals an instant that has no duration on a time scale. For instance,

one can not say{i!!,pJt~AmT =-if. t§ cheng mfngrenyongIe san nian 'it took him three

yeas to become famous.' Also, we can use the non-durational character ofType C to

explain the ungrammaticality of (44) and the grammaticality of (45).

tfunen de guiinxi yi:zhi jieshu Ie

they ofrelationship all-along end asp

*'Their relationship has been ending all the time'.
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(45)fl!1fr~ ~"J IUJ;% 1I'F7': *5* 7.
tfunen de guanxi zuotiiin jieshii Ie

they of relationship yesterday end asp

'Their relationship ended yesterday.'

As is well known, the aspect marker 7 Ie denotes the completion of an event, regardless

of the aspect type of the verb it is associated with, as (46) shows:

(46) tIG ~Z 7 {~Jlt'I*'.
wo chi Ie yi ge pingguo

1 eat asp one MW apple

'I ate one apple.'

The Ie in (46) marks the end of the event ~Z chi'to eat', which is divergent from the one

in (23) (i.e. f-tMIU¥l'~U 7 =. 7': 7 'His eyes have been red for three days from crying'),

which marks the start of the event indicated by the preceding verb.

Type D: start-bounding. 0

Type D denotes an event which starts from a certain moment and maintains a

continuous state but does not have an ending. G-verbs of this category window a

discernible start and its continuation of an event. The start point of Type D verbs is

transient, while the duration extending it remains the same throughout the event. Type D

thus is composite of two components. Hence, Type D verbs are stative verbs. They are

also ACH (Vendler 1967, Tai 1984, among others). Consequently, Type D verbs can be

used in expressions denoting either a time-point (e.g., /llIU::r giingciii 'a moment ago' in

(47)) or a time-span (e.g., ~:if Jiangniin 'two years' in (48).

7E 7·

xiao mao giingcai sl Ie

little cat a-moment-ago die asp

'The kitty (just) died a moment ago.'
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xiao mao sl Ie liang nian

little cat die asp two year

'The has been dead for two years.'

We can see that the inceptive aspect of 7E sl'die' is more salient in (47), although the

state ofbeing dead lasts since ilJlJtl :tgiingcii 'a short moment ago', than it is in (48). In

contrast, the state ofbeing dead is more emphasized in (48) than in (47), although the

start point is a moment that took place two years ago. The composite characteristic of

Type D can be seen by comparing the Mandarin verb 7E s1'to die, to be dead' with the

two English expressions "to die" and ''to be dead". The compatibility ofType D verbs

with both time-point and time-span expressions supports our analysis.

Type D verbs include some verbs of emission, such as ?'t liang 'to lighten, to be

bright', verbs of infliction, such as ~ huai 'to destroy, to be destroyed', !iEi.po 'to break,

be broken', verbs ofphysical state resulting from change, such as ~shii 'to be cooked',

:tOi diu 'to lose, to be missing', and 00 kiii 'be away', etc.

The verb of motion 1i;qil 'go (to)' indicating a movement belongs to Type D.

1i;qil requires an entity moving away from a landmark (normally the speaker, or a

backgrounded reference). Consider (49), where the start point denoted by qil can be

located at - !116 san dian 'three 0'clock' on a time scale. The event of qil continues after

three o'clock. Its ending may be demarcated by a Type C verb fU dao 'arrive' in (50).

(49) ~ - llii

wi) san dian qii xuexiao

I three o'clock go school

'I'll go to school at three o'clock.'
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(50) ~ - 11,J;

WQ san dian qil xuexiao san dian ban dao (xuexiao)

I three o'clock go school three o'clock half arrive (school)

'1('11) go to school at three o'clock, and arrive there at three-thirty.'

The duration ofmotion denoted by -'li:,quis clearer in (51).

til qil xuexiao Wing ge xiaosIllle

he go school two MW hour asp

'He's left for school for two hours.'

The ilrj@j/HI'¥lianggexiaoshf'two hours' can only be construed as the duration after he

left the landmark and since which the time laps. Szeto (1988: 228-233) gives an explicit

analysis of -'li:, qu, which concerns more about the inceptive stage and its development

from one (stage) to another (stage), and he provides further support to my claim that this

verb denotes aspects in which a moving object departs from a reference point and

continues with the inceptive stage, hence it is a start-bounded verb.

Type E: end-bounding o~--......

Type E g-verbs denote an event aspect that does not have a start point but has a

duration and a tenninating point. Contrary to Type D, Type E has a clearly demarcated

point, beyond which, the aspect is not windowed by the semantics ofthe verb. In light of

Langacker's (1987: 244-246) lengthy discussion about the landmark saliency ofmotions

represented by such verbs as "to enter", we can see that verbs ofType E manifest

windowing of a process bounded by landmark. The start point of Type E is hard to

discern because only the salient landmark is windowed in the semantics of in this type of

verbs.
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Concerning the two aspects windowed, it is natural for us to understand that Type

E verbs make use of expressions oftime-spot like ::::: m~ siin diiin 'three o'clock' in (52),

the moment when the figure ~wo'I' reaches the landmark ~ *X xuexiao 'school'.

wo san dian liii xuexiao

I three 0'clock come school

'I come to school at three.'

Type E verbs may also make use ofexpressions of time-span, such as .=.+ 'it i! ershf

Rnzh6ng 'twenty minutes' in (53):

(53) {-tll'ffl*
til meitiiin yong ershi fenzhiing 1m xuexiao

he everyday use twenty minutes come school

'It takes him twenty minutes to come to school everyday.'

But they cannot use expressions such as fit c6ng 'from' indicating a start point on a time

scale:

(54) *~ fit 116 *
wo c6ng san dian liii

, .,
xueXIaO

I from three o'clock come school

'I've been at school since three o'clock.'

Szeto (1988), although depicting *Iii as starting with a bound, has suggested that it

terminates at the location of speaker, or, more exactly, the speaker as the reference point.

The process manifested by *Iii is "mainly concerned with a gradual transition from the

state of 'nothing' to that of 'something' (p. 231). Besides jiji'n 'enter' and *1m 'come',

many ofwhat are usually considered as Mandarin "directional verbs" are Type E, such as

ill chii 'go out (of)', t?, qI'emerge', etc. This is due to the nature of events denoted by
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verbs of this category, which are predominantly terminated by the reference. For

example, ¥!!iii:! 'enter' depicts a scene that a figure moves towards and finally passes; a

landmark, for instance, the door of a room. The passing of the landmark marks the

completion of the scene depicted by ',!jln. The schema of Type E, schematized as a line

denoting process and a dot denoting a termination, can be justified as follows. The event

denoted by *' iii is a process during which a figure moves toward a landmark, such as

~txxuexiao 'school' in examples of (52) to (54), and that landmark is included in the

semantics of*' iii Therefore (53) is grammatical. Also, the instant at which the figure

moves into the scope ofthe landmark is included in :JiIiliii, and hence (52) is a well

formed sentence. Once the figure entering a door has passed the door, however, it

requires an aspect beyond the limit of the semantics oOIOii 'come'. That is, it requires

IT ... fJ1. zai.. .Ii 'be in/at', more appropriately. In short, Type E is characterized by a

process extending toward its termination or an end point, or, as a figure moving toward

its landmark.

Type F: prototype • •
This type denotes a prototypical event, whose bounds become discernible when

they are actuated by referential objects or words denoting aspects. That is, Type F entails

the start point and the end point, which can be seen when they are associated with (i) the

direct object of verbs, or (ii) other aspect-denoting verb(s) in a sentence. Note the

different noun phrases that are associated with ~he'to drink' in the example in (55).

(55) fJi: ~ ik.

wo he cM

I drink tea

'I drink tea. '
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(56) flt ~ T ff 1k.

we he Ie yi: bei cM

I drink asp one cup tea

'I had (drunk) a cup oftea.'

(57)flt~ TIN'!} (if.J)1k.

we he Ie yi: xiaoshi de cha

I drink asp one hour of tea

'I drank tea for one hour.'

(58) flt ~ T ,*.

we he Ie cha

I drink asp tea

'I drank the tea. '

(59) flt ~

we he

7'G T 1k.

wan Ie cha

I drink finish asp tea

'I finished (drinking) the tea.'

The event of~he'to drink' in sentences (55) to (59) can be represented by a simple

event "I drink tea". This event is potentially delimited by the indefinite noun 1k chs'tea'

in (55). The amount is specified as -ffyi'..bei 'a cup' in (56), which demarcates the

event ~ he 'to drink' , since consuming a cup of tea occupies an interval of time, which

can be shorter or longer, depending on the speed of"my" drinking. The start point is the

moment when the tea in the cup is entering the drinker's mouth, and the end point is the

instant when the last drop of tea in the cup is in the drinker's mouth. Similarly, the

prototypicality of~hein (57) can also be construed as a whole event on a time scale, on

which the interval starting from the moment "1" drank the tea and ending at the moment

that "I" stopped drinking the tea is one hour. Teeny's (1992) study about how the
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semantic object of verbs can measure out an event, as I reviewed in Section 3.1, lends

further support to my analysis. Normally, the direct object demarcates the event denoted

by the predicate verb, especially at the end point, of an event image crucially. In

Mandarin, drinking can be delimited by different devices. It may be delimited by the

amount (e.g., (56)), by the time that is expended for the event (e.g., (57)), or by another

event aspect such as TIe (e.g., (58)), which is a Type C verb denoting the end point only.

It can even be emphasized by another Type C verb 7t win 'to finish' (e.g. 59). I thus

suggest that Type F presents a prototypical event and its presentation is differently

realized in their constellation with different associated elements. I accordingly depict the

schema of Type F as a ..1--... ,with two dimmed ends that allow it to compose with

a type that has one or two solid ends to form a complex aspect.

Most Type F verbs correspond to what are recognized as ACT in Vendler's

categories. They also include verbs which are fallaciously characterized as denoting a

moment aspect. Let us consider (60):

(60H~7't FA' T - r.
dengguang shan Ie Ylxia

light flash asp one-time/a-short-moment

'The light flashed (once).'

The aspect of the event Mshin 'to flash' entails all three components ofa prototypical

event schema, although the duration may be extremely short. Thus all Type F verbs can

comply with such expression as "ffl / 7£ T yang!huii Ie 'take/spend' + time-span", of

which the start point, duration, and end point are discernible on a time scale.

(go to next page)
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(61) Hb't

dengguang shan yixia

ffl T 113011).

yong Ie 1130 miao

light flash one-time use asp 1/30 second

'It takes for 1130 second for the light to flash once.'

Our proposal to view Type F as presenting a bounded event takes a strong stand

on the controversy against the traditional thinking (Vendler 1967, Tai 1984, Teng 1986,

Szeto 1988, Smith 1990), which views Type F verbs as denoting seemingly non-

delimited "activity". I propose to consider g-verbs as primary devices for

conceptualizing an event in a gestalt. Therefore, g-verbs should schematize the essential

components of an event.

To sum up, Types A, B, and·C are simple types because they present a

conceptually unitary aspect in their semantics in the lexicon. Further, Types A and C

differ from Type B in that they occupy a nil duration1\ in time scale. Type B is the only

event type that contains neither the start nor the end of an event schema. Types D and E

Time-point Time-span Time-interval non-interval

a)j if. rriingnian ~ :7': san Win mT (~+53') yong Ie (san -@:jljJ\yizhi...

'next year' '3 days' slii fen) 'takes 30 minutes' (dou) 'always'
examples

IllU::t gangcai
-f'jI~ fM ~!Ii fU Ii!Ii c6ng (san MiltE!:

yimiaozhong dian) dao (wli dian) 'from 3 zongslll
'moments ago' 'one second' o'clock to 5 o'clock' 'always'

A + - - -
B - H - +
C + - - -
D (+)# + - -

E (+)* - + -

F + + + -

#null compatibility with fU dio 'arrive, till' denoting an end point
*null compatibility with fM cong 'from' denoting a start point

Table 3.2 Contrast ofaspectual types
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are composite types because aspects that are windowed by verbs of these two types entail

a graduation from one stage to another (i.e., either from start point to a continuation as in

Type D, or from a continuation to an end point as in Type E). Although these two types

window composite images, they differ from each other in that Type D is more

distinguished by its duration stage, whereas Type E is more characterized by the bounded

ending aspect. Image windowed by g-verbs of Type F is holistic because it is delimited

in composition.12 These six types can be briefly distinguished by their compatibilityl3

with temporal expressions, which are either time-point or time span, as Table 3.2 shows

(see the previous page).

3.2.3 Categorization of Mandarin verbs

With a full picture of how aspects are windowed and conceptualized in the

lexicon, supported with examples from Mandarin verbs, I am now categorizing Mandarin

verbs into the six event types based on Table 3.2. I focus on what are called Full Verbs

(FVs) in CCG. They are verbs and adjectives in common tenninology. My

categorization sidesteps Half Verbs (HVs), considering that some classes like

conjunctions, tense, and auxiliary are not compatible with the notion of aspect. Other

HVs such as aspect markers -Tie, -If:zhe, and -~guo have been discussed in

corresponding analyses of event types in the last section. I also remark on adverbs (a

subclass ofHVs) that denote aspect of steady-state and I categorize them as Type B

verbs.

FVs that are categorized in the current study are constituted from two lexicons in

XHYXC (Yu et al. 1998) with 2094 verbs and 1471 adjectives. But I adjust the lexicon
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of verbs in XHYXC by comparing its entries with the 2117 verbs in DUC (Meng et al.

1987) and with definitions in Xiandai Hanyii Cldilin (XHC) (YYS 1996). The methods

of adjustment used encompass two perspectives concerning whether they are verbs or

adjectives. When I establish individual entry of verbs, I either expand or reduce the

entries in XHYXC by taking the following into consideration:

(i) I focus on entries ofunitary morphologic verbs, not compounds. This operation is

based on two reasons. First, in CCG, the computational rules for simple SSrr

composing into complex SSrr are applicable for the formation of both compounds and

constructions such as phrases. Second, it is commonly recognized that, in Chinese, the

organizing rules for compound are basically the same as those for phrases. So, for

example, ifthere is an entry for WI. diao 'to carve, to engrave', and an entry for tU ke 'to

engrave, to cut', then I do not include the verb R tU diaoke 'to carve, to engrave'

because it may be simply formed by our compositional rules. However, I include

compounds like J'l'IJmiL diioJulin 'make trouble, create a disturbance' besides the entry

mdio 'to poundlbeat with a stick' and the entry miL Julin 'chaos, disturbance' because

the meaning of J'l'IJ 1iiiL dioJulin cannot be obtained by composition of the meaning of

mdio and that of 1iiiL Julin.

(ii) I add entries such as Ff-zhuo 'to carve, to chisel, to grind' to the lexicon so that it may

combine with another verb such as R diao 'to curve' into RFf- diaozhuo 'to sculpt, to

polish', and Ji! mo 'to grind' into Ff-Ji! zhuomo 'to carve and polish', etc. The

additions are for the purpose of maximal productivity from the composition of entries

in the verb list.
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(iii) I examine every entry to see if it entails different meanings as well as event types.

For example, ~;g~renshiis listed as one entry in both XHYXC and XHC, but one

entry with two definitions in DUC: (a) to be familiar with, to know; (b) to get

acquainted with (somebody). These two definitions correspond to two different

meanings, and therefore, two event types, with (a) to Type B and (b) to Type F. We

thus list ~~ renshi as two entries, marked as ~~ renshi1, and ~;g~ renshh.

(iv) For one language form with different pronunciations, for instance, R, lou and lii,

both mean 'to reveal, to show' but are listed as two entries in GKCC. The former is

the colloquial form and the latter is the literary form. Both of them denote aspect of

Type F, hence we list them under one entry R lii/lou.

(v) I eliminate such entries as *-!i!lt diizhan 'to fight violently' from XHYXC because

*- d8 'great(ly)' describes the state ofhow a fight would be carried out, and the word

*-~ d8zhan is a compound that can be reduced to *- da (a Type B verb) and ~zhan

(a Type F verb). I single out ,"'Azhan, however, as an individual entry and add it to the

list since it is an FV in a sentence like {-@ {I"J 1i5 El E8 ffiJ!i!lt timen we]· zty6u erzhin

'they fight for freedom'. Moreover, the meaning (a) "to battle, to fight" (!i!ltzham) is

different from the meaning (b) "to shiver, to shudder" of the same form !i!ltzhlin

(zh8IQ.) in such words as tT!i!ltdwin 'to shiver' and Hfii !i!lt{"It d8nzhlin xinjTng'to

tremble with fear'. I do not set up a separate entry for the meaning of (b) because it is

included in the entry tT!i!lt diizhan.

Based on the above concerns, I established a total of 1505 g-verbs and group them

into the six event types by examining their compatibility with the temporal expressions in

Table 3.3. These g-verbs can be found in the Appendix.
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A B C D E F Total
Entries 10 211 30 42 17 1195 1505

Percentage 0.066% 14% 0.98% 1.99% 1.13% 79.4% 97.6%

Table 3.3. Statistical Chart for Event Types ofMandarin g-Verbs

In Table 3.3, we see that verbs corresponding to Types A and C are relatively small in

number because, with no extension over time, these two types window an aspect that is

zero on a time scale. Verbs of these two types must be associated with other verbs or

nouns containing event duration in a sentence. Findings about this phenomenon can be

interpreted as suggesting that widowing duration, within the scope of which a happening

can progress, is the predominant function of verbs. This observation may also be used to

account for the fact that Type F verbs occupy the top percentile over the other five types

because of the prototypical nature of this type in windowing an event. This comes as no

surprise since the primary function of verbs is to conceptualize an individual event in

gestalt.

3.3 Aspectual Compositions

My presentation in Section 3.2 has already depicted a full picture ofaspects in the

lexicon for Mandarin FVs. Further to be studied, however, is the aspectual category of

complex events because they are more common phenomena than simple event aspects in

sentences. My continuing task then is to decide on issues related to the formation of

complex events.

3.3.1 Aspectual Compositions
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I have discussed, mainly in Chapter 2, how a simple event is represented by an

SSr, and how a complex event represented by an SSr results from a binary composition of

two simple events. In what follows, I will show the inventory of compositions of aspects

represented by simple SSrr: how individual g-verbs representing one of the six basic

aspect categories ofevents are organized by a process called Aspectual Composition. My

proposal ofthis notion differs from the one adopted by others (Chang 1997, Chang et al.

1997, Narayanan 1997), which are based on a cognitive theory of X-schema, and which

detail the superfluous facets that are not windowed in the semantics of a verb depicting a

motor motion. We are also showcasing that, through the process of Aspectual

Compositions, all aspects of complex events fall within one of the six posited event types

and therefore within the event types conceptualized in Mandarin g-verbs.

Our notion of Aspectua1 Composition can be termed as follows:

Aspectual Composition is a process in which two aspect types in two

events (as represented by two g-verbs) combine into the composite

aspect type of resulting complex event.

These aspect types are described and illustrated by symbols, and I am going to

present Aspectual Compositions by operations on these symbols. The solid line -

and a filled dot. indicate aspects that are actually windowed and thus are

foregrounded images. A dashed line ........·..··· a the careless dot 0 indicate aspects that

are not windowed and are thus gapped, or backgrounded in order to bring a relief to the

foregrounded images. The dimmed dot. assumes the value ofthe filled dot. in

Type F when the two are in a composition. Based on the factuality of aspects that are

represented in each type, I posit the Rules for Aspectual Composition as follows:
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Rules: (i) • x 0 (= 0 x .)~ •

(ii) • x. (=@ x .)~ •

(iii) @ x 0 (=0 x @)~ 0

(iv) -- x .. (= . x --)~

(v)C(xa~ a, where a = .,0,_,

The symbol "x" stands for" to compose with", Rules (i) and (iv) state that, in the process

of Aspectual Composition, foregrounded images have priority over or override

backgrounded images, because they are factual1y encoded/windowed in the semantics of

language forms, Rule (v) states that the composition of the same event aspects is simply

a mapping of the source aspects to the composed aspect. Rules (ii) and (iii) pertain to

compositions containing Type F verbs, It is recognized in this study that the dimmed

bounds of Type F are actuated by factual1y windowed aspect components in the process

of Aspectual Composition (Rule (ii), They are overridden, however, in composition

with the circle because they are actuated by naught aspect (Rule (iii», When I discuss

the property of Type F verbs, I establish that the bounding property of this type is not

manifesting without actuation, I thus appeal to a rule particularly for Type F verb so as to

make the rules complete:

Adjustment Rule:

• • x0 ~. •

This feature has two correlated effects: it winds up such single SSr sentence with Type F

verb as 5~ - ~r:pxZhiingSiin xueZhongwen 'Zhang San studies Chinese' a

composition of aspects (a prototypical aspect type composing with a special nil aspect).

It also makes the composed Type F and the single Type F sentence bear the same

compositional aspect type.
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Applying all ofthe rules that are posited above, I obtain binary compositions of

the event types by Aspectual Compositions in Table 3.5.

A B C D E F
.-----{) 0 0 o------t • 0 0 • • •

A A D X D F D.- ---{) .----{) • a • - .• 0 • • t----O
B B E D E B

0--0 0--0 a •• a 0 • 0--0
C C F E E

o------t 0-- -t • • a •
D D F D

• 0 • a • • • 0
E E E

a • a •a •
• F. • F •

Table 3.5 Aspectual Compositions of Event Types

The Aspectual Compositions are expected to account for the formation ofboth

compounds and constructions. This is based on Zhu's (1985: 95) insights about the

combination oflanguage forms, including conceptualization of complex events: they are

not simply adding up, nor whole-part relationship, but a realization of the interaction

among components. The Aspectual Compositions should therefore comply with the

formation ofboth compounds and structures. To understand how Aspectual

Compositions work, I examine each composition in Table 3.5 in the following, and

. exemplify them with sentences containing both compounds (if applicable) and

constructions, and with the former we use examples with RVCs (italicized and

underlined) if one exists. Other underlined g-verbs in each example sentence are

correspondent aspectual event types in each composition.

Composition 1: A x A = A .------0 x .------0 -+ .--------0
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The composition of two Type As is Type A, which is commonly considered as the

pattern of compounds or constructions in a coordination.

(62) ;& :111, F.

ql chii, tian dl Yl pian hundiln

begin start heaven earth one MW chaos

'At the beginning, the sky and the earth are a chaos. '

(63)tJ \ IF< 7l :JiIf '" fJ mUEi, 7:. A Bf 1:; fl 8..
xHiohair ban Iiilyue kaish!, daren ban qiyue kaishi

child class June start adult class July start

'The child class starts in June, and adult class starts in July.

No "A x A" type RYCs can be observed because the two events in an RYC (underlined

in the above examples) are not coordinatively connected. Also, two inceptive aspects

cannot be causally connected either.

Composition 2: A x B = D .------0 x 0>-------<0 --t ••f----~O

The aspects of Type A and Type B verbs combine into an aspect type of a start

point and a duration following it, naturally a Type D event, which is a gestalt composed

of these two parts. The Type A verb demarcates the event of Type B verb at the start

point. For example,

(64) flt U U fIjJ. l' 1s:. *.R.
wo kiiishi~ ta bu tai shiinliiing

1 start feel he not too kind

'I started to feel that he is not (a) kind (person).'

The relative order of these two types ofverbs, however, may not follow the temporal

sequence in the real world. For example,

(next page)
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(65) {-f:!J,zt 7c~!t T·

ta shi daxuesheng k

he is university-student asp

'He (became and) is now a university student.'

The steady-state indicator f.i': sM'ta be', a Type B verb, starts at the indication of the

inceptive T Ie, a Type A verb. It is the same case for Iffpang 'be fat' (Type B) and -

~ '* quai 'start (to do something)' in (66):

(66) {iJI 1t~ ~f~ Hi. E*fr';J?

nl . shenme shlhou • qil.ai de

you what time fat start de

'When did you start to get fatty?'

The question word {t ~a;!fMIi: shenme shihou 'at what time' is questioning about the start

point, denoted by~ '* qIJai, because JJ* ping 'be fat' does not comply with any time-spot

expression.

Composition 3: A xC =? .------0 x 0---------. -+ •.. .•

The composition of a Type A verb with a Type C verb is obviously illegitimate

because the duration aspect bridging the start point and the end point comes from neither

Type A nor Type C. The two Chinese compounds, i.e., 98*! sh!zhong 'throughout (the

time)', and ~11: q!zh!'start-stop" that we have observed manifest a seeming

composition, and it is obvious that the duration is b<tckgrounded.

(67) fiJI Mi ~ i5t: m - "'J ~ti .

nl sill zhong mei shuo yI jii hua

you start end not speak one MW sentence

'You did not say a word throughout.'
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(68) ~ @I 1115 §

zhe ge jiemu shi dian kaishl, shiyi dian m
this MW program ten o'clock start eleven o'clock end

'This program starts at ten and ends at eleven. '

No RVC of "A x C" composition can be formed, because the duration - a connection

between a start and an end - is crucially gapped in this situation.

Composition 4: A x D =D .------0 x"---0 -;. ••-----<0

The aspects of Type A verb and Type D verb combine into Type D with the

inception of A coinciding with the start point of D, emphasizing the start of a new stage.

(69) ~ tE L S"J.

WQ cong shang xingqi kjiishl shuxi zhe ge giingzuo de

1 from last week start familiar this MW work de

'(It was) from last week that 1 started to get familiar with this work.'

Sentence (70) provides a little more complex composition ofType A and Type D.

(70) ~ ~ili ~..t. I.. jnJJ.

WQ zuljin xlhuiin shang~ yilndong

1 recently enjoy up asp sports

'I fell in love with sports recently.'

With the composition of glt. xlhuiin 'like' (Type B) and Lshang 'up -;. Slrt to' (Type

A) into a composite Type D g fK.xmuiin shang '(begin to) fall in love with', the Type A

verb Ie composes with the composite Type D g It. L xmuiin shang into a new verb of

Type D, emphasizing the occurring of the event g It.~ til xmuiin yiindong 'enjoy sports'.

Composition 5: A x E =F .------0 x 0---" -;. ••f----_.
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The aspects of Type A verb and Type E verb combine into a prototype event of

Type F, with Type A demarcating the start of the event denoted by Type E which is

inherently bounded. For example,

(71) ill 11'<: ~ ~6 OOJE. lA ~?

guanzhOng jl dian kaishl jill chang

audience how-many 0'clock start enter arena

'When does the audience start to enter the arena?'

The event of!J!;ln 'enter' is clarified by the 009i;k.iish['to start', making the event of

sentence (71) a prototypical one. It starts at the moment denoted by 009i; kaishland lasts

till all of the audience has entered the arena, between which is the duration-the time that

is consumed by the audience entering.

I could not observe any RVe composed from "A x E", which might be due to the

nature of the Type E event for its saliency at the end point, which leaves the connection,

hence the causal relation between these two events, nebulous.

Composition 6: A x F = D .------0 x ••---•• ---+ ••----<0

The aspects of Type A and Type F combine into a composite aspect event of Type

D. The start point of Type F is actuated by the inception of a Type A verb and the end

point of Type F falls outside the focus of attention, illustrating the start of an event and its

continuation. For example,

women xianzai kaishl taoliln

we now start discuss

'Let us start (our) discussion now.'
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In (72), the start point is clarified by the temporal expression JJI, l£xianzai 'now', a time-

point expression. The duration of a composed Type F is also discernible as in sentence

(73):

(73) {IF ~

nl iill s.lmng yi nian ba

you hold-out up one year particle

'Please hold out for another year.'

The time-span - if.yz'nian 'one year' is associated with the duration part of~ ao 'to

endure, to hold out', and the one-year period starts from the moment indicated by

Lshang.

Composition 7: B x B = B Of---~O X Of---~O ~ 01----0

Two steady-state aspect verbs of Type B compose into another steady-state

aspect, also a verb of Type B.

(74)~ fI ~¥* illiE. ~ ~31.

zhe zhong shuofa chun shii zaoyao

this kind saying pure belong rumor

'This kind of saying is purely rumor.'

(75) ft!1,Q& '* =:,:1E. 9='~A-

ta)lllQ Zhang San, sill Zhonggu6ren

he call Zhang San be Chinese

'His name is Zhangsan, and he is a Chinese.'

The composition of two steady-state verbs does form aspects that are causally

related. Thus, no RVC is observed.

Composition 8: B x C = E Oe----IO X 0---------. ~ Of-----..
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The aspects of Type B verb and Type C verb combine into an aspect type ofType

E, with the end point of Type C terminating the event aspect of Type B. For example,

(76) {if; ;tg

nl xiang shou cheng zhil

¥ Q,!§?

gan rna

you want thin become bamboo stem particle

'Do you want to be as thin as a bamboo-stick?'

The word fiX: cheng 'become' indicates a new state resulted from the state fiX: shou 'thin (in

figure)': being Tt ¥ zhugiin 'bamboo-stick', and thus a terminating of the statel$l shou.

Sentence (77) gives a clear end of a steady state.

,til xlhuan shOugong xmuiln dao Ie j'idiiin

he like handwork like arrive asp utmost

'He is extremely fond of handwork.'

Once tjJl1l;j[dian 'utmost' is reached, it seems to arrive at an end of the steady-state

"§'lJ:xlnuiin 'to like, enjoy', and it cannot go beyond.

Composition 9: B x D =D 0---(0 x.'---IO --+ ••-----10

The aspects of Type B verbs and Type D verbs combine into a composite aspect

event of Type D. This composite event type continues the duration of component Type D

and overrides the steady state of Type B. In addition, the start point of the component

Type D also is carried on, starting from the accumulation of the state denoted by the Type

B verb. For example,

(78) tlt m
wo mei tiiln xian zai jia

~

Ii

I every day idle at home inside idle crazy asp

'I have become crazy from being idle at home every day.'
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It can be seen that the state of ffj Rng 'be crazy' starts from the accumulation of fflJ xiin

'be unoccupied, be idle', and continues since then, thus a Type D. The expression

M ffjxian Rng 'be so idle that (one) goes crazy' focuses on the state ofbeing crazy while

the Type B verb Mxiin indicates the causal event ofB Rng. Similarly, ~WI lei blng 'be

so tired as to become sick' in (79) denotes the starting and continuation of WI blng 'be

sick' resulting from the steady-state ofbeing tired (~Ie}):

(79) j!JI ~ t£ I fr= 1k ~ 1& a'J .

ill zhe yang gongzuo hUl Jij blngde

you this kind work will tired sick de

'Your working in this tedious way will cause you to get sick.'

Our observation is also supported in Szeto's (1988) study of the nature of event as a 'self-

closed' unit of happening, which views the unit "as a whole in its entirely or as

condensed." (p. 106).

Composition 10: B x E = E 0---.0 x O~--e. ~01-----••

The aspects of Type B verbs and Type E verbs combine into a Type E aspect.

Similar to the composition of Type B and Type D, the aspect of Type B overrides the

aspect of Type E verb in duration. The example sentence that we can find is a literary

one.

(80) t1l * a'J *5fr J:! l!. T iii± B',] {,'.

tin shul de III M }in Ie yinsh'i de xln

pond water of green green enter asp hermit ofheart

'The green of pond water is so green that it enters the heart of this hermit.'
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The steady green ofpond water forms an invisible motion, a fictive motion, which moves

toward the heart of the hermit and this process ends when it reaches (and resides) in his

heart.

Composition 11: B x F = B 0---0 x .,-----<•• ~ 01------10

The aspects of Type B verb and Type F verb combine into an aspect of Type B,

because neither the start point nor the end point of the Type F event is actuated. Aspect

of Type B verb reinstates the duration aspect of the Type F verb and its two potential

ends fall outside of windowing.

(81) fiQ!l jt 8 -§, 1'8 l.iJH3·

ill clnilln~ bai se de chenshiin

he wear asp white color of shirt.

'He is wearing a white shirt.'

The steady state of-~zhe revives the duration of '!iF chuan 'to wear' and makes

'!iF~ chuiin-zhe denote a phase of durative event. Similarly in (82),

(82)fiQiUt ~ lJ'~ ?K.

ill xmuan M kuangquan shul

he like drink mineral water

'He likes drinking mineral water.'

The aspect of event hemerges with the steady aspect ofgfi,:xl'1lUan, and the aspect of

'lJfi,:~xlnuan he 'like drinking' denotes a steady state. In this compositional situation,

no RVC is detected.

Composition 12: C xC = C 0--------1 x 0--------1 ~ 0----------.

The aspects of two Type C verbs combine into a Type C aspect. It is the

coordinate relation between these two aspectual verbs.
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(83) ffl1 I!l
tii dao

<p~ Jl!t

Zh6nggu6 chen~

T:f'i A.

Ie mlng ren

he arrive China become asp famous person

'He became famous when he arrived in China.'

The first aspect dao 'arrive' marks the end of the travel to China. The second aspect

IlY. cheng, although it may be translated as "become", does not window a state ofbeing a

famous person. No RYC ofC x C composition is discerned. The end point ofan event

can only be connected to, or, resulted from, a duration, but not another end point.

Composition 13: ex D = F 0--------. x .'---0 ~ ••----e.
The aspects of Type C verb and Type D verb combine into aspects of event type

F, with the Type C verb delimiting the end point of the aspect of Type D verb. This is a

composition process somewhat similar to that between a Type A verb and a Type E verb.

(84) f{!1,Fo* 1£ Jl!t ~~ i9:iP

tii houliii qJi cMng Meigu6 mei you

he afterward go success US not have

'Did he finally (succeed in) go(ing) to the US?'

Once the '13: gil 'going' in (84) is delimited by a completion IlY. cheng 'become ~

successful in (doing)', the compositional event ends as an event ofprototype, showing

the aspect of Type F.

(85) l' roili ffl1 tl Wi II {t~ B~~.

bii zhldao tii hut bingJiiJJ shenme shlhou

not know he will sick arrive what time

'No one knows when his sickness will end.'
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The rV daD 'arrive ~ at' terminates the endless aspect of Wi bing 'sick' (Type D) and

makes the composed Wi rV bing dao 'be sick till' denote aspect with both start and end

points.

Composition 14: C x E = E (}---- • x 01---" ~ ol---_e

The aspects ofType C verb and Type E verb combine into an aspect of Type E,

with the aspect ofType C emphasizing the termination of the event denoted by the Type

E verb. For example,

(86)1111*. jJl ;jtR:.

til Iii dao B1HjIng

he come arrive Beijing

'He came to Beijing.'

Once 1111 ta 'he' is in Beijing, the event of*1ij 'to come' terminates. The using of rV daD

'to arrive' reinstates the end of '*1ii.

Composition 15: ex F = E(}-------. x' • ~ 0 •

The aspects ofType C verb and Type F verb combine into an aspect of Type E

verb. The aspect ofType C actuates the end point of the aspect of Type F, and its start

point falls outside ofthe windowing in the composition.

(87) ftl1.Ht fl :& g~ T.

til xi hio yIfu Ie

he wash finish clothes asp

'He finished washing clothes.'

(88) ~ ~ 2t T.

shii kin win Ie

book read finish asp

'(Someone) finished reading the book.'
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The events iJt xI'wash' and 'i'if ka'n 'read' are clearly terminated by the aspect denoted by

Hhila 'ready, done' and 5G wan 'finish' respectively.

Composition 16: D x D = D .,----lO X "---0 -+ ••------0

The aspects of two Type D verbs combine into the same aspect of a Type D verb.

wa de shautao pQ Ie, hOulai diu Ie

my of gloves worn-out asp later loss asp

'My gloves were worn out, and were lost later.'

In (89), both liBipo 'worn out' and *diu'missing' start from a moment and last without

an end. Once the gloves wore out, the steady-state ofpo continues even if it is later lost.

In a similar way, the steady-state of*diu lasts forever once it is out of the sight of its

owner. The resulted event aspect is actually an overlap of two Type D aspects.

(90) Ij\ Jt.J 1& 1E- T.

xiao gau bIng sf Ie

little dog sick die asp

'The dog is dead from sickness.'

Somewhat different from (89), in which the state ofliBipo'worn out' lasts even if the

gloves were lost, the durative state ofWi blng 'sick' seems to be terminated with the

starting of another Type D 7EsI'die, dead'. It may thus be construed as the condensed

event unit coinciding with the start point of 7E sf

Composition 17: D x E = F "---0 x 0---". -+ ...---••

The aspects of Type D verb and Type E verb combine into an aspect of Type F.

The start point of Type D aspect and the end point ofType E aspect function as two ends

of the composed event and the durations of these two events merge into one.
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(91) fit i.iT j;) § E!3 *- :Ii.
wo key! ziy6u !ill qU

1 may freely come go

'1 may come and go freely.'

(92) ~~ {i); * ."f. T .
j"intian nl Jij zif2 Ie

today you come early asp

'You came early today.'

Note that ."f.zao 'early' in (69) is a Type D because it depicts an aspect which starts from

the instant when the event * jii 'to come' ends. Similarly, it is the case in (93):

(93) fIt.1!. m
wo.fin QJJQ Ie men

1 enter wrong asp door

'1 entered the wrong door.'

The $I!i cuo 'wrong' (a Type D verb here) is assessed about the event '!J!jin 'to enter' when

it terminates.

Composition 18: D x F = D "---0 x ••---e' ~ ••J------<O

The aspects of Type D verb and Type F verb combine into an aspect of event

Type D. The start of Type D verb actuates the start of the Type F verb and durations of

these two verbs coincide. But the end point of Type F falls outside ofwindowing of the

composition.

(94) {!]I !!t m T alP

nl dJjbifu Ie rna

you eat full asp particle

'Are you full (by eating)?'
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The event ofuG chi'eat' as a happening here can be viewed as a condensed unit and it

coincides with the start point of~ bifo 'to be full' (Type D) whose end point is not

windowed. Sentence (95) is in a case similar to (94).

(95)*%,< m7': tHE -.R i:'!!I.

dajia meitiiin disf yi: zhi ciingying

everybody everyday hit die one MW fly

'Everybody kills one fly each day.'

Composition 19: E x E = E Of----•• X Of--.--.' ~ Of--.--.'

The aspects of two Type E verbs combine into another Type E aspect.

(96) Il ~ ~i'L±.A ~ tl:\.

yan jin moshengren jill cllli

strictly forbid stranger enter go-out

'Strangers are strictly forbidden to go in and out.'

(97) {!]; it~ aif ~~.i1t *- ffJ?

nl shenme shihou}in lai de?

you what time enter come de

'When did you come in?'

Both the event of .ugjin 'enter' and the event of*lSi 'come in(to)' in (97) ends at the

moment of the figure {!];nl"you' passes the (unspecified) landmark of motion.

Composition 20: E x F =E 0---... x ••~--•• ~ Of-------1••

In addition to bounding the end point of event aspect denoted by Type F verb, the

Type E verb merges its duration with that of the Type F verb and makes the composite

event a Type E again.

(98) ~ ~ fk ul U l±i ftt! ffJ {,' 'I~ .
zhe sheng chang tan biaodii ehU tiide xinqing

this MW long sigh express out his feeling
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'This long sigh expressed his feeling.'

ill chii 'out' demarcates the end of the prototypical event;&Ji biaodii'to express'.

Composition 21: F x F = F .e---..' x ••--__e. 0 ••--__e. 0 ••---••

The aspects of two Type F verbs combine into an aspect of Type F, a prototype

aspect of event, resulting from Adjustment Rule.

(99){-'C ;& Ir~ 1:E :fJT $ ~ # li!! 2RM..
daibiaomen zai xln shichang canguiin ciiigiiu

delegations at new market visit do-shopping

'Deletions visited and did shopping at the new market.'

(100) mJ!, ~~ ~ 11. T ~~.

tii jingran kJl I/iQ Ie Changcheng

she surprisingly cry fall asp Great Wall

'To one's surprise, she made the Great Wall fall by crying.'

Note that tED dao 'to fall' in (100), instead of being a Type C verb marking an end only,

indicates an event aspect with a start point and an end point, although the duration may

last very shortly, it takes time for the falling anyway.

Two facts need to be noted here. First, the composed Type F may manifest

aspects of two events that overlap on a time scale, although they are presented as one

aspectual type ofF. As the example of (100) shows, the falling ofthe Great Wall may

start when the crying is in process. And the crying may continue when the falling stops,

or it may terminate at the same time with the end of the falling. The starting time

"f!c kii • •

11'~ dao' •
"----------.o>t

Figure 3.3. Detailed Schema of "f!c11'jkii dao.
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denoted by one verb precedes another. This can be presented graphicaIly in Figure 3.3

(see last page). Second, we may also construe the temporaIly preceding event !W: kiJ as a

condensed unit. Thus!W: kiJ as a transient event aspect results to li~ dao, and the durations

of both events do not last quite long. Similarly in (101):

li~ T 1t

Xiaomao peng dao Ie hua -pmg

kitty knock faIl asp flower vase

'The kitty knocked the vase down.'

And composed event can be presented as follows, since the knocking (l'.Mi 'peng') may be

as short as an instant:

l'.Mipeng

ffiJlao •
'------------;;.) t

Figure 3.4 Detailed schema of l'.Mi li~peng dao

Thus a complex Type F from two Type F verbs is more complicated than a simple Type

F.

3.3.2 Compositional Processes: Aspect Mapping and Aspect Superimposition

The twenty-one Aspectual Composition types provide us with a panoramic picture

of the interaction of all possible compositions between two event aspect types.

Examining the composed event aspects throughout, we find that the process as

composition can be grouped into two categories: "Aspect Mapping" and "Aspect

Superimposition". And the two categories may be defined as follows:
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Aspect Mapping (AM): A process in which the aspects of component-simple

events are mapped onto the aspects of the composed complex event.

Aspect Superimposition (AS): A process in which the aspect of a foregrounded

component event ovenide the aspect ofbacdgrounded component event,

forming the aspect ofthe composed complex event.

Obviously, except for the illegitimate Composition 3, Compositions 1, 7, 12, 16,

19, and 21 belong to the process ofAM, and the remaining compositions are AS. In

Table 3.5, the AM types form the diagonal cells starting from the upper-left to the lower

right, and the composed event aspects are graphically identical with the component event

aspects. The other 14 compositions (Compositions 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, IS, 17, 18,

20) undergo theprocess of AS, and compose into one of the three composite type D, E,

and F, except for Composition II (i.e., B x F = B). We also observed that RYCs are

much more easily and productively formed in the AS than in the AM, taking one ofthe

aspectual types ofD, E, or F. This observation provides a significant clue for our

defining RYCs in terms of Aspectual Compositions.

3.4 The Import of Aspectual Compositions for RYCs

Having explored the characteristics of the single event aspects and compositional

properties of a complex event aspect, I believe I have achieved a solid foundation for a

fresh examination of the RYCs. The work in the first part of current section resolves

RYCs into the event aspectual relations and aspectual types into which they combine. I

see RYCs of two aspectual types: Result-Durational and Result-Terminating. Then we

show that Aspectual Compositions can identify RYCs from other structures of verb

complements.
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3.4.1 Aspectual Properties ofRVCs

Before my analysis moves forward, I first make reference to Table 3.5 and the

twenty-one compositional types again. Tallying with my summary at the end ofSection

3.3, we have observed that no RVC takes simple aspectual type either Type A, B, or C

tbrough AspectuaJ Compositions. Correspondingly, RVCs are composed in types ofD,

E, or F. This is in consonance with the assumption of our study: complex events are

compositions of simple events. Among the composed D, E, and F types, those

undergoing AS are much more productive in forming RVCs than those undergoing AM.

Aspectual Compositions containing Types D, E, or F are a number ofdistinct

types of causative-result situations of varying complexity of event aspects. Causally

related events are sequenced on a time scale, because it requires time for the causing

event aspect to take effect so as to result in the caused event or its aspect. This

recognition is significant because, on the one hand, it straightforwardly accounts for

ineligibility for Compositions I (A x A), and 12 (C x C) in forming into RVCs. It may

also account for the Composition 3 (A x C) since the si'gnificant bridging stage is gapped.

On the other hand, two event aspects cannot be causally connected if neither of them is

bounded because a bound denotes an end or a start, distinguishing one stage

characteristically from a preceding one. This recognition accounts for Composition 2,

i.e., two Type B verbs cannot form an RVC, such as glX'i':k:~xlhu.m kuaiIC'like

happiness', and 'tsiLpa Juan 'fear of chaos', and also for Composition 11 (i.e., B x F =

F).

G-verbs representing two events extended on a time scale, are not necessarily

organized by the order of the causing event preceding the caused event, although the
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causing event starts ahead of the caused event. A statement about the caused event

following the causing event in temporal sequence is based on the conceptualized aspects

of the event in RVCs. But locating the two aspectual events ofRVCs on a time scale can

be very complicated. Let us explain this by interpreting explicitly the example of (70),

which is provided here again as (102).

(1 02) #: JlJi ill IIl..t. T illiJ.

Wo zuijin xl'lwan s1JJmg Ie yiindong (B x A = D)

1 recently enjoy up asp sports

'I fell in love with sports recently.'

The RVC aspect is a Type D, starting from the aspect denoted by J:shang 'up onto (a

new stage)' and continuing with 'gfittxJhuiin 'enjoy, like'. But, no one could deny that

the state of 'g fJ\ xlhuiin 'like' or ff -:fli§l.g fJ\yJudiJnr XI'lIUiin 'to like a little bit'

actually occurs before J:shang in real time. In the causal continuum ofcomplex events,

the aspect of f'j- JIl...'i Jl 'g fAyoudiJnr xthuiin 'enjoy/like a little bit' accumulates and

changes qualitatively till a moment when the speaker #: wo'I' feels that he really loves

or likes sports, and the moment is the aspect of J:shang becoming a reality. The

.g fitt XWUiill preceded by J: shang is manifested in a new aspect and grammaticalized in

the RVC of 'g fA J: xlnuiin shang. However, 'g fitt xwuiin as a causing event preceding

the qualitative change is not windowed and thus backgrounded in the event aspects

.manifested in .g fitt J: xwuiin shang 'start to enjoy'. On the contrary, the RVC

'g fA J: xlnuiin shang gives us the impression that the state of 'g fAxlnuiin, meaning "be

fond of', starts from the moment that J:shang denotes. We illustrate the windowed

aspect of.gfittJ: xI'huiin shang by Figure 3.5 as follows:
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g;~;~=~~(~~~~:~l g"<Thuan (windowed)

Lshang (windowed)

Figure 3.5 Windowed Aspects of g tJ. L XIllUan shang

The iconic expression of this causal chain should truly be L gtJ.shang xthuiin ifTai's

PTS is observed. The winding up oftwo events in RVCs may also vary in many ways. It

may be the case that the causing event ends at the moment denoted by the caused event,

as J!1il ¥Upao dao 'ran and arrive' denotes, where the aspect of ¥U dao 'end at' terminates

clearly the end of the event J!1ilpao 'run'. In many other cases, the occurrence of the

caused event may not imply the end of the causing event, as I have explained before, such

as ~nkil hong 'cry and redden', where the duration of the caused event becomes

prominent regardless of the termination of the causing event in fill g,N iJ!!~n T fayiinjTng

k6hong Ie 'his eyes became red by crying'. U hong, instead ofbeing Type B, is Type D

because becoming red takes place at an instant during the process of crying and the state

of being red lasts with no ending discerned. It is possible for the case that "he" either

keeps or stops crying after his eyes turned red.

The three aspectual forms ofRVCs-D, E, or F-manifest two aspectual

categories: Result-Durational and Result-Terminating. The former includes Type D and

Type F RVCs, indicating a composite aspect without end, such as ~f:rkil hong 'cry and

become red', 'i5, '*' dou xiao 'tease and laugh', and ~ L a1 shang 'fall in love with'. The

latter is shown by Type E only, where the composite aspects have scopes reaching the

ends ofboth the causing and the caused events, such as J!1il ¥Upao dao 'run to', ml Lguiin

shang 'shut', and Pl; iG chTwan 'eat and finish', etc.
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In sum, I present the properties of Mandarin RVCs, referring to Talmy's (2000:

480-495) characterization of basic causative situations, as follows:

1. An RVC is a complex causal situation, consisting of two causally connected

events: a causing event and a caused event. The aspect of a more complex

RVC is a reapplication of Aspectual Compositions from less complex event

aspects. Any RVC falls into one of the composition types D, E, or F.

2. The two events are casually connected by shared components, at least on the

time scale, in that the caused event takes place no later than the occurring of

the end point of the causing event.

3. The composite aspect ofRVCs is either Result-Durational (Type D and Type

F), or Result-Terminating (Type E).

3.4.2 Distinctions ofRVCs from Other Verb-Complement Structures

Abstracting from the properties of RVCs, I now reveal how Aspectual

Composition provides a practical tool for a natural account ofRVCs, characteristically

distinguished from other verb-complements.

Structures of verb-complement commonly recognized as RVCs include

Directional verb-complements (DVCs), Potential verb-complements (PVCs), Extent

verb-complements (EVCs), and Stative verb-complements (SVCs) (Zhu 1982). As a

composition of two event aspects, any structure of verb-complement falls naturally into

one ofthe above types of Aspectual Composition. Traditional studies of verb

complements (Chao 1968, Li & Tompson 1986, Zhu 1982) make decisions on the

characteristics of- and differences among - these various types, based on instincts

shared by linguists. By employing Aspectual Compositions, we may distinguish RVCs
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from other verb-complement structures by the distinct compositional types of Type D, E,

or F. Other verb-complements fall uniformly into Composition 11 (B x F = B). In what

follows, I present how aspects ofRYCs differ from those of other verb-complements.

3.4.2.1 DYCs and RYCs

DYCs consist oftwo verb aspects, one denoting a motion and the other the

direction of the motion. There are nine g-verbs denoting the direction of motion in

Mandarin: *Jai 'come i toward', $:qii 'go, away', {jgjin 'enter, into', til chii'go out, out',

Lshang'ascend, up', r xii 'descend, down', i®guo 'pass, over', @)hm'return, back',

~ qr'rise, up'. Besides functioning as directional verbs, these eight verbs can sometimes

form DYCs with each other. Complex DYCs are composed of one verb, which mayor

may not be motion-denoting, and one ofthe eight direction-denoting compositions.

Aspectual Compositions show that all DYCs, no matter simple or complex, are RYCs.

This is because all of these nine verbs except for $: qii (Type D, Result-Durational)are of

the type D, E or F (i.e., Result-Terminating). Based on Aspectual Compositions, the

composing of Type F, with a D, E, or F type, will result in one of the three types. This

will be true even if in complex RYCs, the direction-denoting verbs composes into one of

the three RYC types, as shown in Table 3.6 (see next page). Table 3.6 shows neatly that

compositions of direction-denoting verbs result exchisively in Type E, when the direction

{jgjin t±:l chii Lshiing rxia i®guo @)hul ~ql
(E) (E) (E)14 (E) (F) (F) (E)

*Iai i!!o*(E) 1±l*(E) 1: * (E) r*(E) ~*(E) @]*(E) ~*(E)

(E) jlnlai .chiilai shanglai xialai guolai . hUllai qIlai

*qii i!!o:* (F) I±l :*(F) 1: :*(F) r:* (F) ~:*(D) @]:*(D) X
(D) j1nqu chiiqu shiingqu

.,
guoqu hUlquxlaqu

Table 3.6 Aspectual Compositions ofDirectional RYCs
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complement is Type E (i.e., *iii 'come (toward the reference)'), and in Type D, orF,

when the complement is Type D (i.e., 1i gil 'go (away from the reference)').

The close similarity between RVCs and DVCs in terms of Aspectual Composition

is evidenced in some grammar books, such as by Li & Tompson (I 981), which ascribe

these two kinds of verb-complements to the category ofRVC. More evidently, the

metaphoric use of direction-denoting verbs is exclusively considered as RVCs. In tiu's

(1998) explicit study ofDVCs, verbs that can be associated with each resultative meaning

ofDVCs are exhaustively examined. These verbs are predominantly of Type F, implying

that metaphoric use of DVCs (i.e., RVCs) denotes composed aspect, either Result

Durational or Result-Terminating. Aspectual Composition thus provides cognitive

evidence for the categorization ofDVCs as a special category ofRVCs.

3.4.2.2 PVCs vs. RVCs

The structure of PVC is characterized by the potential infix (Li & Thompson

1981: 39) -l~de-, denoting "can" or "be capable of', between a verb and its complement.

Since -1~ de- in PVCs denotes that of the state expressed by the complement is

achievable, the semantics of the -l~de- in PVCs is thus Type B. And it is an BV in terms

ofCCG. In the SSrr ofPVCs, -l~de- is singled out as the A(ction) while the verb and its

complement function as a gestalt to be the R(eceiver). To understand this, let us take a

look at the SSrr of ;Wl~Jif.,kiin dejilin 'Iook-can-see ~ able to see' exemplified in Figure

3.6 (Here I omit the details of SSr for ;w~ kiinjian, focusing on the SSr of -1~de- in

PVCs). Therefore, regardless of the event type of the RVC in a PVC (e.g.,;W 'flkiin-jiiin

in ;wl~ 'flkiin-de-jiiin), the aspect ofa PVC is unanimously Type B because the type of

the Aspectual Composition resulted from the RVC (e.g., Type E in;w 'flkiin-jian) does
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F-lcin F-jian

Figure 3.6 A Partial SSrr for :W1~~kan dejian

I
o

not determine the aspect of the structure (i.e., :W1~ ~kiin-de-jian).

3.4.2.3 EVCs vs. RVCs

The structure of EVCs is characterized by a g-verb with a complement such as

t~ T jDe 'extremely', ~ T duole 'much (better/worse)',~ T tiMe 'thoroughly', and

JE T slle 'to the extent of death', denoting the aspect of the event to a measurable extent, .

i.e., t~jf'top' and ~ duo 'much' or hyperbole (j! tau 'thorough' and JEsl'die').

Somewhat, as in PVCs, it is the complement and not the verb preceding the complement

that functions as the A(ction) in SSrr for EVCs; whereas the complement denotes Type B

aspect. This may be illustrated by the SSr for Hoz;t~ T hifochijDe 'extremely delicious'

in Figure 3.7 (Similarly, we sidestep the details of the SSr for lH'oZ;haochland

concentrate on the minute part of SSr related to jDe). Obviously, it is not the aspectual

I
FAC, =h

I I
F-hiiochj

FAC

I
h

I
HAC

I
A

H-ji(le)

I
A'

I
R
o

Figure 3.7 Partial SSrr for HD6toJ1 T hiiochijfJe.
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type of the verb (i.e., hao-chT'good-eat --t delicious', Type B) that detennines or affects

the aspectual type ofEVCs. But rather, it only functions as an I(nitiator) in the SSrr for

the EVCs.

3.4.2.4 SVCs vs. RVCs

The situation for SVCs is a little more complicated than the other three patterns.

The complement in an SVC may be a simple AC, such as ~ duo 'many, much' in

I1Z;f~~ chi-de-duo 'eat a lot'. It may also be a complex AC, such as fJi:'rJchen kuiii 'very

fast' in :iEf~fN..l9i:zou-de-hen kua'j'walk very fast'. It may even be a much more

complex structure such as :iE f~ iilllJj:kH'zou-de-man tou dJhan 'walk (so much/so fast)

that one's face is bathed in sweat'. However, the SSr for an SVC is the same as one for

an EVC or PVC, despite the complexity of the complement. Consider the partial SSrr for

:iEf~fN..l9i:zou-de-hen kuiii 'walk very fast' in Figure 3.8.

FAC

FAC, =h
II
F-zQU

FAC I
I

FAC HAC

r----I--A...,~ I ~_'--'--,I

I A R I A R
h F-(hen)ku3.i 0 0 H-de 0

Figure 3.8 A Partial SSr for :iE f~ fN t~zou-de-hen kuai

The complexity of the SVCs can be interpreted as follows. The structural-de in SVCs

functions only as an HV, which has a purely grammatical function and does not denote

any aspect. For the SSr aside from -f~de- (i.e., :iEf~lN'I9i:zou hen kual 'the walking is

fast'), we can see that the complement, i.e., (iN H9i:(hen) kuiii'fast', functions as the A(ct)
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and the verb, i.e., .iE zou 'to walk'. The verb detennines the aspect of the SVC.

Therefore, the aspect SVCs is dependent upon the aspect of the complement, and it is

invariably Type B.

The study in this section illustrates that the distinction between RVCs and other

verb-complements can be precisely expressed in tenns of their difference in Aspectual

Compositions. That is, the distinction justifies our assertion that the Aspectual

Composition for RVCs falls into only one of the three composite aspectual types, i.e., D,

E, or F, while any other structures of verb-complement (PVCs, EVCs, and SVCs) are

unanimously Type B.

In this chapter, starting with schematizing event structure, I investigated various

aspect schemas that are conceptualized in g-verbs of Mandarin. Inspired by previous

studies of verb aspects in English and Mandarin, I extended Vendler' s categories and

Tai's analyses in another way, categorizing Mandarin g-verbs into six types. I then

postulated Aspectual Compositions, an operation presenting the lively moment of

interaction between two events, for the organization ofaspects from lexiconinto

compounds and other more complex structures. It has been demonstrated that Aspectual

Composition is of considerable significance because we can show its intriguing cognitive

plausibility in the analysis of complex events of including various idiosyncratic structures

such as RVCs and in the distinguishing RVCs from other verb-complement structures.

Thus it makes achievements toward accounting for difficult examples that explanations in

previous studies failed to clear up.
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Notes

I For instance, Teng's classification of Chinese verbs, as correctly pointed out by He

(1992), amounts to analyzing Mandarin verbs in tenus of temporal structure, instead of

the aspectual or situational types.

2 The notion of "aktionsart" in Szeto (1988: 2) is defined as a notion concerning the

inherent temporal nature of a situation, in contrast to "aspect", which concerns the

temporal perspective or point of view taken of a situation.

3 MW stands for Measure Word.

4 "Nondetachability" indicates a process that is not detachable from its final result,

according to Smith.

S This interpretation is also questioned in He (/993). I have also asked about a halfa

dozen Mandarin native speakers about their reaction to Smith's second interpretation.

They all disagree with it. No statistic survey is conducted about the acceptance ofthe

second interpretation.

6 He has another criticism of Szeto's ignorance of direct object in affecting the situation

type of a sentence, but it is not accurate, as I have shown in Section 3.1.2.2, and Szeto

does point out the importance of object.

7 As I argued in the previous section, the start point can be considered as the end point of

a following stage when the whole world is regarded as a network of causal chains.

Thus, IJJt cheng 'become' can also be a Type C word in another sense, i.e., when they

compose with and following other verbs.

, What are called "directional verbs" such as -tI,* qnai and -1:- shang, etc., have more

than one resultative meaning, as extensively studied in Liu (1998). When I exemplify
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these words, I specifY their respective meanings in quotation marks corresponding to

the event type denoted.

9 In CCG, an adverb is the A(ct) in the complex AC where the I(nitiator) is the event of

the verb. In (26), the AC can be associated as AC = «f-ili, <'![, ~», <.iL 0».

'0 In a study by Li (1981), verbs such as rljiiin 'perceive (looking)' and fd dao 'arrive,

reach the destination' are considered to denote a "succeeding phase" (p. 20), which is

an ACH in Vendler's (1967) terms.

11 These two types differ from a subtype ofType F such as FJJ shin 'to flash' in that they

do not comply with a duration expression such as ffl/1t',yonjjhuii'take (a period of

time)' .

12 In CCG, a Type F CSr is formed by SSrr composition, which is detailed in Section 3.3.

13 The "compatibility" here indicates that the possibility of the temporal expression can

function as the A(ct) for the event denoted by the verb functioning as the I(nitiator) in a

complex AC.

14 By categorization, both 1:. shiing 'moving upward' and T xiii 'moving downward'

denote a Type E aspect. This is supported by Szeto (1988), who suggests that both

verbs may be construed as denoting that a motion, either factual or fictive, comes to an

end after the moving entity "has come into contact with" (pp. 237-238) the highest or

the lowest point of the reference.
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CHAPTER 4

THEMATIC ROLES AND THEIR COMPOSITIONS

The previous chapter rigorously discussed event aspects in detail in tenns of

"Aspectual Composition':. This chapter will deal with the ways in which participants in

an event are identified by their relation to the event. The participants in an event are

related as "thematic roles" in an event. Exploring the participants' thematic roles in an

event enables us to understand the complex transfonnation from images to their

corresponding linguistic realizations.

This chapter starts with reviewing previous studies of thematic relations ofRVCs

and exposes some problems with these studies. Then I investigate thematic roles in tenns

of Thematic Structure Representations (TSrr) in the framework of CCG. I show a unique

way of identifying various thematic roles in the transfonnation from SSrr to TSrr, which

enables thematic role identification possible by integrating the contents ofconceptual and

fonnal structures. Then I illustrate, by composition, how thematic roles in an event,

either simple or complex, are organized in a systematic way, permitting a description of

complex event structures to be formulated and discussed with some rigor.

4.1 Thematic Relations

Whether thematic relations are a part of syntax or a part of conceptual structure is

not empirical, but actually quite theoretical. To fonnallinguists, thematic relations are

recognized in relation to the term "argument structure" and are expressed by Chomsky

(1981) and his followers as "theta-roles". By grammarians holding a cognitive view,
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such as Jackendoff (1987: 405), thematic relations are considered as an abbreviation for

the part of conceptual structure that is "visible" to the syntax. In general, both the two

main schools recognize the importance ofthematic relations in a sentence. Regarding the

relevance of thematic roles to the current research, I review three important studies on

thematic relations exemplified with English, and two to three applications of these studies

in analysis of Chinese with a focus on RYCs. These reviews draw our attention to two

issues about (a) the key thematic roles that need to be identified, and (b) correlation of

these key thematic roles besides their relation with the predicate verbs.

4.1.1 Recapitulations ofStudies by Fillmore, Jackendoff, and Dowty

A pioneering and influential study ofthematic relations may be traced back to

Fillmore's (1968) often-cited paper. In trying to establish a base applicable to universal

grammar, Fillmore argues for a case role for each NP in a sentence having semantic

relevance to verbs at the underlying level of a grammar. These roles correspond to

varying syntactic labels in surface structure. It was the Case Grammar that he developed

that made linguists understand cases with the functions of their associated NPs.

Fillmore's case system includes a series of notions that are strongly motivated by

semantic considerations: agentive, instrumental, dative, factive, locative, objective, and

benefactive, all ofwhich are characterized by their corresponding semantic properties at

deep structure, although they may be represented by the corresponding overt realizations

in the surface structure. A few examples will suffice to reveal his ideas in brief.

(I) The door was opened by John with a key.

(2) John opened the door with a key.

(3) The key opened the door by John.
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For the three sentences, "the door", "John", and "the key" correspond to cases ofthe

instrumental, the agentive, and the objective, respectively. Fillmore's endeavor,

notwithstanding being revisited by both formal and functional linguists, patterns an

archetype of investigating thematic relations. It has called our attention, through the

modification of Fillmore's approach by linguists from both schools, to the fact that a

model of a semantically justified syntactic approach, or a syntactically constrained

semantic revelation would be very useful. This is because it can explain the systematic

correspondence from the conceptual structure to the formal structure. I will show in the

second section (Section 4.2) of this chapter that this can by Fillmore and others may be

answered by investigations conducted in a particular operational level- SSrr in CCG

because it is a level postulated to bridge "the discoverable semantic deep structure and

the observationally accessible surface structure" (Fillmore 1986: 88).

In GB Theory, Case Grammar is extended to explore argument structure, and

further, theta roles, which consist of important content in the famous "Theta-Theory".

The main principle of this theory is "Theta-Criterion", which requires that each NP of a

verb be assigned one and only one theta role (Chomsky 1981: 36, 139) and vice versa.

Thematic roles have since been labeled as what are used to describe the relation ofNPs to

the event ofwhich they are a part. A series of core thematic roles, such as "agent",

"theme" or "patient", "source", "goal" and "location", etc., are commonly recognized,

which are differently defined. The identification of thematic roles, in general, has been

more restricted to the number of language forms at surface level due to the restrictions

from Theta-Criterion.
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Jackendoff(1972) has made the notion "thematic roles", corresponding to the

deep cases of Fillmore, widely known to linguists. However, observing the difficulties

that Theta Theory confronts, Jackendoff(1987) discerns its strong empirical claim about

natural-language predicates, pointing out that the thematic relations linking directly to

certain syntactic positions result from the pure formal perspective of GB theory.

Jackendoffthinks that, in spite of the tradition oflinking conceptual constituents in a

sentence to associated syntactic constituents, thematic roles should be termed argument

positions in conceptual structure. He thus rigorously promotes the linking ofthe

configurations of thematic roles to conceptual structure notions. Correspondingly,

Jackendoff(1972) defines thematic roles as relational notions in a conceptual structure,

although these relational notions may be in a status that is comparable to that of the

notions "subject" and "object" in many syntactic theories. He puts forth multiple

argument structures of a three-tier system (Jackendoff 1987):

Thematic Tier:
Action Tier:
Temporal Tier:

Source, Goal, Theme
Agent, Patient
Point, Region

The Thematic Tier deals with motion and location particularly. In the Action Tier, the

"agent" role is a volitional actor, and the "patient" is an affected role. The two primitives

in the Temporal Tier are alternatives in defining an event with different aspectual

properties on a time scale. The nature of a multiple structure makes it possible for the

"theme" and "agent" roles to be assigued to one and the same argument in sentences like

(4) (from Jackendoff 1987: 395).

(4) Peter entered the room.
Theme Goal
Agent
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This approach eliminates the need to add new thematic roles for complex situations. The

agent role is generally an actor and can be tested by the ''what NP (that can be regarded

as agent role) did was...". In light of this approach, in Mandarin sentence (5), 00. !eng

'wind' may be considered as an agent, and mII'i fiing dIng 'house-roof is a patient and

theme.

(5) 00. IlJ\ ~ T m If!.

!eng chul pao Ie fling drng

wind blow run asp house roof

'The wind blew away the roof (of the house). '

Thematic roles are thus not strictly restricted to pure syntactic positions. Jackendoff

therefore contributes significantly in establishing a correspondence between syntactic and

conceptual arguments of a verb. This lays proper foundations for us to work toward a

more refined account ofthematic roles at the level of TSrr that is transformed from the

level of SSrr. Ofparticular interest to us is Jackendofrs suggestion ofdistinguishing

Action tier and Theme tier, which leads to our later work of discussing thematic roles in

categories of motion events and non-motion events.

Similar to Jackendoff, Dowty (1991) argues at pains against the necessity of

associating the role of agent to the grammatical position of subject, and the role ofpatient

to the grammatical position of object absolutely, although there is such a strong tendency

in linguistic studies. Starting by examining the traditional empirical difficulties of

previous studies, Dowty recognizes the fundamental problem in the lack of consensus

about what thematic roles are, although in most analyses of thematic relations, the roles

of "agent", "theme", "source", "goal", and "location", etc., are identified. To solve this

problem, he suggests that all thematic roles are event-dependent, instead of
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perspective/discourse-dependent, in meaning. Any striving for an explicit list of thematic

roles of a language would be a futile effort. In contrast to any such laborious exertion,

Dowty puts forth two general categories ofthematic roles: Agent Proto-Role and Patient

Proto-Role. The corresponding properties are as follows (Dowty: 1991: 572):

A. Contributing properties for the Agent Proto-Role:
a. volitional involvement in the event or state
b. sentience (and/or perception)
c. causing an event or change of state in another participant
d. movement (relative to the position of another participant)
(e. exists independently of the event named by the verb)

B. Contributing properties for the Patient Proto-Role:
a. undergoes change of state
b. incremental theme
c. causally affected by another participant
d. stationary relative to movement of another participant
(e. does not exist independently of the event, or not at all)

Dowty emphasizes that the distinction between these two types (Type A and Type B),

instead ofbeing discrete, is one of degree, because the boundary between these two are

far from clear-cut. An argument of a predicate may be comparatively "high" in one

property and "low" in another. Moreover, the hierarchical relation among these two

proto-roles and other traditional roles (Dowty 1991: 578) tells us that the Agent and

Patient Proto-roles do not encompass all thematic roles:

C. Agent> {Instru:nent } > Patient > {Source}
Expenencer Goal

There is also an additional ranking that deals with other possible argument selections in

Dowty's list:

D. causing event
moving argument
Experiencer

> caused event
> Source, Goal, Argument l

> Argument
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Dowty's approach generalizes various thematic relations into two proto-roles, and

describes the fundamental correlation among NPs in an individual event. One Proto-role

initiates an event and the other that undergoes the events. This effort makes the Proto

Agent role suitable to the solutions of many Chinese linguists who assign the NP that acts

upon another NP in an event a role of "that which applies action-shishl(nffi 1J)", which is

sometimes identified as "agent" in English. Moreover, the ranking and hierarchy of other

traditional thematic roles with the proto-roles justifY other roles in motion.

4.1.2 Studies ofThematic Roles ofRVCs

Thematic role studies are particularly interesting to Chinese linguists, because the

semantics ofNPs associated with particular event g-verbs are more easily used to deal

with complex structures in Mandarin. I have shown with examples (4) to (II) in Chapter

I the implicit thematic relations existent in Mandarin RVCs, and I have suggested that

the thematic relations ofRVCs form a testing ground for various syntactic theories.

Therefore, studying the thematic roles ofRVCs may allow us to examine the plausibility

ofa thematic-role. What is called the valence study ofRVCs (Wang 1995, 1999, Wu

1998, among others) regulates the quantity of valence ofeach RVC, and it seems that it

does not actually delve into the depth of the properties of the associated NPs. The

thematic roles ofRVCs are discussed in slightly greater detail in four articles, which I

will review below by adopting either a formal or a functional approach.

4.1.2.1 Head-Feature Percolation Approaches

Approaches featured by head percolation try to identify the determining verb for

the thematic relation in RVCs. Given the fact that there are only two composing g-verbs
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in an RVe, argument percolation rules prefer the first verb as the detenninant, as in both

Chang's (1989) study and Li's (1990) study, and also in Cheng and Huang's (1994)

study. My review pays more attention to Chang's study in that I can find more semantic

motivation there than in the other two works.

Chang claims that the thematic roles of an RVC are primarily detennined by the

argument structure of the left-handed stem. Specifically, the argument structure of the

left-handed verb percolates up to the branch node dominating the structure ofRVCs and

presents thematic roles of the whole RVCs. This proposal can be summarized as three

main patterns.

First, the percolation rule applies to situations in which two stems (two g-verbs of

an RVC) have identical argument structures. For example, the thematic structure of

~ 5ii kilnjiiln 'look-see ~ see' is exactly the same as the one ofkiln because it percolates

up, as illustrated in the following, cited from Chang (p. 73). (A = Agent, T = Theme2
)

kanjilin
Ai, Tj

~
kan jilin

Ai, Tj Aj, Tj

Second, this rule applies to situations in which the thematic roles ofthe two stems

are partly identical. For example, in ~ 7'C kiln wan 'read-end~ finish reading', the left

stem~kiln 'read' has both an "agent" and a "theme" role, where only the ''theme'' role is

identical with the thematic role of the right stem 7'C wan 'finish'. The thematic structure

of~ 7'C kiln wan thus inherits the argument structure of~kiln, also cited from Chang (p.

73).
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lcin wan
Ai, Tj

,~,
kan Wan

Ai, Tj Tj

This pattern also includes the situation in which the different roles of the two verbs are

co-indexed. As the following example from Chang (p. 74) shows, the "agent" role of

~h§'drink' and the "theme" role ofMzul'get drunk' are co-indexed. The argument

structure of~Mh§zul'drink-drunk' copies the one of~h§'drink'.

he zUl

~
he ZUl

Ai, Tj TI

Even if in a situation, where each stem verb bears only one thematic role, the thematic

role from the left verb percolates up as the one for the RVC, such as ;;J§:~ zouJei 'walk-

tired --t be tired by walking', cited from Chang (p. 74):

zau lei
Ai

v~,.
zou lei
Ai Ti

Chang points out that these three situations manifest an absorbing of the theme role ofthe

second verb by the agent role of the first verb, and this absorbing is exemplified by the

two different realizations in sentences (6) and (7):

Iii kan wan Ie shii

he read finish asp book
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'He finished reading the book.'

(7)ij: ~ 5G 7.

shu kan wan Ie

book read end asp

'(The) book was finished (by someone reading it).'

Third, a supplementary rule is applied to the situation when there is not an

identical role from the two stems. This supplementary rule combines thematic roles from

both stems into the roles ofRVCs. For example, ~i\1IkUh6ng'cry-red~ become red by

crying' bears the argument structures from both ~kUand *J.hong, as illustrated below.

ku hong
Ai, Tj

~
kii hong
Ai Tj

Further, Chang fonnulates a constraint based on Theta-Criterion, asserting that the

agent is associated with subject and the theme with object. Chang attempts to show the

adequacy of her approaches by the ambiguity in sentence (8):

(8) ftj), ~ ~ 7 ,~.

ta qi" lei Ie rna
he ride tired asp horse

a. 'He was tired from riding a horse.'

b. 'The horse was tired because of his riding.'

The contrast of the two readings in (8a) and (8b) can be explained by the following two

argument structures, which show that the differences result purely from the right stems:

(see next page)
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For many of Chang's examples, her argwnent would have been entirely

convincing if we only considered sentences of transitive RVCs with both subject and

object. One problem of Chang's approach, swiftly rebutted by Ross (1990), lies in that

she considers the first verb ofRVCs as a preferential thematic role donator. Ross

presumes that Chang's argument structures take Jackendoffs (1972) definitions (Ross

1990: 70), and argues that there does not exist a favored thematic role provider as Chang

assumed. Ross claims that the argument structure ofll€\ rlFhe zul'get drunk by drinking'

in sentence (9) ftftll€\M 7 t;Jhezw'le 'He got drunk from drinking' is actually as follows:

he zul
T

~
he zUI

Ai, Tj Tj

Ross is right when we understand "theme" role as denoting an entity that achieves the.
effect of action. Thus, as shown by Ross, it is the right-handed stem zulthat donates the

thematic role for the RVC Il€\ i'i$ hezw: because it is the state of rlF zul'get drunk' that

ftJL ta'he' undergoes that are asserted in sentence (9). 1l€\!1$ hezultherefore bears a

"theme" role, instead of an "agent" role as Chang shows. In addition, in the example of

'!if~ kan jian, it is arbitrary for Chang to claim that only the left-stem verb (i.e., '!if kiln)

contributes to the argument structure of the RVC since the right-stem verb ~ji:in bears

exactly the same argument structure with '!ifkan.
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Another language fact that is controversial in Chang's observation is that the

right-handed stem, i.e., the resultative complement, does not always bear a "theme" role.

It may, however, carry an "agent" role that is co-indexed with "theme" role. To pursue

this further, consider the thematic structure of ii\\:if qlzQU 'to make somebody leave by

enraging (him)' in following.

qiZQU
?A· T·

,~v
ql zou

Ai, Tj Aj

With the "agent" role of:if ZQU 'leave' co-indexed with the "theme" role of *I. ql'to

enrage (somebody)', it seems that there are two possible interpretations. For one

possibility, if the "agent" role ofIt ZQU is "absorbed" by the theme roles of *I. ql: it would

be against Chang's suggestion that it is "theme" that is always absorbed. For another, if

we assume that the "agent" role of *I. qlabsorbs the "agent" of :ifZQU, we would be in

trouble in trying to identify two non-coindexed thematic roles as one. This example and

others make Chang's claim about absorbing invalid and thus makes the large part of

Chang's percolation rules lose their factual base. Actually, Chang's postulation of

percolators results from the formally biased theoretical basis, because the Theta-Criterion

based constraints leave certain thematic roles in a complex situation such as in (10)

unassigned.

(IO)~gilJ ~.

laoshi j iang mlngbai Ie zhe dao t1

teacher explain understand asp this MW exercise-problem

'The teacher explained this exercise so that it became understood.'
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Somewhat similar to the problem of (9), ifwe take Chang's approach, the percolation of

argument structure of the left stem ~lIIjiang'explain' would make the agent role of

a)j Bmfngbai 'to understand' unassigned, which is absolutely against the Theta-Criterion.

jiiing
Ai, Tj,

jiang m'ingbai

~,Tj,

~,
mmgbai
Ak, Tj

Moreover, I cannot agree with another proposal such as the next one where a)j B mfngbai

bears a theme role that is not identified with any role in ~I/!.jiang, because this approach

would leave this role unassigned. At the same time, this approach ignores the fact that

aA Bmfngbai actually bears two thematic roles, although neither of them occurs in

sentence (11) ;ff; ~ffi ilIIi'aA B T Iaoshljiang mfngbai Ie 'the teacher explained (it) clear'.

Jiang
Ai, Tj ,

jiang m'ingbai

~
m'ingbai

Tk

On the other hand, the percolation approach may distort the thematic relations in

an expression like :$]:1] Iii qiao 'come at the right moment', and other similar expressions

such as !lJfll$ixrng wan 'wake up late', 1J\ftzhao dul'find the right one', etc. Ifwe

follow the third pattern of Chang's percolating rules, we can only illustrate the argument

structure of:$ Pi Iii qiao 'come fortuitously' as follows (see next page). Different from

the argument structure of~~Ikiihong 'cry-red -+ become red by crying', evidently, the

semantics of :$L'] Iii qiao manifests that it is the event of:$ Iii 'come -+ (someone's)

coming' that bears the theme role ofL'] qiao 'fortuitous', not the agent that should be in
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lai qiao

~
lai qiao
Ai Tj

the sUbject position. This example also illustrates our earlier statement in Chapter 3 that

the semantics of RVCs is a compositional realization of the meanings from all

components, but not from any single one, nor a simple summation. Also, the "theme"

role ofl'] qiao, if Chang's approach is applied, would not be realized in any sentence

containing *J}J iii qiao. In a similar vein, the argument structures in g iI!X L xl'llUiin

shang 'fall in love with' hold up our above argument.

xlhuan shang
?A· T·. b J

XlhU~ang
Ai, Tj Tk

The l!il!Xxmuiin 'like' bears two thematic roles: agent and theme. The L shang 'start up

(a course of)' bears a theme role, which is functioned by the event l!il!Xxmuiin, whose

beginning is denoted by the Lshang. The theme role of Lshang is not co-indexed with

either agent role or theme role of g iI!X xlhuiin. Moreover, this role cannot be identified in

the RVC gf{Lxi11Uiinshang.

Compared to Chang, Li's (1990) work is more formally biased because it follows

strictly on the framework of GB theory, although it also claims the headhood ofthe first

verb. Li emphasizes the obligatory percolation of the argument structure of the head to

the whole RVC. Due to Case reasons, the total number of arguments selected by the two

verbs of an RVC is restricted. This leaves some arguments of either verb unexpressed.
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But the theoretical and empirical problems, mainly concerning the "causative paradigm"

postulated by Li, although modified in his later work (Li 1993), are still existent. Li's

work focuses on the transitivity relations ofRVC, but it does not follow the transitivity

properties of either ofthe components of RVCs, even if to Chomskian linguists, such as

Cheng and Huang (1994) (refer to examples in Cheng and Huang 1994: 193- I94).

Therefore, it is problematic to assume a "predominating" thematic role provider

from any particular component verb of an RVC. We thus agree with Cheng and Huang

in arguing that the notion of a head is a syntactic one, instead of a conceptual one, which

is, from the very basic sense, against the motivation for the notion of thematic relations.

Also, it is groundless to assert that thematic roles ofan RVC may be obtained from a

simple combination of all contributing g-verbs because, as we will show in Section 4.2,

the semantics of an RVC is compositional, and both components contribute to the total

meaning ofan RVe.

4.1.2.2 Thematic Role Hierarchy in RVCs

That the thematic relation in an RVC is not a pile-up of all identifiable thematic

roles can also be evidenced in my review of two relevant studies: Ross (1990) and Li

(1995), both of whom are motivated from the insufficiency ofpercolation approaches,

adopt Jackendoffs multiple-tier thematic structures (see Section 4.1.1 for details).

Ross illustrates her approach with the following groups of sentences, indicating

the accountability of her approach and the failure of Chang's approaches.

(12) *{iiL PZ; J:ji! T riC.

ta chi huai Ie xiaren

he eat bad asp shrimp

'?He ate to the point that the shrimp (became) perished.'
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tii chi huai Ie duzi

he eat bad asp stomach

'He ate to the point that his stomach turned bad.'

(14) *~f= 06 J ~±.:r.

xiiiren chi Ie duzi

shrimp eat asp stomach

'*The shrimp ate stomach.'

xiiiren chi huai Ie diizi

shrimp eat bad asp stomach

'The eating of shrimp made the stomach tum bad. '

Ross points out that, if Chang's approach is applied, the thematic relation ofot~ chihuiii

'eat (and become) perished' would be illustrated as followings. And this results in the

ungrammatical sentence (12) would be granunatical, whereas the granunatical form in

(13) would be ungrammatical by following Chang's percolation rule.

12: chi huai

~
chi huai

Ai, Tj Ti

13: chi huai

~
chi hum

Ai,Ij Ii:

Carrying her argument through, Ross employs lackendoff's multiple-tiered thematic

structures and posits the thematic roles of06~ chihua'j as follows (Ross 1990: 76):

Thematic:
Action:

chi
Si, Tj

.Ai, Pj

huai
Tj

Ross assigns these two sets oLthematic roles to 06~ chihual, with observation of Theta-

Criterion at the same time. The "source" and "agent" roles are assigned to the subject
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position, whereas the "theme" and "patient" roles are assigned to the object position.

According to Ross, it is Ili:r duzi 'stomach', but not!® 1=xiiiren 'peeled-shrimp', that is

the affected object of~ hual '(turn) bad'. Thus we have the grammatical readings of

(13) and (15) but the ungrammatical readings of(12) and (14).

The position that Ross takes seems to be in agreement with that of Jackendoff's

multi-tier framework. However, I found that her application is problematic in two ways.

The most questionable is the indexing of"theme" and "patient" roles. In the Thematic

tiers, the themes ofot chiand J:jfihual are co-indexed. Thus, when Jl± 'f diiziis identified

as the "theme" of J:jfihual, it would neither be the "theme" nor the "source" ofOl; chi 'eat' ,

and it could not be co-indexed with any thematic role for 01:; chi. Furthermore, Ross' co

indexing of the patient ofot chiin the Action tier and the theme of J:jfi huill is untenable,

because this attempt would lead to the same result as Chang's, incorrectly allowing the

ungrammatical form in (12). The second debatable point is Ross' assigning of"source"

role, which is defined for motion events, to Ol; chi. If Ross considers the event of 01:; chias

related to a motion, she should also include a "goal" role since the movement of food has

a destination. Ross' operation would lead to sentence (13) being grammatical, since

!® i= xiiiJin is the source of chi, which is counterintuitive. Ross' problem is further

evidenced by the co-indexing of "source" and "agent" even if these two roles are from

different thematic tiers. This problem is similarly troublesome in her analysis ofOl; ffiiJ chi

bao 'eat and be full', the thematic structure of which is illustrated by Ross as follows (see

next page). Ross eliminates the "source" role from Ol; chibecause of the stative verb

ending offfiiJ bIo (p. 77), which she does not employ in her treatment ofOI:;J:jfi chihual,

where W1 hual is also stative. This elimination, however, would lead to the incorrect
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chi" bao
Thematic: Theme;

~
chI biio

Thematic: Thematic:
Source;, Theme; Themej
Action: Agentj

conclusion that sentence (16) is ungrammatical since fifiin 'meal', if identified as the

"theme" of QZ; chl(because it experiences a movement) according to her above

suggestion, cannot occur in a subject position.

(16) fi QZ; ~ T·

tan chI bao Ie

meal eat stuffed asp

'(Someone) is full by eating a mea!.'

This conclusion would also give the wrong account to make the grammatical sentence

(17) ungrammatical, because IJ± 'T diizi'stomach' as the theme of~ baa should occupy

the object position, not the subject position.

(17)1J±'T QZ; ~ T.

duzi chi" biio Ie

stomach eat full asp

'The stomach is full (by someone's eating).'

This conclusion would definitely lead us to claim the grammatical sentence (18) as ill-

fonned:

(18)- $!iii &i PZ; ~ T 1i 100 A.

yl guo Ian chI biio Ie wu ge ren

one MW rice eat full asp five MW people

'A pot of rice made five people full.'
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Since 11 !@A wiige rin 'five people' bears "agent" of Ql; chiand "theme" of~ bio, it

should occupy the subject position in Action tier, but not the object position in Thematic

tier for sentences with Ql;~ chibao. Whereas -;i/i.\ll&ylguo mn 'a potful of rice' as the

"patient" ofQ{; chTshould occupies the object position, Ross does not provide any

solution to regulate the priority of different thematic role, occupying different syntactic

positions.

The inadequacy ofRoss' treatment is clear because the suggestion of applying

Jackendoffs approach mechanically fails to receive support from her solution. In the

first place, as I pointed out above, the problem relates to the way by which she applies

Jackendoffs approach. Jackendoffs multi-tier framework distinguishes "theme" in the

Thematic tier from "agent" and "patient" in the Action tier, and the Thematic tier is

confined to situations of movement only. Ross' excessive identification of action verbs

like chias "theme" and "source" role bearer would lead to her dealing with other verbs

such as h€'to drink', til 'to spit', and tUn 'to swallow' as bearing similar thematic roles in

all situations3
. Further, whether a certain role should be identified with the semantics of a

verb, adding or eliminating "source" role concerning Ql; chi, may be largely dependent

upon the semantics of the verb in context.4 This is an issue that is both essentially and

directly related to the definition of "thematic role", which I will discuss in greater detail

in the following section. Finally, this issue is also related to whether we should adopt

Jackendoffs conceptually motivated multi-tier framework. And, ifwe should, to what

extent should we do so?

4.1.3 Three Critical Thematic Roles: "Agent", "Patient" and "Theme"
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My discussion above allows us to address these two critical questions: (a) What

participants in an event, either simple or complex, are supposed to be labeled as certain

thematic roles? and (b) How is a thematic role properly identified so that both its

conceptual property and structural confinement are taken into consideration? Concerning

the first issue, it seems to be a common practice for linguists to label only those NPs that

occur actually in an event and also are depicted in language forms, although the potential

participants may be many and may vary in different situations. That is to say, only

entities that are windowed and expressed by language forms may be identified on a

substantial base. Ifwe base our analysis only on this, little would be left to rebuke.

Related to the richness of thematic relations, no thematic role is consistently

associated with a certain participant that is extracted to be the individual argument of a g.

verb. In common practice, "agent", "patient" and/or "theme" are generally identified.

Formal approaches to thematic roles, mostly in observation of Theta·Criterion, identify

"theme" as alternating with the ''patient'' role and as contrastive to the "agent" role.

Similarly in functionalism, the role of "agent" is identified with characteristics of volition

and causation, and considered more active and salient in an event, and its opposite

property in an event would be the ''patient'' or "theme", with the former emphasizing

affectedness, physically or imperceptibly involved, and thus less volitional, and the latter

focusing on undergoing experiences. However, the feasibility ofthis practice has been

questioned by both formalists and functionalists when the role of"experiencer" occurs,

because it seems to neutralize the contrast of the "agent" and "patient"l ''theme'' roles.

wo mai liang zhiing piao q'lng Zhang Siin he ta tmtai kan diany'lng

I buy two MW ticket treat Zhang San and his wife watch movie
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'I bought two tickets to treat Zhangsan and his wife to watch a movie.'

In (19), 5.R -=. .fDit!1:t::t: Zhang San he ta taltai 'Zhang San and his wife' is the "theme" (or

"patient") of~~ qJ'ng'treat' and one of the agents of 'W kiin 'watch'. In fact, the so-called

"pivot" NP like 5ft -- .faIt!1:t::t: Zhang San hi ta tiitai is a thorny issue for any solution

constrained by Theta-Criterion and formal approaches.

For the second issue, I have provided counter examples to Chang's claims in her

approach and have shown that the problems occur in various formal approaches in

Section 4.1.2. The problem remains unresolved in Ross' adoption ofJackendoffs

conceptually motivated system even though her mistakes may result from misapplication.

In Jackendoffs multi-tier thematic system, three roles co-exist. The "patient" role is

closely associated with but contrastive to "agent" in the Action tier. The "theme" role in

the Thematic tier, similar to "agent" role in perspectives of activity and volition, is

actually a more agent-like role in situations of factual motion. It is natural to identify

"agent" and "theme" with the same NP "Peter" in an English sentence like "Peter entered

the room". However, we have to identify "theme" and "patient" as the same NP

- R Ryizhixie 'one shoe' in Mandarin like (20).

(20) ft!!, 3')J
tf:j *

ta reng chii lai yi zhi

he throw out come one MW shoe

'He threw out a piece of shoe'.

The NP - R Uyizhixii 'one shoe' bears the patient role of1}] reng 'throw' and the

theme role of tf:j*chii fai 'out come' in (20), but it occupies the object position, in

discordance with Jackendoffs rule about the connection of thematic roles with syntactic

positions. The failure of Jackendoffs approach in accounting for Mandarin sentences
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such as (21) has shown us that a conceptually based solution has to be very much

constrained by the structural notions such as "subject" and "object". To give another

example:

(21) IIi: til Wi
Wo jiao hUI Ie tii Zh6ngwen

I teach know asp him Chinese

'I taught him (so that he was able to do) Chinese.'

Note that tIljiao 'teach' bears an "agent" and a "theme" or "patient" role, which may be

assigned to its subject and object positions respectively, and that Wi hul'to know (as a

language)' also bears "agent" and "theme" roles, which may be assigned to its subject

and object positions respectively. The indexing in til WiJiiio hulmay be like this:

jiiio hUI
Aj , Tk, Tj

~,
jiiio hm

Ai, Tj, Tk Ak, Tj

Following the Theta-Criterion, formalist approaches (Chang 1988; Li 1990, 1995; Cheng

and Huang 1994, etc.) cannot assume three theta roles for tIljiio in its underlining

structure, otherwise it would be difficult to explain (22) IIi: til tp y. wojiao ZhOngwen

although they may find balance in (23) IIi: til ftl1 tp y. wojiao taZhOngwen. They avoid

presenting a direct account for the "agent" ofWi hulbecoming the "theme" of il:!z f!ffjiao

hUI'make (somebody) know (something) by teaching', because the motivation behind it

would be beyond purely syntactic.

If the multi-tier system is observed for more conceptual motivation, the roles in

the thematic structure of til f!ffjiao hUlmay be indexed as follows:
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ji1io hu)

~
Jlao hui

Ai, Pj, Pk Aj, Pk

All thematic roles come from only the Action-Tier since no factual motion event is

involved. Both ft!1, ta 'him' and r:p YZhongwen 'Chinese' are eligible to be affected

patients because the former is given the knowledge about Chinese, and the latter becomes

a part of the former's knowledge or ability. How to deal with the multiple thematic roles

of~ 11jiao hulfrom both ~jiao and 11 huIis unclear in Jackendoff's suggestion, since

the complex event of~iifjiaohunsnot related to any movement. We maybe able to

make adjustment by applying Dowty's hierarchical relation among proto-roles and other

traditional roles: ft!1, tais assigned the role of"experiencer" and If' YZhongwen the role of

"patient".

ji1io hu)
Ai, Ej , Pk

~
ji1io hu)

Ai, Ej , Pk Ej , Pk

However, "experiencer" as a thematic role is vaguely defined as an entity undergoing a

psychological state. Comparing the properties of ft!1, tiiand If' YZhongwen, it seems that

only {-If! tacan be chosen as the experiencer, and r:p y Zhongwen as the patient. But

clearly, ft!1, ta is more affected than If' y Zhongwen in the event of fJ.jiiio 'teach', because

If' Y:.Zhongwen as (knowledge about the) Chinese language would not be actually

affected anyway. What makes one consider r:p Y:. Zhongwen instead of ft!1, taas "patient"

at first might be for the reason that it is the direct object offJ.jiao, whereas f{!l, tiiis
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generally considered as the indirect object. Once again the identification of thematic

roles inevitably yields to constraints based on syntactic positions.

In short, thematic relations, on semantic grounds, are motivated by conceptual

structure involved in the event; on syntactic grounds, they have eventually to be

identified by discernible forms that are associated to syntactic positions. Thus it seems to

me that the discussion of thematic relations could be seen from a somewhat better

perspective if the assignment of thematic roles were viewed in a template where the

harmonious union of these two perspectives is achieved. What is at hand is SSrr in CCQ,

which provide an ideal template where various thematic relations can be identified with

correspondence to their structural positions, and these positions are correlated

semantically with their relation to a single event. When thematic roles are identified at

SSrr, they are transformed to the level ofTSrr, where more thematic relations in complex

situations are asserted by compositions of simple roles.

4.2 Thematic Relations in CCQ

I am going to suggest below that thematic relations can be distinctively identified

in the level ofSSrr, and transformed systematically to the level of TSrr. I am also going

to show that thematic roles interact with each other in more complex structures such as

RVCs to form thematic relations ofmore complexity.

4.2.1 Transformation from SSrr to TSrr

With this study broadly located within the framework of CCQ, I start my work at

the level ofSSrr. The twenty-eight building blocks (ACFs) for the SSrr (see Table 2.2,
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p.36) enable us to examine various thematic relations in a compact template, where

components are most conceptually motivated and syntactically connected. Two

assumptions are essential to the development of my investigation-assumptions that are

taken for granted by linguists, but that can be justified with good reasons. The first of

these is that thematic roles are identifications ofNPs. This eliminates our working on

GACs, i.e., ACs with Grammatical Verbs, which deals with grammatical particles and

with compositions related to grammatical forms such as NPs with demonstratives and

determiners. It thus seems to me that a discussion of thematic roles could be seen in the

study of ACs with FVs and HVs only. The second assumption is that thematic roles are

much determined in particular relationship where each NP is associated with the g-verb

in each ACF. My presentation of thematic realization will focus on SACs because there

is no unsaturated constants contained (see Chapter 2: Section 2.2.2). They thus manifest

the most direct relations between NPs and g-verbs in a simple event. RACs, except for

SSr <27>, contain ACs with one unsaturated constant, parallel to the array of SACs and I

will show the parallel after I present a full picture ofthematic role identification in SACs.

WACs contain two constants requiring saturation, and the two ACs are completely

compatible with those in SACs. 1assimilate thematic roles in WACs with their parallel

ACs in SACs.

There are eight SACs in CCG (refer to Table 2.2). There are four SACs are FACs

and another four HACs. FAC-SAC <4> and HAC-SAC <13> contain neither initiator

("1") nor recipient ("R'') and thus no thematic relation is involved. 1 thus concentrate on

six ACFs, ie., ACFs <I> to <3> and <10> to <12>, and illustrate how the Is and Rs in

each SSrr ofthe six ACFs are identified as corresponding thematic roles. The letter "m"
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in a "<m>" below corresponds to the original number in the classified ACFs of CCG.

The symbol "---)" means "is the role of'. For each SSrr, six sentences are exemplified,

every two ofwhich show the same way in which thematic roles are identified. In each

example sentence, NPs corresponding to each thematic role are underlined, and verbs that

make an NP bearing a specific role are in italics.

Thematic relations are categorized into non-motion events and motion events,

based upon the semantics of the verb in each SSr. I employ three notions: "agent",

"patient", and "theme" to identify roles in non-motion events.

<1> XI FV Yi I ---) Agent, R ---) Patient

FVs fitting ACF <1> mostly connect two NPs and they are recognized as semantic

subject and semantic object respectively. I make "I" correspond to "agent" and "R"

correspond to "patient", and indicate that the "I" is the one that initiates the act, and the

"R" is the recipient of the act. Thus they are semanticalIy engaged in the current event.

(24) ft n !',t.

"'A dav
.,

-ll" qrn

I play ball

'1 play ball.'

(25)f!irg: Ii: lFl·

tii XrhUim ilil
he like wine

'He likes wine.'

Associating "agent" and "patient" with their corresponding positions in <1>, we see that

~~ biba 'father' and {ift ta'he' are "agents", and 1t Hili laoshi'teacher' and .jing

'surprise' are "patient" in (26) and (27) respectively.
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(26).e1i ;\l'o ~.

hillla shllaushi

father be teacher

'(My) father is a teacher.'

(27) ft!!.Pl; T - fl·
ill chi Ie yi jing

he take asp one surprise

'He was surprised.'

Similarly, Fo'~ wentf'issue' and;@; fJlyijiiin 'opinion' are "patient" roles in (28) and (29),

because they occupy the R position in their corresponding AC <I >.

(28) ft!!.!G',~ Ml!!!..

ill sJkao went!

he think-over issue

'He thinks over problems.'

(29) ft §i* ~ ye,.

wQ fiibiao yij iiin.

1 present opinion

'1 present (my) opinion.'

The examples above show that agent and patient roles are generally represented in the

same way in the level of SSrr as the level of CSrr.

To illustrate the explanatory power of this method, it may keep this characteristic

intact by discussing a special ACF <1>, which is yj=Oj, as follows:

<1'> XI FV OJ I~Theme

This is the case when the content ofYj is implied in the semantic meaning ofFV, or the

context, but not spelled out. .Consider:

(30) f.ill. Pl; T P,!1j?
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ill chile rna

you eat asp particle

'Did you eat (meal/or something)?'

(31) ft J'1l:.

wQ Shl: (as answer to a question like shei shlZhiing San 'who is Zhang

San?')

I be

'I am (Zhang San).'

(32) (fI!!)9: ~ T.

(ta. mei ao ye,) wQ aD Ie

he not go-through night I go-through asp

'(He did not stay up,) I stayed up.'

<2> xjFVO I ---t Theme

ACF <2> contributes to imposing a classification of the FVs in Mandarin. Those

that fit ACF <2> are adjectives or unergative verbs. Unergatives are intransitive and thus

do not have semantic object. "I" in <2> is identified as a "theme" role and no other NP is

involved in the A(ct) denoted by the FV.

(33):f:!!lc if: T.

ill zou Ie

he leave asp

'He left.'

(34)2:. fN ~.

tian hen Ian.

sky very blue

'The sky is blue.'
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Verbs like J1l';(f;it sahuang 'to lie' in (35), where f;it huang'a lie' denotes the idiosyncratic

properties of the verb J1l';(sa'to lie', fits ACF <2> and is considered intransitive because

they are not associated with any other semantic object in its ACF.

(35) mJl. *'1 m J1l';(~}it.

ta j"\ngchang sahuang

she often lie

'She often lies.'

This treatment is also supported biLi's (1971) study. Li considers the semantic object of

verbs, such as g,l[huang 'a lie' in J1l';(ilJi[sahuang, 1*zao '(a) bath' in 6t1* Xlzao 'to take a

bath', and &iqian 'money' in lJ&iyouqian 'be rich', etc., "closely related to the verbs, ...

[and] the verbs may be considered indivisible units" (p. 104).

(36):IfK ~~ D;U;V.IlI.

nl zongshi diidiinangnang

you always mumble

'You always mumble.'

The examples in (37) and (38) show that the ''theme'' role in <2> is the NP that initiates

the Act.

(37) m-~;WS mm iJi:}l!:.·

zhexuejia changchang cMnsT

philosopher often meditate

'Philosophers often meditate.'

(38)~ t±l '* T.

miyang chii lai Ie

sun out come asp

'The sun came out.'
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Similar to ACF <2>, ACF <3> contains only one NP that functions as the semantic object

in its AC.

<3> OFVYj R~Theme

The NP in the CSr of <3> may be represented by the seemingly identical form of the NP

in <2>. FVs in <3> may be transitive when the semantic subject is absent, such as (39)

and (40).

(39)~ bt T.

j'Ifu xl Ie

clothes wash asp

'The clothes were washed. '

(40)111 IIJt T fF., i~ fj ji>j7.

wi! tiBo Ie yi nian, mei you jinbu

dance dance asp one year not have progress

'(Someone) has danced for a year and has not made any progress.'

FVs in ACF <3> may be unaccusative, as (41) and (42) show.

(41) zIs !!~ T.

shul zMngfiile

water vaporize asp

'Water vaporized.'

(42)mtI n T.

~h6ng' Ie

leaves redden asp

'Leaves turned red.'

Actually, the semantic subject in each ACF may sometimes not be identifiable, such as

(43) and (44).
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(43)~ i'f T·

banfa you Ie

method have asp

'The solution is worked out.'

..... .l. ... h'h ... h..... ...jIansue s e !II:Luy!

build socialism

'(Let's) build (our) socialism.'

We have seen that, where there is only one NP in an SSr (i.e., ACF <2> or <3», it would

be the most appropriate thatits NP serves as the theme role, instead of an agent or a

patient. The choosing of the only NP in <2> and <3> as theme role seems to result in a

neutralization of the distinction between unergatives and unaccusatives. However, from

the point of view taken here, by which thematic roles are identified by their position in

ACFs on the level of SSrr, it would be easy for us to regard thematic roles as NPs

corresponding to their positions at the integrated level ofSSrr, instead of their

distinctions of intransitivity at the lexical level.

Now I show the three SACs with HVs as their Abstract Verbs. HVs that occur in

ACF <10> are mostly prepositions and conjunctions. ACF <10> can be categorized as

"ie bi-type" and "fBi bei-type" because the thematic realizations are inverse to each other

in these two types.

ba-type: I ~ Agent, R ~ Patient

(45) 1& joe .f!!1 JJ T.

~ bli ta da Ie

I ba him beat asp
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'I beat him.'

(46) ~ j[". ~ uj\ 1¥JJ 7.

ffug ba shiI chui dao Ie

wind ba tree blow down asp

'The wind blew down the tree.'

HVs ofj[". bJ.type are not limited to j[". bionly. Prepositions and conjunctions such as

'f'j-dlli'toward' and IIRgcn 'and, with', etc., also fit the situation shown in ACF <10>.

(47) liE ~R J.:§: $ te, :ff $:~ .

ill gcn zhe shir you qiiiniian

you with this affair have connection

'You are involved in this affair.'

(48) ft ft

wQ dlli qiJllli you xingqu

1 toward ball-kind have interest

'I am interested in (playing) ball.'

bei-type: I ~ Patient, R ~ Agent

(49)f!MEi A n 7.

mbCi ron dii Ie

he bei people beat asp

'He was beaten by somebody.'

(50) tl. f.Ei fl!1..m 7 .

dajia bei ta pian Ie

everyone bei him cheat asp

'Everyone was cheated by him.'

Similar to j[". bi, the -rEi bei-type has HVs that are not limited to the word Wbeionly.

~ rang, *;5 gel; and DJtjiaa, etc., bear the similar semantics with -rEi bei in this type.

(51) ft ~ fl!1. j!t
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wQ rang til
,

m\ dao Ie

I rang him fascinate fall asp

'I am fascinated with him.'

(52) ffil.*& .g. rnJ Ji: it 7 .

ill geibetong shuan zhu Ie.

he gei contract tie stick asp

'He is tied up by contract.'

<11> XiHVO I --+ Theme

HVs in <11> are mostly fEi bei-type. They are actually <11>' Xi HV OJ since the semantic

object of fEi bei -type HVs is not spelled out.

(53) ffil.:rBl n 7·

til bei da Ie

he bei beat asp

'He was beaten. '

(54) 1k±*& IDII 7 ~Jj.

haizi gei xiln Ie y'i dun

child gei scold asp one MW

'The child was scolded.'

It is evident that Joel ba:.type HVs are not compatible with <11> because Joel M-types needs

an obligatory semantic object to indicate the receiving ofthe Act.

<12> OHV Yi R--+Theme

In contrast to the situation in <11>, HVs in <12> are mostly Joel M -type and they are

actually ACs when Xi = 0" since the semantic subject of Joel bli-type HVs sometimes may

not be spelled out.
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(55) ft.fl!l ~

dulffi shuo Ian er bu hao

to him speak but not good

'It is not good to talk to him (about it).'

(56)fl'l¥®

b
v , ,

<Jgemmg jinxIng dao d1

ba revolution conduct arrive end

'Carry the revolution through to the end!'

For motion events, we define roles of"source", "goal", "locative", "path" and

"landmark" besides the three major roles. According to Talmy (2000: 97-254), motion

events can be recognized as two sub-categories: factual motion and fictive motion. In

either situation, the main verb denotes events relating to movement in a broad sense:

fictive motion or location is a particular form of motion.

<1> Xi FV Yj I ~ Agent/theme, R~ GoaIILandmarkiPath/Locative

In a complementary fashion, "I" in <1> is defined as "agent" in factual motion

events and "theme" in fictive motion events. In factual motion, "I" displays Dowty's

(1991) properties of proto-agent role, because it is a volitional motion. In fictive motion,

it has Dowty's semantic nature for a proto-patient role.

wOmen hUl Beijing

we return Beijing

'We are returning to Beijing.'

(women: agent; Beijing: goal)

[ii] hufin (57) obviously denotes a factual motion and thus tl!fr~ women 'we' is the agent

and ~t*Beijing is 'goal'. Differently, j%J tfshiiJln 'forest' is not actually moving and

thus sentence (58) depicts a fictive motion.
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(58) mt1t n£{$ fU U·
sbillin yanshen dao hiiibiiin

forest stretch arrive beach

'The trees stretch to the beach.'

(shiHin: theme; hiiibian: goal)

(qiche: agent; xiaozhen: landmark)

It seems to better capture its nature to identify shilJfn as a theme than as an agent.

Sentences (59) to (64) are more examples concerning other oblique roles related to

motion, either factual (59), (61)), or fictive (60), (62), (63), (64)).

(59)M ~ 7 INii·

qll;M guo Ie xiiio zhen

car pass aspsmall town

'The car passes (a) small town.'

(60)" :(£ £± 1:.

shu zal zhuiizi shang

book locate table on

'The book is on the table.'

(shu: theme; zhuiizi: landmark)

(61) iill.;\f: ma lt iI.J( 't;l!: .

ill zou tielii brjiao kuai (nr: agent; tielii: path)

you go-by railway comparatively fast

'It is faster if you go by railway.'

(62) J1 t1t it ;\f: ma·
zhe pi" huo ZQU chuan (huo: theme; chuan: path)

this MW goods go-by ship

'The goods will be delivered through the sea. '

(63) .:I:..m
Zhiinggu6 weiyUYazhiill

China locate Asia

'China is in Asia.'
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WQ de xln zai Zhongguo

my ofheart locate China

'My heart is in China.'

(xln: theme; Zhongguo: locative)

Note that even though both are identified as fictive motions, sentence (63) differs from

(64) in that (63) denotes a factual location whereas (64) a fictive location.

<2> x;FVO I --+ Theme

From the fact that there is only one NP in ACFs <2> and <3>, it becomes possible for us

to identify the NP as "theme", the same as in non-motion events because there is not a

related oblique role spelled out. Thus the NP is a theme that the whole event is talking

about. Sentences (65) and (66) show the theme roles in a factual motion, either volitional

(65) or non-volitional (66).

(65) ft iE: 7.

w.Q ZOll Ie.

I leave asp

'I am leaving.'

(66)~ W 7.

huOche fmg Ie

train stop asp

'The train stopped.'

Similarly, sentences (67) and (68) show the theme in a fictive motion, which is volitional

in (67) and non-volitional in (68).

(67) ilU\'t
guanzhong sanbii ziii guangchling shang

viewer scatter locate square on

'Viewers scattered on the square.'
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(68) DEll ji 7'E .
. .v' h'al' ~';-1'JIaoym ~

footpring still exist

'The footprint is still (here/there).'

<3> OFVYj R~Theme

The "R" in <3> is defined as "theme" since it is the only NP in this ACF although it may

be represented by different overt fonns, either the subject, i.e., (a)s, or the object, i.e.,

(b)s, in (69) through (72), in the CSr, or an obligatory semantic object, such as in (73):

(69);f~5j1, jtl T.

Beijing dao Ie

Beijing arrive asp

'(We have) arrived Beijing.'

(70) jtl j~g T·

dao Beijing Ie

arrive Beijing asp

'(We have) arrived Beijing.'

(71) ±;± liZ i&1 T, % D!il!

>j.qj""shwt_-",suw.1 guo Ie, lao la

seventy age pass asp old particle

'(I've) passed seventy. (1) became old now!'

(72) j~ ±;± ~ T, % D!il!
guo 'lisht SUI Ie, lao la

pass seventy age asp old particle

'(I've) passed seventy. (1) became old now!'

(73) WJ

chilo Xl hi! MO

toward west not good.

'It is not good if (it is) facing west.'
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<10> Xi HV Yj I ~ Agent/Theme, R ~ Sonrce/Goal/LandmarklPath/Locative

Whether "I" is an "agent" or "theme" in the HV ACFs is secondary to its role in

an FAC. It is agent if it is also in ACF <I>; or a theme if it is also in ACF <2> or <3>.

This choice is made based on the degree of primacy, according to which an FAC is

always superior to an HAC. In (74), {ff5!Jtxlnhao 'signal' is a "theme" in the AC taking

~::efifchu'send out' as the A(ct) <0, <fif(chu), xlnhaC!» 'send signal'. It is thus a

"theme" in the SSr of <10> <xlnhao, <cong, danao».

(74)iff !lJ1E

xlnh8.o cong~ ra chii

command from brain send out

'The signal is sent from the brain.'

(xinhao: theme; danao: source)

(75) 1!Jl n IJM.R lfUl

ill dif nar tlngshuo zhe jian shlr de (nl: agent; nar: source)

you from where hearsay this MW affair particle

'From where did you hear about this affair?'

Similarly, ftg tain (76) is a theme in the FAC <tii, <biiogiio, 0», and thus a theme role in

HAC <ta, <xiang, jIngchii».

(76) illir'D

ill xiiing jIngcha biiogao Ie

he toward police report asp

(ta: theme; jIngchii: goal)

'He reported to the police.'

In (77), 'fJdr~ women 'we' in HAC <women, <jlng, Tianjln» is an "agent" since it is an

"agent" in the FAC <women, <dao, BeijIng», which denotes a factual motion.
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(women: agent; TianjIn: path)

(77) illn *))5 ~ fu it J?:.
womenjIng TianjIn mo BeijIng

we through Tianjin arrive Beijing

'We arrived Beijing through Tianjin.'

However, +lf3: kiche 'truck' in (78) is a "theme" in accordance with its theme role in the

FAC of <kache, <jIngguo, 0».

(78)::ElI!. EI3 r~ Btr *))5JM!.

kache you men qian jIngguo (kache: theme; nienqian: landmark)

truck through door front pass

'The truck passed in front ofthe door.'

But 5~ 'tZhang sheng 'Scholar Zhang' is "agent" in HAC <Zhang sheng, <yu,

shiifiing» in accordance with its agent role in the FAC <Zhiingsheng, <wen, shii».

(79) 5~ 't 1t' Bm 1m. B·
Zhang sheng y6 shiif:ing wen shii (Zhiingsheng: agent; shiirang: locative)

Zhang scholar at study study book

'Scholar Zhang studies in (his) study.'

I have made it clear that the distinctions between agent and theme ofHACs in

motion events are subject to the role in FACs. This is justified in the computation rules

for a.-type ACs: the result of computation of an FAC with an HAC is always an FAC,

which has higher primacy over the other two a.-type ACs (see Table 2.3 and Table 2.5 for

details). I have also pointed out that no NP can be accommodated in ACFs <II> or <12>

in motion events, given the fact that HVs are prepositions and conjunctions and hence

require a semantic object obligatorily.

Thematic roles in ACFs ofRACs can be assimilated to those in FAC-SACs and

HAC-SACs that corresponding to these RACs. This adaptation is a convenient operation,
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because the difference between SAC and RAC lies in the number of constants, which, if

saturated, equal a single "x" or "y" in the "I" or the "R" position. This correspondence

may be illustrated in Table 4.1 (see next page). Table 4.1 shows that the thematic

relations in embedded sentences, i.e., with RACs, may be analogized to those with SAC.

Also parallel to what has been provided before, ACFs <14> through <17> include both

:tl'l bii-types and :rEi bei -types.

Correspondence
RAC SAC Thematic Roles in RACs

of ACFs

<5> ~<I> hFVYj ~ Xi FVYj h ~ agent, Yi~ patient
<6> ~<2> hFVO ~ xiFVO h~theme

<7> ~<I> Xi FVk ~ Xi FVYj Xi ~ agent, k~ patient
<8> ~<3> OFVk ~ o FVYj k~theme

<14> ~ <10> h HVYj ~ Xi HVYj h ~ agent, Yj ~ patient (bI-type)
h ~ patient, Yi~ agent (bei-type)

<15>~ <11> hHVO ~ xjHVO h ~ theme (bei -type only)
<16>~<1O> Xi HVk ~ Xi HVYj Xi ~ agent, k~ patient (bii-type)

Xi ~ patient, k~ agent (bei -type)
<17> ~ <12> OHVk ~ o HVYj k ~ theme (bii -type only)

Table 4.1 Correspondences between Thematic Roles in SACs and RACs.

In the following examples, underlined words are considered as a thematic role as

a whole. The italicized verbs are Abstract Verbs in each corresponding ACF.

(80) j': fA 7R -= Ii'] A

xmuan Zhiing San de ren shiLls!

like Zhang San ofperson be Lisi

'The one who likes Zhangsan is Lisi.'

(ACF <5>, agent, patient)

(81) ffft om -= Ii'] A

xmuan Zhang San de ren zou k (ACF <6>, theme)

like Zhang San ofperson leave asp

'The one who likes Zhangsan left.'
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Zhang San shuoLisl hen kuaile

Zhang San say Lisi very happy

'Zhangsan said that Lisi was happy.'

S1 Ie ersh! duo ge ren

die asp twenty more MW person

'About twenty something people died.'

(ACF <7>, agent, patient)

(ACF <8>, theme)

chuan Ian
(84) .='fif_..wif'-----JfJ""'...I..<t;C-.--"-'frtJ~A

chenshan de ren b8wenjian tou zou Ie

wear blue shirt ofperson ba document steal leave asp

'The one in the blue shirt stole the document.'

(ACF <14>, agent, patient, bii-type)

(85) Mi /iliI If! fEi A

chOuti Ii de wenjian bei lin na zou Ie

drawer inside ofdocument bei person take leave asp

'The documentation inside the drawer was taken away.'

(ACF <14>, patient, agent, bei -type)

(86) jJ~ II!\! A

na ge ren de jia gei shao Ie

that MW person ofhouse gei burn asp

'That person's house was burnt down.'

(ACF <15>, theme, bei -type only)

(87) flMH

t1 dul IUD xiiio de dOngwn you iii xin

he toward weak small of animal have love heart

'He loves weak and small animals.'
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(ACF <16>, agent, patient, bii-type)

(88) M. ~ * li3 A j~ H T.

qkM ring liii de ren xiii hila Ie

car rang come of person repair well asp

'The car was fixed by the one who came. '

(ACF <16>, patient, agent, Mi-type)

(89) left m
biiwO shun de 1m3 jizhu

ba I speak of words remember

'Remember what I said.'

(ACF <17>, theme, bi-type only)

Similarly, the two WACs bearing thematic roles may be analogized to SAC's

corresponding to SAC, as the following table shows:

ACFs WAC SAC Thematic roles

<9> ---t <1> hFVk ---t Xi FVYi h ---t agent, k ---t patient
<18> ---t <2> hHVk ---t x;HVYj h ---t agent, k ---t patient (bii -type)

h ---t patient, k ---t agent (bei -type)

Table 4.2 Correspondences between Thematic Roles in SACs and WACs

These correspondences may be exemplified by the following senteI;lces:

cbUlin Ian cbensban de reo
m :f[']* nIL
shuoLlsl diu Ie chi:

wear blue shirt of person say Lisi lose asp car

'The person in blue shirt said that Lisi lost his car.'

(ACF <9>, agent, patient)

b' h'- d 's angmn e ren biixiii biiin de ren ya sl Ie

up side of person ba down side ofperson press die asp
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'The person underneath was pressed to death by the above person. '

(ACF <18>,.agent, patient, hi -type)

mai diao de~Mi yl biifen giike tui hUI lai

sell off of car bei one part customer return back come

'The sold cars were returned by some customers. '

(ACF <18>, patient, agent, bJi -type)

The above exemplifying sentences have provided evidence that, in CCG, the role

environment, which is the nature of individual ACs, is involved - along with the

semantics of each verb - in determining the thematic role of each NP. In what follows,

I propose a definition for each thematic role by considering the correspondence between

a thematic role and its position in an AC.

4.2.2 About the Definitions ofThematic Roles

I must clarify again that thematic roles are modified and redefined in the

framework ofCCG although I adopt the commonly used terms, such as agent, patient,

and theme. This study has confirmed that distinctions must be drawn between "theme"

and "agent", as well as "theme" and "patient". In non-motion events, "agent" and

"patient" are notions that interplay in each single AC. In motion events, only "agent" is

connected with roles such as "source", "goal", "path", etc. "Agent" is thus a thematic

role that is always associated with another entity in a single SSr, in contrast to "theme",

which is a solitary role in an ACF of an SSr. Our accounting of thematic roles thus

seems to be well motivated and solidly discernible in a template that is connected with

structures ofboth form and meaning.
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Other roles in motion events are identifiable with "R" in ACFs <I> or <10>, and

they can be defined as fo11ows5
:

Source: an entity denoting the start point for a motion.

Goal: an entity denoting the end point for a motion.

Location: an entity denoting the place where an event is present.

Path: an entity denoting the route taken toward a particular goal.

Landmark: an entity to which a motion makes reference.

All ofthese definitions that I have presented in this section have the advantage

that all thematic roles are identified definitely by the positions they appear in each ACF,

where both their conceptual content and syntactic features are in harmony. No case-by

case justification needs to be made in each particular use of the thematic roles, because

they are definable by their positions at the level ofSSrr.

4.2.3 Thematic Role Compositions

Thematic roles for individual NPs now are clearly identifiable by their positions

in each ACF in an SSr. This tells us that the transformation from SSrr to TSrr is ready.

Simple SSrr mostly compose into complex SSrr before the transformation to TSrr is

carried out, we therefore need to investigate how thematic roles in each single AC

compose into thematic relations in more complex SSrr. It will be suggested below that, if

there are two thematic roles, which includes an "empty" role, in an SSr, these two

thematic roles compose into a new thematic relation consisting of the thematic relation of

the whole sentence.

Somewhat similar to the Aspectual Composition of Event that we have postulated

in Chapter 3, the compositions of thematic role that we are postulating below are also
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presented in a binary way. We can see the details in Table 4.3, which is based on the

definitions of thematic roles used here.

Patient Theme Agent Others
Agent Agent Patient Agent Theme Agent Agent

(M-type) (bei-type) when theme is not when theme
directly from <2> is from <2>

Theme Theme Theme Theme

Table 4.3 Compositions of Thematic Roles.

Note that the category of"Other" in Table 4.3 includes such thematic roles as

"goal", "path", and "location", etc., in various motion events. In what follows, I discuss

Table 4.3 in detail with examples. I try to provide three example sentences for each

compositional situation. For each group of example sentences, I offer one simple clause

(AC), one sentence containing RVCs, and one complex sentence composed from multiple

clauses (at least two ACs). Following each example sentence, I illustrate an SSr that

contains the relevant thematic relations. A symbol" ~ "above every two underlined

thematic role bearers represents a process of composition between them. An arrow" 1'''
points to the thematic role each NP bears. The italicized verbs are those that function as

either FVs or HVs in each AC containing the thematic relations. The order of

composition follows the general compositional rules for SSrr listed in Table 4.3. The

final composition in each sentence exemplifies the current operation corresponding to

each rule that is listed.

Agent x Patient~ Agent (in bB:type ACs)

The HAC <10> and FAC <1> in sentence (93) bear similar compositions based

on this rule.
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(93) ""'~~~-= t!".~n J.
Zhiing Siin MUs! dli Ie

Zhang San ba Lisi beat asp

'Zhangsan beat Lisi.'

r agj'nt 'I ,.. as-e_n_t__,

T T ~. patent

<10>: <Zhiingsiin, <ba, US!»; <1>: <Zhiingsiin, <da, Lisi»

(94) ft Ifij

wQ ting dong

T jlJ; B'J~.

Ie ill de hJill

I listen-to understand asp you of words

'I understood your words by listening to them.'

<1>: <wQ, <6ng,hua»; <I>: <wQ,<dong,hJill»

ill qrng diijiii

he treat everybody eat meal

'He treat everybody a meal.'

<1>: <ill, <qlng, @jiii»; <1>: <~, <chI, ian»

Agent x Patient~ Patient (in bei-type SSrr)

(96) ftllMi A. tJ T
da Ie

he bei people beat asp

'He was beaten by somebody.'

patient
~_~A~_---.,

( . \
agent patient

10 t b'· t< >: <ta, < el, ren»
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illl gei tamen guan zul Ie

1 gei them pour drunk asp

'I got drunk by force from them.'

<10>: <wo, <gei, tamen»

(98) illJl ~ i"§ A

ta ra'ng we ren
,

ml

it T.

zhu Ie

she rang this person fascinate stick asp

'She was fascinated by this person.'

<10>: <ta, <rang, (zhel ren»

Agent x Agent --+ Agent

(99) it ~~ iJK, iJK ~~ it.
WD qmg ill, nl qmgilll

1 treat you you treat me

'I treat you, and you treat me.'

agent
_----::A.----_

__r.--,~ ~'

(a~nt ptienf I atnt patient'

I v v v 1 v vtv
< >: <w, < qmg, ill »; < >: <ill, < qmg, w»

(lOO)ft ~ ~

Y:I1J.jiiio hul Ie tii Zh6ngwen

1 teach know asp him Chinese

'I taught him (so that he is able to do) Chinese.'

agent
-------""---------r ......

agent agent

~ A agen( t
1'--- . ~ I' A ., ( --.---\

agent patJent tent patJent agent patient

l tv ..-t} - 1 v._ tzw I t - ht , zw< >: < WO, < Jlao, ill »; < >: <-.YiQ, < JlaO, _»; < >: < ta, < Ul, _»
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ta mai shu, ill maim

he buy book you buy pen

'He bought books and you bought pens.'

<I>: <ta, < mai, shu »; <1>: < nl, < mai, bl»

Agent x Theme ~ Agent (condition: when ''theme'' in an AC is not directly from

ACF <2>, as exemplified in sentence (l02))

(102)~ 30

fulg guii dao Ie da shu

tfme

wind blow fall asp big tree.

'The wind blew down the big tree.'

agent
r~----A-_---_...,

agent
r~-~A .,
a~nt patent

<I>: <feng, < guii,~»; <3>: <0, < dao, dashu »

laob1iixing re ii ta, yonghii ta

citizen love him, support him

'People love him and support him.'

<1>: <Iaobaixing, < re ai, ta»; <3>: <0, < yonghu, ta»

ta Mn wQ guo lai na shU

he can me pass come take book

'He called me to come to get the book.'
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agent
_--- .A...- ~

';;gent themd

! ~heme A ageni

(a~g-e-n-t- patient' r (agent A~p-a-:tl-en-i'

1 If:. hV tv 2 1 v 'I . 0 tv ,1.." 6< >: <m, < an, WQ»;« >, < »: «WQ, <guo ai, »<WQ, < na, l>ill!»

Agent x Theme ~ Theme (condition: when "theme" in an ACF is an "1" of <2»

zul Ie jiii

he drink drunk asp wine

'He got drunk by drinking wine. '

theme
_---.A~--~r "\
~A theme

(a~nt patent\ I
<I>: <ill, <he,jiii»; <2>: <ili, <zul, 0»

(106) ft * ~ iill·
wQ iii pc ill

1 come pick-up you

'1 come to pick you up.'

<2>: <wQ, < lai, 0»; <1>: <Mi, <jie, nl»

(107):f:t!J,-"l; T ~ , ~ Oil! T .

ill chile Ian, jiil shulle

he eat asp meal soon sleep asp

'He fall asleep right after he finished eating.'

<I>: <ill, <chi:, ran»; <2>: <ill, <shul, 0»

Agent x Others ~ Agent ("Others" includes: locative, path, source, goal,

landmark, etc.)
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In (108), {1ft ta 'he' in the HAC event <:tii, <:zai, bangiingshi» is agent because it

is an agent in the FAC event < ta, <he, cha», and so is the ~zehn (109).

(108) ftlrt:E ¥IJ¥ 0 '*
ill za'j bang6ngshi he cha (bang6ngshi: locative)

he at office drink tea

'He has tea in his office. '

agent
,..~_~A~ ,
agent source

1 ,. h' t h....<10>: <ta, <ZaI,angongs v>

(109) .Il!t n ~..t 7 if·
zei da lout! shang Ie lou

thief from stairs ascend asp building

'The thief CaIne upstairs by the stairs.'

<IO>:<~,<da,liilln»

(louti: path)

In a very similar way, ~ wo'I' in sentence (110) aIId {f];nl'you' in sentence (Ill)

are both identified as agents because they are agents in the FAC event, i.e., <wo, <zhidao,

xiiioxi» in sentence (110), and <nl, <:jiang, (zhe)xie shir» in sentence (III), based on

our discussion earlier.

(110) ft 'iit'iit

w changchang c6ng bwa"'o'--_--"'sh"'a"'n."g zhidao xiiioxi ((bao)shang: source)

I often from newspaper on know news

'I often get news from newspaper.'

<10>: <wi), <cong, baoshang»

(lll) 1ill f,J

ill dUl wjiang zhexie shif

you toward me talk these issue
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'You talked about these issues with me.'

<10>: <nl, <duI, wii»

Theme x Theme ~ Theme

It is straightforward to comprehend that the composition of two theme roles is a

theme role, as the following sentences show.

(112) ftMt M T.

tii shul xmg Ie

he sleep awake asp

'He woke up.'

theme
,.._---~A~--- ,

theme theme

1\ t
<2>: <Iii, <shuI, 0»; <2>: <Iii, <xing, 0»

(113) .i!E.ill. '*
nlmen Iii wallie

you-all come late asp

'You came late.'

<2>: <nlmen, <Iai., 0»; <6>: «nlmen, <!iii, 0», <wan, 0»

Actually, {If; {J'~ nJlnen 'you' is the theme for the FAC event <nlmen, <Iai, 0» only. It

functions as the theme role for sentence (113) after computation since the theme role in

the composite event «<n1'!nrn, <Iai, 0», <wan, 0» is <nlmen, <Iai, 0». Example

(114) presents a less complex situation.

(114) mjig

leijln lai YI zhi nilli2

fly enter come one MW bird

'A bird flew in.'

<2>: <niiiQ, <:rei, 0>; «2>, <2»: «niao, <jln, 0»; <nilio, <Iai, 0»>
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Patient x Theme -7 Theme

As sentence (115) shows, ffu til 'he' is a patient because the HAC event <tii, <gei,

laoban» is a "bei-type". (cf. example sentences (53) and (54)).

(115) ftl1u%6 L.1K ~If Iii 7 .

Iii geilaoban j iegii Ie

he gei boss layoff asp

'He was laid offbyhis boss.'

theme
r_-.-----~.-A.-------~_.,

patient theme

t t
<11>: <ill, <gei, laoban»; <3>: <0, <jiegli, Iii»

One might argue that FAC <3> <0, < jiegii, tii» could be a <1> < laoban, < jiegli, tii»,

the event in sentence (116) provides counter evidence since ~ I±lIllGzhe chii xl 'this play'

does not initiate the act of@';t!Jg8iJdong'move' directly.

(116) it:fEt ~ I±l!!l @';t!J 7.

wi) bei zhe chii xl gandongle

1 bei this MW drama move asp

'1 was moved by this play.'

<11>: <wo, <bei, (zhe chii) Xl»; <3>: <0, <gandong, wo»

Theme x Others -7 Theme

Somewhat similar to the agent role, the theme role generally has priority over

other roles in composition. Moreover, the identification of"theme" role in an HAC event

is dependent upon the FAC event, with which the HAC event is associated.

(117) ill!
qilln qil

I±l T mfr·
chiileylnh3.ng (Ylnhfing: source)

money withdraw out asp bank
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'The money was withdrawn out of bank. '

themeo-""" A~ _

fheme source

3 0 v,/ 3 i h- /h'/< >: < ,<qu, qllill»; < >: <qllill, <c U, yID ang»

yi ge niamou dlf naozi Ii

~.

lue guo (naozili: path)

one MW idea from brain inside sweep pass

'An idea passed (his) brain quickly.'

theme
r_---.A. .....

theme path

10 ,J', d V J'. (I')< >: <mantou, < a, naOZll »

(I19)~ 'ilf ftl *'tJi',

xin jl diio xuexiiio

letter send arrive school

'Letters are sent to school.'

(xuexiiio: goal)

theme
-:-__,A~_--:__

rtheme goal '

3 0 ." 10 1. ~, l' .,< >: < ,<.Jl, xm»; < >: <xm, <twO, xuexJaO»

jYng che shY guo xiao zhen

police car run pass small town

«xiao)zhen: landmark)

'The police car passed the small town.'

theme
r """--------....
theme landmark

2 ,v h- hV 0 10 .J' h- , ( .V 1')h'< >: <.Jmgc e, <s I, »; < >: <.JIDgc e, <guo,XIaO zen»
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(121) 1L6.. ~ 1m T 1!iL±.

keren zuo man Ie wiizi

guest sit full asp room

(wiizi: location)

'Guests filled the room (by sitting inside).'

theme
,........-~~~---

theme sourc~

2 1,:::"';::_ ' 0 10 <k~ v t.< >: <r&rnli, <zuo, »; < >: eren, <man, :wllZ.l»

4.2.4 Advantages of Thematic Role Compositions

The most advantageous characteristics of "Thematic role composition" lie in its

compositional outcome, which results from binary operations based on Table 4.3. This

advantage laid the ground for deciding the thematic role for the whole sentence that

integrates conceptual content and syntactic position, relieving us from such subjective

arbitration that occurs in the studies by Chang, Ross, and Cheng and Huang.

Compositions of thematic roles, subject to process ofSSrr combination, may be applied

in a straightforward way to account for thematic roles in more complicated sentences

beyond complex RYCs. To see how this works, consider <122>:

(122)ftll.DJI-~

zai shltang menkou jihe

he tell everyone be-at cafeteria doorway gather

'He told everybody to gather at the doorway ofcafeteria. '

Sentence (122) contains three AC events: <1>: <ta, <jiao, dajia», <I>: «diijia, <zai,

menkou», and <2>: <dajia, <jihe, 0». Its thematic role composition is as follows:
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theme?
---"-r------- --------."

agent theme1 'ag;.nt .A..------:-th;-e-m-&

(Cag=:t=n7t - patIent> ~gent locative' i
<I>: <!ii, <jiao,~», <I>: «Jm, <zai,~», <2>: <d3jiii, <jihe, 0»

Sentence (122) is thus agentive. Different from (122), (123) is a sentence of "theme",

indicating an action or a process that zhii 'pig' undergoes.

(123)~ Mi HI f~

zhii bei Hi dao nongchling ZID Ie

pig bei carry arrive farm kill asp

'Pigs were taken to the farm and killed.'

theme
----------,----"-------------r ----..

theme theme
_-----A-----~

%eme the~
_---A~--_r ,
theme theme

1 -~" b" 0 3 0 11 10 ~~lmed,A ..:t 3 0 v· -""< >: <-"llY~ < el, », < >:« ,< a, ~», < >: <~, < ao, », < >: < ,<zal, t.UY»

Another advantage of this approach is that it allows us to distinguish thematic

roles in sentences ofambiguity in both more conceptual level and the pure structural level

(i.e., CSrr in CCG). Let us examine sentence (8) in this chapter, re-presented here as

(124):

(124) f~~ ~ 7 .\B.

tii qi lei Ie rna
he ride tired asp horse

a. 'He was tired from riding the horse.'

b. 'The horse was tired because of his riding.'
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The thematic role composition (I 24a) results as "theme", denoting the process that {1ft ta

'he' has experienced.

theme
A

r.~ag-e-n-t-- ~--:th'--e-m~e'

(-a~-e---:nt-~atent\ I
<I>: <!ii, <ql, nill»; <2>: <!ii, <lei, 0»

In contrast, the composition of thematic roles in (124b) leads to "agent", denoting that it

was ft12 ta 'he' who agentively made the horse tired. This difference results from (i) the

ACF that contains FV ~ lei, an unaccusative that makes ,Iili, rna'horse' a semantic object;

(ii) the compositional rules based on Table 4.3, where the composition of an agent and a

theme is a theme, when the theme role is in an ACF <3>.

agent
~ A _

r "agent theme

fagtnt Apa~ent ' t
<I>: <m, <ql, nill»; <3>: <0, <lei, nill»

In short, my approach in this chapter is an attempt to see the thematic relations

from the point of view by which thematic roles integrate notions from both conceptual

structure and formal structure. By this approach, both idiosyncratic and productive

alternations in argument structure can be formulated in the framework without loss of

generality, which is an ideal that is enthusiastically pursued by Jackendoff(1987: 393).

Notes
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I According to Dowty (1991: 578), "Argument" is one with no Proto-Agent and no Proto

Patient entailment.

2 The "theme" role in Chang's study seems to denotes an entity undergoing the effect of

an action, or an entity to which a property is attributed.

3 I agree that there exist roles such as "theme", "source" or "goal" in QZ;~ =E: chijlnqu 'eat

in', ~ r =E: hexiaqu 'drink down', Q± :::I131Uu chiilai 'spit out', etc., but the movement

related roles, i.e., "source" and "goal", are related to the directional RVCs .itt $;jlnqu,

ill*chiilai, instead of the action verbs QZ; chI, ~ he, and Q± ro.

4 For instance, QZ; chimay be considered to contain a "source" role in QZ; r =E: chixiaqu.

And it would be appropriate to contain a "source" in QZ; mY chibaa 'eat-full' or UZ;~ chi

lei 'eat tired-of, etc.

5 My definitions for these roles refer to "Lecture Notes" on principle thematic roles by

O'Grady (1986).

• Please note that the composing result in <I> <J!di, <na, shu» is the agent ft wO, which

composes with the theme from <2> <.Irii, <guolai, 0>. This composition is actually

based on the rule I am proposing right after, i.e., "Agent x Theme~ Theme". The

composing result from «2>, <I» "theme" is not directly obtained from <2>, thus

meeting the condition for the rule "Agent x Theme~ Agent". Therefore, the

composition result ofthematic role for the whole sentence (95) is agent.

7 This result obeys the composition of"agent x theme" when "theme" is not from an ACF

<2>, not the other way around, because the "theme" here is an outcome of"theme"

from <2> and "agent" from <I>, thus from <2, 1>.
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CHAPTERS

CLOSING REMARKS

This chapter will close my presentation in two steps. I first show the implications

of my research for teaching Mandarin RYCs. In the contrast of English with Mandarin

concerning images expressed by a sequence of verbs, I reiterate my view in previous

chapters that the fundamental differences are determined at the conceptual level and can

be described at a level integrating cognitive contents and formal forces, i.e., SSrr. I then

review research on pedagogy concerning teaching Mandarin and on Mandarin textbooks

that are commonly used in the U.S., with respect to their treatment of RYCs. Then, I

show how my study may serve to facilitate the teaching of Mandarin RYCs by

incorporating a cognitively-motivated methodology. After the presentation of

pedagogical implications, I conclude that my study has both theoretical importance and

practical utility for Mandarin.

5.1 Pedagogical Implications

Before discussing the pedagogical implications afmy study, I need to profile the

differences of Mandarin and English when they express the same universal event.

5.1.1 Divergence ofMandarin and English

As we have observed, a Mandarin RYC contains at least two parts in an image

series. They represent two consecutive stages in time. When expressing an event scene,

Mandarin may adopt different perspectives from English, as I pointed out in Chapter 1.

In Chapter 3, I have also shown that there is no concise English equivalence to Mandarin
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RYCs which could be fonned by aspectual composition. These two types of differences

may be generalized.

For one type, many Mandarin RYCs are more appropriately translation-equivalent

to English expressions of verb series or clauses than English resultative complements.

For the two major categories of Mandarin RYCs that I have described in the last two

chapters, neither of them is necessarily expressed by English verbs with resultative

complements. Consider (1) and (2):

(1) si :=:. ~ 1~ T .f.*f3 .
Zhang San kii shi: Ie shoujuan

Zhang San cry wet asp handkerchief

'Zhangsan cried so sad that the handkerchief got soaked. '

(2) John soaked his handkerchief with his tears.

In describing Zhangsan's sadness, Chinese sentence (1) presents both the action ~kii 'to

cry' and the resultative state: .f.~~ T shoujuan shiIe 'the handkerchief is wet/soaked'.

In contrast, English sentence (2), describing John's sadness, focuses on the resultative

states 'soaked' and the material 'tears', and downplays the action 'to cry'. More clearly,

we can contrast them by showing their different SSrr from which Chinese sentence (3)

and English sentence (4).

(3)55 iEJ&-f-3if M T.

Mba bit h1lizi chum xing Ie

father ba child put-on wake-up asp

'Daddy dressed his child and woke him up (accidentally).'

(4) Daddy woke up his child (accidentally) when dressing him.

Similar to the contrast in (I) and (2) are the two aspectS of the event series, namely: to

put on and resultatively wake up, may be presented in the condensed form 3if tW chaiin
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xIng in Chinese. And its SSr contains two ACs <2>: <baba, <chum, 0», <2>: <haizi,

<x'ing, 0». However, it is not possible for English to have an expression that directly

connects two expressions such as 'put on' and 'wake up' as 'put on and wake up', as

sentence (5) show: (5) *Daddy put on and wake up his child. This is due to the fact that

the English verb 'put on' requires an R in its AC, and a thematic role 'patient'.

Obviously, this thematic role, or R, may not be functioned by 'child'.

For another type of difference, some English verbs with complements may be

expressed by Chinese RYCs, such as 'come over', (i.e., zou guolaiin Chinese), but some

may not, such as 'speak up', 'shut up'. Consider (6) and (7), for example:

(6) She spoke out her ideas.

(7){-tll *. it

til da sheng shuo chii zlj'i de xHingia

she big voice speak out oneself of idea

'She loudly spoke out her ideas.'

Instead of using a verb and a resultative complement, the Chinese sentence (7) uses an

adverb - verb combination *. 'I~ tI:J dii sheng shuo chii to match the English idiomatic

expression 'speak out'. Although there is an RYC shuo chii 'speak (out)' in (7), it

actually corresponds to the verb 'spoke' in English. For the English expression 'shut up',

the corresponding Chinese expression is MIJjf/J blzuI'shut/close (your) mouth-shut up' or

{:l:1Jjf/J zhii zuI'stop (your) mouth-shut up'. Both M bl'to close, to shut' and {1.zhii 'stop'

denotes an end (of the talking) aspect for the status of closing. But the English word

'shut' denotes two aspects: a duration and an end (because we can say 'he is shutting his
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mouth'). The end-denoting complement 'up' composes with 'shut' to emphasize the end

aspect.

Differences between Chinese and English, when expressing a resultive state, may

lie either in thematic roles, such as sentences (3) and (4), or in aspectuality, such as

sentences (5) through (7), which proves an obvious fact that language diversities may not

be due to purely formal factors. Other factors, such as language specific ways of

conceptualization (i.e., SSrr in terms ofCCG), as my analyses have hopefully shown in

the previous chapters, may determine the eventual syntax, making languages

morphosyntactically differ from each other. In particular, the diversities concerning

resultative-complement constructions between English and Chinese make it very difficult

for English speaking students to learn and use Chinese RVCs correctly. In order to be

effective in teaching sentence patterns, language teaching should make use of revealing

cognitive comparisons and contrasts between the (learner's) native language and the

target language (Doughty 2001). This makes learners pay more attention to features of

target language constructions (i.e., Chinese RVCs) before students have target-like

interlanguage output.

5.1.2 Teaching RVCs in Previous Approaches

Although many linguists have studied RVCs from a theoretical point of view,

pedagogical research that has been conducted to directly benefit teaching RVCs directly

are rare. I have scrutinized as many journals and proceedings as I could, and found only

four articles (Thompson's 1972, 1973, Light 1977, Lu1984) which aim at applying the

results of the theoretical study ofRVCs to teaching. After reviewing these pedagogically

oriented research, I will look through a few sets of textbooks that are commonly used in
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the U.S. to examine their approaches to RVCs. My investigations show that suggestions

of applying theoretical studies to pedagogical practices are not well attended. This is due

to specific adopted syllabi and principles guiding the compilation of textbooks.

5.1.2.1 Suggestions about Teaching RVCs

Rejecting a transformational derivation ofRVCs from "deep structure",

Thompson's (1972,1973) papers present a series of rules oflexical combination for

English speaking learners to create RVCs productively. Thompson thinks that Chinese

RVCs consist of an open subset and a closed subset. The open subset may be obtained by

applying the rules freely as long as a semantic constraint is observed: for each RVC, the

complement "has to present a state or action which could be a result ofreceiving the

action" of the verb (1972: 2). The closed subset should be listed in the lexicon because

these words "correspond to individual words over which only the speaker (of Chinese)

has control" (1973: 377).

Thompson's two categories are helpful but insufficient. A large amount of RVCs

may be productively created by connecting two g-verbs representing events that are

causally related. In her list for RVCs to be included in the lexicon, every word is

supposed to be learned as an individual item. However, we found many words in the list

that may be generated by rules. Based on these rules, we can created more RVCs. For

example, ~t]!l'guo gum is interpreted as 'live-be accustomed ~ get used to spending

(time) in a certain way'. But we can create many RVCs by combining a verb of a similar

type as ~guo(i.e., related to actions ofdaily routine) with tltgUBn 'be accustomed to'.

Consider:
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(8) Pi'; t.Jl chTguan 'eat-be accustomed --+ get used to eating something/in a certain

way'

(9) ffl t.Jlyong guJn 'use-be accustomed --+ get used to using something'

(IO) ;it t~ zou guan 'walk-be accustomed --+ get used to walking by a

certain/particular way'

(II) itt.Jl shuiguJn 'sleep-be accustomed --+ get used to sleeping on a

certain/particular kind ofbed'

(12) JiFt.Jl chuan guiin 'wear-be accustomed --+ get used to wearing something'

I could list more RVCs with 1fl:guan as the complement. Similarly, 1 can thus formulate a

rule for RVCs with t.Jlguan, as Thompson has made for other RVCs:

Vachon + - t~guJn 'be used to' --+ (V - guJn]RV

This fact shows that only a limited number of rules may not cover the rich varieties of

RVCs. My analyses in the previous chapters have shown that RVes may be more freely

formed than what only 9 or 10 formulas can cover. In addition, RVCs may also be very

idiomatic for linguists to exhaustively include in their lists. For instance, if we list

~JP.'fe,pengjian 'bump-perceive --+ run into', and;w 'fe,kiinjiJn 'see-perceive --+ see' in the

lexicon as Thompson does, are we supposed to include a more idiomatic ~JP. 1:.peng shang

'bump-upon --+ run into', which has the same meaning as ~JP. 'fe,pengjiJn, as well? If so,

it is no problem for us to add ;w 1:. kJn shang 'see-upon --+ be fond of, fall in love with' in

our list also. We all know that the meaning of1:. shang 'upon' in H1P.J:.peng shang is

different from its meaning in ;w 1:. kiin shang. The different aspectual contents of

1:. shang make the difference, and they must be distinguished. It seems that the different
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meanings of J:.shang should be distinguished in the lexicon. If so, all RVCs containing

different aspectual meanings of J:.shang should also be distinguished and listed as

individual words for students to learn. So, we should treat other RVCs in the same way.

This would no doubt lead to a huge lexicon for Chinese learners.

To increase the use of RVCs in appropriate situations by English-speaking

students, Light (1977) applies linguistic research to language teaching. Based on his

analysis of the structure of sentences containing RVCs, Light suggests that RVCs such as

~ fJikinjiin 'see' and Jff!.fJi tlngjiin 'hear' should be introduced before verbs ;gkin

'look' and ~ ffng 'listen'. Similarly, Light thinks that RVCs contains both predictable

and non-predictable items, with the former corresponding to Thompson's (I972, 1973)

open set and the latter to her closed set. For the predictable items, Light expands

Thompson's rule by specifically adding 'inflictive' complements, such as 9E sJ'die',

(r9 bing 'sick', liBlpo 'damaged', ~~ dio 'fall over', hiin 'dizzy', hum 'ruined', etc., "as

effecting a change in the speaker" (p. 32). He also suggested that the early presentation

of the notion of'resultative' should be limited to RVCs containing selective inflictives

(such as the examples cited above), because "in this way, the basic and most general idea

behind resultative compounding can be presented." (p. 33).

Directional RVCs such as xia.'qu 'go down' and nt*-jinla.i'come in', according to

Light, should be taught as early as ~ fJikinjiin 'see', and before their metaphorical

usages such as otr 7J; chTxiiiqu 'eat (down)', !1\H!&*-zhiiojlnla.i 'shine into'. Since

RVCs with both directional and inflictive complements are two productive constructions,

students can then analogize more freely upon these two forms.
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Light does not explain why he considers 'inflictive' complement as one of the

basic RVC forms. His proposal that the "concept of resultatives should be taught with

exclusive references to selected inflictives" (p. 39) is thus not sufficiently supported. In a

later study, Lu (1984) suggests that it is better to start teaching RVCs with two "basic

patterns". Lu's suggestion is based on his statistical study ofwritten materials with about

265,000 characters. He finds that "V + resultative complement + 3\( iii / -t: qil' and "V +

3\( Iii / -t: qil' are the most commonly used patterns, and thus they should be taught first.

Given that both patterns are directional RVCs, Lu suggests that directional RVCs such as

!'I!::iEf,3\(zuo qnai 'sit up' should be introduced before the RVCs with the metaphoric

contents of the directional complements, such as rJ! iEf, 3\( xiang qnai 'think - up ---)

remember, recall'.

In sum, all three of the studies suggest that RVCs should be introduced step by

step. They also agree that directional RVCs should be taught, along with some very

commonly used RVCs, at an earlier stage of introduction.

5.1.2.2 Approaches Adopted in Textbooks

Integrated Chinese (Yao et al. 1997) and Practical Chinese Reader (BLI 1990)

are perhaps the two most commonly used textbooks in the U.S., according to two surveys

(GITCST 2000, Keet al. 2001). I therefore review briefly the teaching ofRVCs in these

two textbooks.

It seems that Integrated Chinese (Ie) incorporates briefly the suggestions from

the above three studies. IC starts introducing RVCs with 1m 3\(hufJai / -t: qil 'come/go

back', jl§ 3\(jlniai / -t: qil 'come/go in(to)'. Later, it teaches some commonly used

complements such as -ftf haa (indicating completion or readiness), -7'G wiin (indicating
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completion), -~~ CUD 'wrong', and -ig~ qingchu 'clear', etc. IC also makes suggestions

to take "the combination of the verb and the complement as a whole unit" (p. 9). This

strategy treats RVCs with these complements as lexical items.

However, some introductions of more complex RVCs in IC are vague and

shulguo 'get some fruits and bring them (here)' are grammatical expressions, and they

bear the same meaning. IC provides illustrative patterns as rules for the student to apply

when the student creates sentences containing directional RVCs. However, it does not

explain why for some metaphoric uses of directional RVCs resulting combinations would

be ungrammatical. Let us compare:

(13){i]; ~ (*Io):t~*.

nl na (xiii) zhuyi lai

you take some idea come

'Show (me) your ideas/solutions.'

(14) *fi]; ~ * J!io :t~.

nr na lili (xiii) zhuyi

you take come some idea

'You bring some ideas.'

Sentence (13) is grammatical but sentence (14) is not. Furthermore, IC explains RVCs

such as 1¥~*din qRai 'to store/save' as individual words, i.e., words to be listed in

lexicon, to memorize. If so, words as Jjj<~*sh6u qIlai'to store/save' 1Dl~* fling qRai

'to store/save', etc., should also be memorized as individual words, because they bear the

same meaning with 1¥~*ciin qRaL They all can be generated by a rule such as:

"Vaction + qIlal' ~ "to take away"
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At the same time, they should be distinguished from another group of words that can be

created by the same rule but with a different meaning of-~*quai, such as tan quai

'begin chatting', I#;g*pang quai 'become fat', etc,

Different from IC, Practical Chinese Reader (PCR) does not seem to have been

compiled bearing in mind any suggestions by Thompson or Light. Instead, it teaches

RVCs by presenting some frequently used complements such as -'tl dong 'understand', 

r.l' cuo 'wrong', -H hao 'completion, or a desired state', etc. PCR then introduces the

resultative meaning and metaphoric meaning of some complements at the same time. For

instance, for -¥~ dBa, PCR states that it indicates the continuation of an action up to a

certain point such as in @l ¥~ hUIdao 'return (to)', and denotes the successful completion

or execution of an action such as in ~ ¥~ mm' dao 'buy (and get)', Similarly, PCR

introduces -Ii zhiJ as indicating something to be fixed on a position such as li,!;Ii zhan zhii

'stop', and its metaphoric extension such as ~c Iii1zhii 'to remember, to bear something

in mind', and lITIiding zhii 'stare at, to keep one's eyes on'. Later, PCR teaches

directional RYCs, including both simple forms such as .iJt*jln lai 'come in' and

complex forms such as re;qiJ.iHill1it bishitou bin zou 'move awaythe stones'.

The approaches that IC and PCR employ to make students produce RVCs are

similar: they provide English sentences and the complements or RYCs that are intended

to be used when students translate these English sentences into Chinese. Based on my

experience of using these two textbooks, I have found that students are not able to

produce RVCs as efficiently as they are expected to, even if they are required to make

sentences with given words. Studies about second language acquisition (Long and

Robinson 1998, Doughty 2001) have shown that teacher's intended pedagogical focus
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and students' actual attentiona! focus often differ substantially. How can we draw

student's attention to particular language forms, such as RVCs, to make them produce

RVCs as competently as Chinese speakers do?

5.1.3 Implications for Pedagogy

Should RVCs be solely introduced as individual words listed in the lexicon? Our

analysis above has shown that it is not a good idea: the productivity ofRVCs will make

students feel overwhelmed ifevery RVC is taught individually. Or, should we provide a

set of rules covering a large quantity ofRVCs? In this way, there will still be quite a

large number of idiomatic and commonly used RVCs that may not be covered under

these rules. Again, should we integrate these two options, teaching students two subsets

ofRVCs, as Thompson (1972, 1973) suggests? I have pointed out that Thompson's

effort is far from satisfying. Moreover, as suggested in Section 3.1, to distinguish

lexicalized RVCs from grammaticalized RVCs is actually unnecessary. Should we

ignore this distinction, and simply teach RVCs as a special structure in Mandarin? If so,

what might be most efficient and pedagogically recommendable approaches benefiting a

student's learning of RVCs?

5.1.3.1 Focus on Form and Its Pedagogical Advantages

For the past decade, an instructional expedient called "focus on form" has been

highly promoted for efficient language teaching by second language acquisition

researchers (Doughty 2001). It is considered a method for facilitating input from the

teacher to students to enable them to produce more target-like sentences and expressions.

Theoretically, focus on form "overly draws student's attention to linguistic elements as
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they arise incidentally in lessons whose overriding focus is on meaning or

communication" (Long 1991: 45-46). Practically, focus on form involves an occasional

shift in attention to linguistic code features by the teacher or the student, triggered by

perceived problems with comprehension or production (Long and Robinson 1998: 23).

Both IC and PCR seem to accord with the spirit of "focus on form" because they

introduce RYCs by focusing students' attention on the combination of verb and

resultative complement when RYCs occur in lessons. Specifically, IC organizes its

lessons based on the development oftopics when communicative purposes evolve from

simple to complex. Thus such simple directional RYCs as ~*jiiJlai'come in' and

tJj $; chiiqu 'go out' are introduced in an earlier lesson (Lesson 4). More commonly used

RYCs with different complements such as -Hhao 'be ready, to complete', ~Ii dong

'understand', and 4Il' cuo 'wrong', etc., are introduced in later lessons (Lesson 12) as

communicative needs arise. PCR, which organizes its lessons in different principles from

IC, does not introduce RYCs until much later lessons (Lessons 38 through 41), when

many other grammatical patterns have already been taught and basic vocabulary and

sentences patterns are ensured. Simple and complex forms ofRYCs are presented

together. For example, ~HzuohJo 'sit well', a simple RYC, @] ¥~M:z}¥ $;hufdao

bilngongshlqil 'go back to the office', a complex directional RYC, and:tJ@] ('I:~~ l*di

huf(diilnhua) lai 'call back', a more complex directional RYC with metaphoric meaning,

are all grouped together in one or a few successive lessons.

In practice, an individual teacher has more freedom in presenting RYCs in hislher

own ways, instead ofbeing obligated by the approaches of specific textbooks. In what

follows, I would like to suggest an approach based on focus on form that makes use of
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cognitive patterns in the target language, in order to boost learner's knowledge about

grammar and other language phenomena. The purpose of focus on form is to make

learners form a memory in their mind, to enable them to use the intended language forms,

whenever it is appropriate to. Our studies in previous chapters have shown that,

expressions in different languages for the same scene may have universal image

structures at the more cognitively motivated level. It is thus possible for the teacher to

activate the students' cognitively motivated patterns such as RVC, and to compare and

contrast them with forms in their native language.

5.1.3.2 Further Pedagogical Implications

The effort ofform-focused instruction may draw the learner's attention to new

language forms either implicitly or explicitly. The procedures of form-focused

instruction may have the potential of influencing language comprehension, acquisition

and production. Thus the most sufficient influence from instruction would be what

conforms with the nature of the language encoding (Doughty 2001). Therefore, it might

be more efficient if we apply the results ofthis study and employ them along with the

focus-on-form approach to teaching RVCs. The suggested pedagogical approach may

proceed as follows.

First, textbook designers or teachers may present, besides the meanings, the

aspectual types of Mandarin and English verbs; or, more precisely, identify g-verbs when

a verb is introduced in a lesson. If a g-verb appears with a different aspect from its

previously studied aspect, the aspect, which may be related to a different meaning, should

be explicated and exemplified. For instance, 1: shang 'be on/at/in' as a locative g-verb is

Type S, in expressions such as ~ 'f .'r. zhuozi shang 'on the table', {,' 1: xin shang 'in
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someone's heart', etc. It is Type F, when it means "to get in (a vehicle)" such as

J:lI!shang che'get in car', and 'to go to' int fJI shang ban when it means "to go to

work, to work". It is Type A when it follows a Type B verb, such as 1!fJ..xlhuan 'like',

or 1'& hiJn 'hate'. The two g-verbs combine into 1! fJ.. J: xlhuan shang 'be fond of, (start)

to like', and t& J: hen shang '(start to) hate'. Different aspects ofa g-verb reflect not only

different meanings, but also different functions. Teachers may guide students to make

cognitive comparison of the Chinese g-verbs with their translation-equivalence in the

students' native languages. The comparison should reinforce the student's interlanguage

knowledge, and eventually contribute to tbeir second language processing and

production.

Second, when verbs with tbe six types of aspects are introduced, the teacher may

lead the student to learn the notion of "Aspectual Composition". The teacher may

simplify this into the notion that any two g-verbs may compose into a new aspectual type,

which is still one of the six types. The teacher may clue the student with these two ideas:

a sentence with a simple verb may either manifest a simple aspect, such as ft!!•• tiihua

hua 'he paints', or it may manifest a complex aspect sl,lch as ft!! m: 'F:. • - '* II tiimcitiiin

hua ylzhang hua 'he paints one picture a day'. Since -,*:ilytzhang hua'one picture'

demarcates the aspect ofType F .hua 'to paint', this makes tbe sentence containing it a

composed Type F. Different composed types may make students more conscious of the

different temporal expressions and of otber adverbials (See Chapter 3.3 for details).

Third, when RYCs occur in a lesson, the teacher may analogize them to one type

ofaspectual composition. The students' special attention to RYCs may be guided to two

facts about RYCs: (i) any individual RYC manifests one of the composed types D, E, or
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F, thus containing at least two aspects ofan event; and (ii) the semantic contents ofRVC

aspects are associated with each other, which means that these aspects are either causally

and/or temporally sequenced one after another. The idea of aspect composition may be

more efficient for adults, because second language acquisition studies have shown that

adults tend to learn isolated words and put them together when learning a new language,

while children learn word collocations (Long 1998). These two facts about RVCs

provide students with the most desired freedom to produce RVCs whenever (a) a

situation presents a need to connect two event aspects; and (b) a causal relation is implied

between these two aspects. This approach may function as a catalyst for student's

maximum production ofRVCs in their interlanguage when appropriate and thus become

more target language-like.

To summarize, this study may have a practical component that contributes to

teaching RVCs. I injected a cognitive dimension into the "focus on form" method. This

approach draws the learner's attention to the linguistic bridge that may be conceptually

illuminating between a student's native language and the target language. Therefore, I

advocate it as an efficient way of introducing RVCs. Strategically, the teacher may start

to direct the student's attention to aspectual types of individual Chinese g-verbs, and

compare them with English g-verbs. Then the rules and conditions for aspectual

composition are derived through induction and on later taught to the students.

5.2 Closing Remarks
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In this study I have developed and discussed my ideas in five chapters. During

my investigation of the relation between images and expressions in Chinese, I started

from verifying the necessity of studying RVCs, viewed as the morphologically and

semantically complex but syntactically simple construction that provides a testing ground

for a theory of compositional grammar, such as CCG. Given that CCG is a novel theory,

I spent the second chapter introducing its cognitive and formal underpinnings. I also

explicated the most cognitively motivated ISr and its characteristics, emphasizing its

general feature as an exemplar of the ISr. In Chapter 3, I investigated Chinese g-verbs

and their functions in the conceptualization ofevent aspects. I categorized Chinese g

verbs into six aspectual types, and then postulated "Aspectual Compositions", showing

that any composed type results in one of the six original types. Each RVC in CCG, as a

composition of at least two aspectual g-verbs, is one of the three composite types. In

Chapter 4, I furthered my study by investigating the transformation from SSrr to TSrr,

and postulated rules of composition for thematic roles. As a result, an ultimate thematic

role for a sentence after composition may be an agent, or a theme, or a patient. Finally, I

briefly showed that my study may benefit the teaching ofRVCs to English speaking

students, and thus it has pedagogical values besides its theoretical claims.
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, Appendix

a j;J';#:
a til,;#:
a ti,;#:
a iW
a,;#:
a .l't
a j,j;1[Ji

a *
a g
a !lf1

b t~

b ~

b'!i:
b '!i:'Wl
bj$:
b pt
b ~

b~

b ~
b B
bm
btJi
b -§.ll
b tL
bJIF
b.il!\
b tt
b tUtu
b 1'fI~
b ;jjU
b l!!lllh)j
b IJj(
b IJj(tJt
b!Jj(
bit
b*"
b Jl!tl:!li:
b '!%
b m
bH
b 'fF
b¥.
bi¥
b I!Jt
b JE
b i'I'
bIl.
blWi
b~

b i~

b i~W!

b Wi,lt

[ba04 fal]
[chul fall
[chu4 fall
[chuang4)
[fa I]
(jiu4]
(jiu4 ye4]
[kail]
[qi3)
[shi3]
[ail]
[ai4]
[ani)
[ani dun4]
[an4]
[an4]
[aol]
[wang4]
[ba4]
[bai2]
[bai3]
[ban3]
[baol han2]
[201]
[ben4]
[bil]
[bi3]
[bi3 yu4]
[bi4 se4]
[bie4]
[binI 1in2]
[bingl]
[bingl zhen4]
[b02]
[b02]
[caiJ]
[ce4 zhong4]
[chang4]
[chen2]
[chen4]
[chengl]
[cheng2)
[cheng2]
[chi3]
[chong I]
[chong4]
[chouJ]
[chu2]
[chuanl]
[chuan2]
[chuan2 ran3]
[chuan2 shuo I]

Aspectual Calegories of Mandarin g-verbs

!to break out/
110 start out/lo sel of£!
Itriggerlspark/
!begin/iniliale/inaugurale/startfcreatel
Ito send out! to come into existtencel
lal once/righl awayl
Igel a job/start a careerl
Istartf
110 open/lo slartf
!begin/start!
InexI to/
110 like/
Icalrn/stil1lquiet/
lundisturbed!peacefulJ
laccording lo/in the lighl ofl
lunilluminated!
!bollowl
!towards!
Ilyrant/
Iwhite/snowy/emply!blank/bright/clear/plain/pureJgratuitousl
Ito displayl
Istifll
Icontainlembody/inciudel
Ithomyl
IlowardsJ
Ilowardsl
Icompaitvely/fairlyl
lanalog!
lout oftbe way/inaccessible/unenlightenedlblocking!
Icontrary/difficult/awkward!
Ion the verge oflciose tol
licyl
liced!
largue/paTti-colored!
lextensive/ample/richlobtainlaiml
Icolored!variegated/
Iplace extra emphasis on/
Ismoothlfluent/joyfu1'happyl
Ideep/profound/
Igive alms/to line/lining!contrast/assist/
Ito address/to calli
Ito appearl
lowing toldue tol
Ishame/disgracel
Isuffcient/fullJ
lof great force/towardsl
lugly/
lexcept/
Ipenetrate/pass through!
Ito convey/to expressl
Icontagious!
lit is said/they sayl
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b)ji;
b )ji;1[
b ~
blffii
bji;
bIT
b ,g
b ~!!liJ(

b ~

b ~

b illJ
b 1ft
b~

b~

b !if'
bWi
b ;(1
b ~
b &
bjp.(
bffi!l
b fA
b 11#
biY:
bf
b Nit
bl$
b [j\j
btl
bWl
bjij'
b~

b til
btt
b~

b iJL
bll5
b /jIj
b E:
bJ;f
b~

biE
b 1J{
b f,liW(
bitl:
blJ'i
b ,8
biFl.
bJlft

b ~
bWf

[chui2]
[chui2 zhi2]
[congl]
[cu04]
[da2]
[da3]
[dai4]
[dan3 gan3]
[dangl]
[dang4]
[da03]
[deB]
[deng3]
[dianl]
[du4]
[duan4]
[dui4]
[fanZ]
[fan3]
[feng! ]
[fu3]
[fu4]
[fu4]
[gail]
[gan!J
[gen!J
[gou4J
[gu4J
[guai4J
[guan4]
[OO04J
[ha03 xiang4]
[he2J
[he2]
[heng4J
[hong2J
[hou4]
[hu2J
[hu4)
[huai4]
[huanl]
[huan2]
[huilJ
[hu02 yue4]
[jilJ
[jB]
[ji4]
[jia3]
[jianl]

[jian4J
[jiao I]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

/hang down/approaching
Iperpendicular/vertical!
Iquick at hearing!wise/cleverlsharpwitted/intelligent/acutel
Icross/uneven!wrong!
Iconveyl
Isince!frornl
/idlellazy/negligent/carelessl
Idarel
Ishouldlout tol
Isuitable/adequate/fitting!properl
lupset/to the contrary/ioverted/
Ito have to/must/ought to/to need tol
lequal to/same as/et cetera/and so on!
/inverted/jolt!
Ijealousl
labsolutely/decidedly (io negative constructions)1
Ito be opposite/to oppose/to face/for/to/correct
Icomplicated/many/io great numbersf
Iwrong side out or up/anti-f
finsanefmad/wild/
fdecay/rotten!
f10sefnegative (math. etc.)1
Ito add/to attach!to be close tofto be attached/
Ito deserve/should/ought tof
Idryf
fwith/and/
fto be enough!
/hard/strong/solid/surel
Iqueerl
laccustomed tofused tof
/he fond of/good/
Ilook like/similar (to)/lookfto seem!
land/
lexamioe/checkf
funrulyf
Igreat!liberal!
/hehiod/
Irecklesslyl
fmutual!
/had/
fjoyousfhappy/pleased/
fpay backfreturnl
Igreyl
lactivel
IsOOrp/fierce!violentl
Icrowded/
lavoid as taboofto be jealousl
ffalse/fake!
Idouble/twice/simultaneousf

/holding two or more (official)posts at the same timel
linexpensive/lowlyl
f1ovable/pampered/tenderfdelicate/frail!
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b u4
b tl'<ili:
b:f,
b iim
b fR
b fRi!
b ~
b ~J

b ~

b OJ
b OJflli
b OJIj
bm,
b !'fiE

b .~

bm
b1li
bli
b ffi
b Iffil
bl'Jl[
b~

b m
b ~
b *1J
b jJ1JPu
b i'Jj{
bm,
b IlifJjjj
b~

btt
b f'I
b~

b I:Y
b ~
bi:!
b P}j

b~

bjlij
bflli
b~

bit
biB
b ~

bJi!g
bill
bift
bJl;t
bi1l'
b -l:JJ
b~

[jia04]
[jiel jin4]
[jin3]
[jin3 shen4]
[jingl]
[jing 1 tongI ]
[ju4]
[ju4]
[jue2]
[ke3]
[ke3 neng2]
[ke3 yi3]
[ke3]
[ken3 ding4]

[ken3]
[koul]
[kul]
[ku4]
[kun4]
[ku04]
[la4]
[lan4]
[la04]
[!i2]
[!i4]
[!i4 ru2]
[liang2]
[luan4]
[ma2 fan5]
[man4]
[mang2]
[ma04]
[mei2]
[menllmen4]
[meng2]
[mi2]
[ming2]
[m04]
[nai4]
[nengl]
[niaul]
[nong2]
[nu4]
[nuan3]
[nu:e4]
[pi.nl]
[p04]
[qi2]
[qian2]
[qie4]
[qingl]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Ito (be) call(ed)1
Ine.r/elose tol
llightlnervous/strictl
Icautious/prudentl
Iperfectlexcellentlrefined/very/proficientl
Iproficientl
Ito possess/to have!
Iseverel
lextinctlabsolutely/by nome.nsl
lean/may/able to/certain(ly)1
lmight (happen)/possible/probablel
lean/may/possible/able tol
Ithirstyl
Ito be sure/to be certain/sure/eertain/defmiteltoconfrrml

Ito .ffrrm/
leamestl
Istingyl
Idryl
lruthless/strong (as ofwine)1
Isleepy/doze off!
Irich/wide/broad/
/hot (spicy)/pungentl
lovercooked/rotten/softl
/flooded/
I(distant) from!
Iprofitlsh.rpl
Ifor example/for instance/such asl
Icool/cold/
lin confusion/disorderlyl
Itroublesomel
Islowl
/busyl
/br.ve/bold/
/bacteria/fungi/moldyl
lmelancholyl
Idim sighted/ignorantl
/bewilder/crazy aboutlfan/enthusiastllostlconfused/
lelear/brightlnextl
Isilentl
Ito be unbearable/un.ble to endurel
/can/may/c.pable/able/
/slickyl
Iconcentrated/densel
lindignantl
Iwarntl
loppressive/tyrannical/
lone-sided/to lean/to slantlprejudiced/inclined to one sidel
Ipressing/urgentl
Idivergentl
/hidden/l.tentlsecretl
lelose tol
Iclear/distinctlcomplete/purel
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b11ffl
b jl].
b jl].r~

b 112
b~

b jm
b ~:ij

b ~~

bf!!(

b ~
b J:
b lit
b ;fI;
b ;fI;
b~

bJlij
b,!£
b jlJm

bJE
b t'~

b !i1
b Ii5J
b jJ?:

b 7r
b 1if
b 113
bm
b :g:
b :g:~

b ~

b II!
bT
b~

b H
b ;fllfjt
b !oJ
b~

b ~1iE
b Ij,

b ~~

b~

b ~

bill.
b~

b ill
b j:t{
b ~

bW
b1'f
b Me
b Jjij
b ~

[que4]
[re4]
[re4 naoS]
[£Ong2]
[£Ou2]
[ru2]
[run4]
[ru04]
[sha4]
[shan4]
[shang4]
[shil]
[shi2]
[shi2]
[shi4]
[shu3]
[shu4]
[shun4]
[si3]
[songl]
[ti4]
[tong2]
[wail]
[wai4]
[wanl]
[wei3]
[wenl]
[xi3]
[xi3 huanS]
[xi4]
[xiaI]
[xia4]
[xian2]
[xian3]
[xiangI fan3]
[xiang4]
[xiang4]
[xiang4 zhengI]
[xia03]
[xie2]
[xiuI]
[xul]
[xun4]
[ya04]
[ya04]
[yil]
[yi3]
[yin3]
[you3]
[you3 guan I]
[yu4]
[yuan4]

Aspecmal Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

lauthenticatedlsolidlfinnl
/heat/to heat up/feverent/hot (of weather)1
/bustling with noise and excitement/livelyl
/harmonious!mild!
Isoft!
las (if)/such asl
Ismooth/moistl
Iweaklfeable!youngiinferiorl
/baleful/veryl
Igoodl
lon/upon/previous or last/upper/higher/abovel
Imoist/wetl
Ireal/true/honestlreally/solidl
/be filled with!
lis/are/amlyes/to bel
/belong tol
Ivertical/
lalonglfavorablel
linpassable/uncrossable/inflexible/rigidl
Iloosel
Iforion behalf of/to stand in fori
Ilike/same/similar/together/alike/with/
laskewl
loutside/in addition/foreign/external!
/bendlbentl
Ifalse/fake/forgedlbogus/
I(luke)wannl
Ito like/to be fond oflhappy/
Ito like/to be fond otl
lfine/minutely/thinlslenderl
/blindl
lunder/undemeath/down(wards)1
Ito dislikel
/p£Ominent/conspicuousl
lopposite/contraryl
Itowards/facingl
I(look) like/similar (IO)llook/
Isymbol/signifyl
Ismall/tiny/few/youngl
/inc1inelleanlslantlslope/tiltl
Ishy/ashamedlshame/bashfull
Idevoid ofcontent/voidlfalse/empty/vain/
Irapidlspeedy/fast/news/information/
limportantlvital/to be going to/mustl
/brilliant/glorious!
laccording to/depend on/near tol
laccording to/so as to/in order to/by/with/because/
Isecret/hidden/concealedl
Ito have/there is/there are/to exist/to bel
Ito have something to do with/to relate tol
lin advancel
/hope/wishldesirelready/willingl
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b ~ [za2]

b tE [zai4]
b ~B;j [zan4 shi2]

b ilp [zha4]

b ~l! [zha04]

b fm [zhen! dui4]

b~ [zheng3]

b IE [zheng4]

b !ij]~ [zhi! daoS]

bill [zbi2]

b~ [zhong4]

bJ$ [zhu4]

bItE [zbun3]
b ,~, [zong3]
b tJA [zong4]

c "R [ail]
c JZ} [ba4]
c ~ [bi4]

c i!1i [chao!]

c 1ft [cheng4]
c r11SL [cheng2 1i4]
c jf(iJ- [cheng2 ren4]

c I!Ji1 [choul]

c IlIi\ [chou2]
c IlJ;: [chuil]
c :it [da2]
c it [dai4]
c 3!IJ [da04]
c tit [di3]
c Wi [duan4]
c ~;(p [gong! bu4]

c $ [gou4]
c i1 [gu04]
c H [ha03]
c ~1tE [be2 zbun3]
c .IJi!. [jian4]
c iI& [jie2]
c g [jin4]

c ~ [jue2]
c ui [keJ]
c ~ [ting2]
c '0 [wu4]~J'

c l& [zhi4]

c ill': [zhong!]

c '!' [zhong4]
d'!i; [an!]
d%( [bai4]

d "'5?i [ba04 !u4]

dJ!f- [ben4]

d I~ [bi4]

Aspectua! Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

lmixed/miscellaneous/variousl
1(located) at/in!exist/
Itemporarylprovisional/
Icraflyldishonest/
laccording tolin accordance with/to shinel
lin connection with/directed toward!
lexactlylin good orderlwholellcomp!ete/entirelin orderlorderlyl
Ijust (right)/main!upright/straight/correct/
Iknow/be aware ofl
I(to be) worth/to happen!
/heavylserious!
Ito bore (of insects)1
laccuratel
la!wayslgather/total/overa!1/headichief!generaVin everyeasel
leven if!
Ito grieve forlto pitylto lament/
Ito fmish/
Idie vio!entlyl
Ito exceedlovertakelsurpassltranscend/ultra-Isuper-/to passl

Ito crossl
Iflnish/completelaccomp!ishlbecomelturn intolwinlsucceed/
lestablish/set upl
!recognizelto acknowledgelto admit/
Ito fulfil/to realizel
Ito present sb with a gift as a rewardl
lend in failurel
lattain!pass through/achievelreach/rea!isel
/catch/seize!
Ito (a place)luntil (a time)lup tolto golto arrivel
Ito reachltoamve
/break/to judgel
Ipublicly announcelto make publiclto publish/
Ito reachl
I(indicates an experience)1
Ito completelto fmishlhe readyl
lapprovel
Ito perceivel
lexhanst/
Ito use uplto exhaust/to end/to fmish/to the utmost!

lexhaustedlfinishedlto the limit (of sth)!
Icut short/to disapperlto vanish/
Ito taplknock/
Ito stoplto haIti
Ilapselmissl
!result in!
lendlfmish/
/hit (the mark)1
Ito pacifyl
/be defeatedl
lexposelreveaVlay barel
Igo tol
Ito closelstop uplshut/obstruct/
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difjl{
d n!l:
d :m
d~

d ~tift~

d~

d~

d lI!l~d.
dlVli
dff
dt:
d ~

dJl1
dt'f!i
d\f.j
d~

dYE
dJi'il
dlt
d~

dIW
d t1l
dili;
d~

dift
da
d il!J
djf!!

d ~
d!iW
d /l1>
dlt
d !tn:
d!\'f
d.J!j:
d~

e :±I

e :±I't
ell
e j-'i'
e I/iii;

e *
e ~
e:it!:
e :lit

e *e !1t
e jI§
e A
e 1.

[bi4]
[fang4]
[hul]
1Ji4]
[jie2 hunl]
[li2]
[lie4]
[man3 yi4]
[nianl]
[p04]
[qi4]
[qu4]
[sang4]
[sheng4]
[shi4]
[shull
[shu2]
[si3]
[sui4]
[tan I]
[tou4]
[xing3]
[xiu4]
[yanl]
[yanl]
[yi2]
[ying2]
[you2]
[yu4]
[yu4]
[za2]
[zhengl]
[zhi3]
[zhu4 ding4]
[zui4]
[zuni]
[zong4]
[chul]

[chul shengl]
[dengl]
[dia04]
[diel]
[diul]
[dong4]
[jin4]
[jiu4]
[lai2]
[m04]
[qi3]
[m4]
[shang4]

Aspectual Categories ofMandarin g-verbs

Ito coverlto shield/to screen/to eonceall
Ito releaselto freelto let golto let out!
Isuddenlyl
Ithen/afterwards/to go on with!
Ito marrylto get married/
Ito leavel
leraek/split!
Ito be satisfied/to be pleased/satisfied/pleased!
Ifade/witherl
Ito break/to split/broken/damaged!wom out/
labandon/relinquisblto discard/to throw awayl
Ito golto leavel
Ilose (by death)1
lwin/
Ito decoratel
Ito losel
Ifarnilar/skilled/ripeJdoneJripeJcooked/
Ito die/dead/
Ito break down/to break into pieces/fragementaryl
Iparalyzed/
Ito penetrate/thorougblpenetratinglto pass througblto piercel
Ito wake uplto be awakel
lrost/
Idrown/submergeJ
Ito salt/picklel
Ito loselto leave behind/
Ito beat!to winlto profit!
Ibe stained with greasel
Imeetwitbl
!heall
Ismashed/
Ito open (eye)1
Ito stopl
/he doomedlbe destined (to failure, etc.)1
lintoxicated/
Ito honorl
Ireleasel
Ito go out/to come out/to occurlto producelto go beyond!

Ito riselto put forth/to occurlto happen!
1m be born!
Istep into (as tight shoe)to kick/
Ito droplto falll
Ito droplto faillto tumblel
Ito loselto put asidelto throwl
Ito freezel
ladvance/enter/to come in/
Ito approacblto move towardsl
Ito cornel
Idrowned!to end/to die/to inundatel
1m riselto raiselto get upl
Ito enterl
Ito go upl
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e T [xia4]

e J!l! [xian4]
e m [xiaol]
f ~ [ai2]
f 'ffi: [ai4]

f ~ [ai4]

f ~~M [anI dun4]

f ~jjr [anI pai2]

f ~!Et [anI wei4]
fj'l( [an4]
f j'l(ff;!' [an4 mo2]
f j'l(tffi [an4na4]
f 1!i [a02]

f B [bal]
f j)l (pa2]

ftJi: [ba2]
ffl". [ba4]
f ~ [ba4]
f lij [ba4]

f 1JJf [bail]
f l\!! [baD]

f 9& [bai4]
f )if [bai4]

f )if'iJ~ [bai4 bie2]
fJ1Pj [banI]
f jl)< [banI]
f 1], [ban4]

f J'l [li3]
f 1'1' [ban4]
f j)f [ban4]
f 1* [ban4]
f ~ [ban4]
f li\' [bang I]
f m [bang3]
f iJ'J [bang4]
f 'E1. [baol]
f 'tL [zal]
f ~ [baol]
f 1¥ [ba03]

f 1¥Jli [ba03 song4]
f ilI:* [ba03 yang3]

f 1¥1li: [ba03 zhong4]
f

*
[ba04]

f *11= [ba04 da2]
f *.\f- [ba04 da04]
f *j[ [ba04 fu4]
f *,g [ba04 ming2]
f *fI'J [ba04 xiao I]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Ito go down/
Ito appear/to arise/to emerge/
/disappear/vanisbl
/suffer (hunger)/endure/
Ito loveto be fond of!
Ito hinder/to obstruct/to block!
/help settle down/arrange
Ito arrange/to plan/to set up/to set up/
/comfort/console/
Ito press (with the hand)/to pusblto controllto restrain/to
/massage/
/restrain/controll
/endure/to boill
Ito wisbl
/dimb/crawllsnalcbl
/pull up/pull out/select/promote/
Ito controll
/tostop doing/
/mle by force/
Ito break with both hands/
Ito place/to display/to swing/to oscillate/to show/to move/
Ito defeat/loss/
Ito pay respect/worship/visit/salute/
/lake leave of!
/promulgate!send out/issue/to grant or confer/
/remove/transport/move/shiftl
Ito do/to manage/to handle/to go about/to run/to set up/

Ito deal with!
Ito handle, to deal with!
Ito accompany/
Ito disguise oneself/to dress up/adorn!
Ito mix/mix in!to toss (a salad)/
Ito trip/stumble/hinder/
Ito assist/to support/to help/
Ito tie/bind or fasten together/
Ito slander/defame/speak ill of! .
Ito cover/to wrap/to holdlto include/to take charge of!
/bindl
Ito boil/cook or heat/
Ito defendlto protect/to insure or guarantee/to maintain!

/hold or keep/to guardl
/recommend (fot admission to school)/
/lake good care of (or conserve) one's health!

/keep in good repair/
/take care ofoneseW
Ito announce/to inforrn/report/newspaper/recompense/

/revenge/
/repay/requite/
Ito cover (report) news/news reporting/story/article!
/make reprisals/retaliate/revenge/
/enter one's name/apply/sign up/
/submit an expense account/apply for reimbursement/
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f *~ [ba04 xia04]
f Jf!, [ba04]

f ~z;IJ [ba04 dong4]
f 111 [ba04]
f 1II:t>t [ba04 fal]
f * [bei4]
f 1f [bei4]

f 1f!J\li [bei4 pan4]

f *If [bei4]

f i1! [beng4]

f II!Iii [beng4]

f ii [bi I]
f tl; [bi3]

f tl;'" [bi3 sai4]

f ttirt [bi3 shi4]

f f:fI¥ [bi4 se4]

f~ [bi4]

f ~ [bianl]

f ~1<t [hianl ji2]

f ~~ [bianI zuan3]

f .11 [bianl da3]

f mt [bian3]

f 'Jl' [bian4]
f 'Jl'~ [bian4 mai4]
f m [bian4]
f t1i [biaol]
f l'i~ [bian4]
f t$~ [biao1 zbi4]
f * [bia03]
f *1k: [bia03 jue2]
f *JJe [bia03 xian4]
f *J% [bia03 yang2]
f ~ [bia03]
f ~ [biel]

f JJU [bie2]
f m~ [bin4 chu2]
f fff"\ [bing3 qi4]
f # [bing4]
f ;fIIij [bing4]
f fJt [bol]

f ~J [bol]
f ~Jrt [bol lu04]
f ~lljIJ [bol xuel]
f 11 [bol]
f 1£1 [b02]

Aspecmal Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Iwrite-off/wipe outl
/render service to repay kindness/
Ito hold!to carry (in one's arrns)/to hug or embrace/surround!

Icherish/
Ito rebeV
Ito crack!to explode or burst/
Ito erupt/to explode/
Ito prepare/get ready/to provide or equip/
Ileam by heart!
!betray/
Ito dry over a fire/to bake/
Ito burst forth/to spurt/to crack!
Ito jump!bounce or hop/
/compeV
/compare/contras/
/[athletic or other] compete/
/have a competition/measure with one's hand or arm/

/make a gesture
/stop up/close up
lavoidlshunlflee/escape/leave/to keep away/to leave/to hide!
/we are/plaitlorganize/group/arrange/editlcompile!write/

/compose/fabricate/
/edit/compile/(assistant) editor/compiler/
/compile!
/whip/lash/flog/thrash!
Ito diminish/to demote/reduce ordevaluate/disparagel

/censure/depreciate/
Ito change/to become different/to transform/to varyl
/sell off (one's property)/
/distinguish/recognise!
Ito mark!
/dispute/debate/argue/discussl
Isymbolize/to indicate/to mark!
Ito watch/to show/express/
/decide by vote!vote/
/display/manifest/to show(oft)/to displayl
Ito praise/to commend!
/hang (paper)/mount (painting)!
/hold in (OOne)!to hold (breath)/to choke!stifle/restrain!

hold back!
Ito differ/
/discard!get rid ofidispense with!
/hold one's breath!
/amalgamate/combine!
/fall iIVsick!defectl
Ito push aside/to appropriate (rnoney)/to move/to set aside/

Igrouplbatchlto poke/to stirl
/peel/to skin/
/peeloID
/exploit!
/sow/scatter/spread/broadcast/
/arguel
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f it
f j\!j:4
f 1+

[ nm~

f J1t
f :m
f if
f JlfIIi
f ~
f 5"
f ~
f ~111:
f *f *ifJ'
f *i:1J
f n
f $x!\l
[ $1Jn
[ $~
[ 1\
[ m
f t*IL~

[ mf'F
[ mw.
f .'ii
f iJ!~

[ ~:tij

[ tm
. [ 11:
[ m;
[ ~

f til
[ om
[ !!t
[ 1"
[f/'
[ ~
[ ~

[ I~

f ni§
[ t9

[ fry
[ !Ill:
[ m
f Ill]
f ¥F"l!'

[b02]
[b02 dou4]
[bu3]

[bu3 yang3]
[bu3]
[bu4]
[bu4]
[bu4 shu3]
[cal]
[cail]
[cai2]
[cau jue2]
[cai4]
[cai3 ban4]
[cai3 [ang3]
[cai3]
[canl guan!]
[canl jial]
[canl lea03]
[cang2]
[caol]

[caol xinlJ
[caol zu04]
[cao I zong4]
[ca03J
[co4]
[co4 hua4]
[chal]
[cha2]
[cha2]
[cha2]
[chail]
[chanl]
[chan2]
[chan3]
[chan3J
[chang2J
[chang2J
[chang4]
[chang4]
[chao I]

[chao I xi2]
[cha03]

[cha03J
[che4]
[chen2]
[chuang3]
[cheng I zan4]

Aspectual Categories o[Mandarin g-verbs

Ito win/to get/to gamblel
Ito wrestlelto fight/to strugglel
Ito repairlto patch/to mend/to make up [or!to fill (a vacancy)1

Ito supplement/
Ifeed/rearl
Ito catch/to seizelto capturel
Idiffuse/extend/notifyl
Iwalk/rnarch/
Idisposeldeployl
Ito wipelto eraselto clean/to polish/
Ito guess!
Icut out (as a dress)/cut/trim/reduce/diminish/
lrole/adjudicatel
Ito pick/to adopt/
/buy on a considerable scale/purchase!
Icover (a news story)1
Istep upon/tread on/stampl
Ito look around/to inspect/visit and observel
Ito participate!to take part/to join/
Iconsultation/reference/to consult/to referl
Ito storelto hidelcollect/
Ito hold/to drill/to exercisefto act/to dolto take io hand/

Ito keeplto managel
Ito worry about/
Ito operatel
Ito operatelto control/
Icareless/rough/hastyl
Ito lean/to surveylto measurelto test/
Iplot/scheme/bring about/engineer!
linsert/atick in/piercelto take part in/to interferelto ioterposel
Ito check/to investigate!
lapply (ointrnent/powder)/smear/paiot on/
Ito watch/to look carefully at/to observe!
Ito tear open/to tear down/to tear apart/to open/
Ito mix/to blend/
lentanglelto worryl
Ito reproducelto producelgive birth!
Ito shovel/
Ito taste!
Ito compensatelpay back/to recompensel
Ito promotefto advocatel
Ising/to call1oudlyito chant/
Ito copylto plagiarizelto search and seize!to golto transcribel

Ito take a shortcut/to search and confiscatel
Ito plagiarizel
Ito quarrel/to make a noiselnoisyl

Ito disturb by making a noisel
!saute/pan-fry!to [ryl
Iremoveltake awaylwithdrawl
Isubmerge/immerse/sinklto lowerlto drop!
Ito rushlbreak tluough/
Ito praise!to acclaim/to commend/to complement/
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f 'If
f ~

f Jf\

f Jli1

f 1$
f iif
f tif
f ff
f 1E
f ,*f1'
f 'ft
f:fllr
f ~
f ~
f t±J K!it
f t±JJX\:!I<
f t±Jffl\'
f t±Jffi.
f iii
f il!IJ
f iit
f 51!:
f 51!:fol
f 51!::!!
f ffli\l
f f¥
f 11M
f J1iI,j

f Jif
f f~

f W~
f f~jj

f IlW
f l'\l
f -Btl
f {1IJtF
f ~

f jj
f /ij
f W
f wU
f wIJ~

f M$
f l#
f fJE
f fJEilf
f :I:
f fl
f m.
f ff

[cheng I ]
[cheng2]
[cheng2]

[cheng2]

[cheng2]
[cheng2]
[chi2]
[chi4]
[chong I]
[chong2 bai4]
[chong3]
[choul]
[chou2]
[chou2]
[chul ban3]
[chul fengl tou5]
[chul xi2]
[chul zul]
[chu2]
[chu2]
[chu3]
[chu3]
[chu3 fa2]
[chu3 li3]
[chu4]
[cuu2]
[chuai3]
[chuai4]
[chuanl]
[chuan2]
[chuan2 ran3]
[chuan2 shou4]
[chuan3]
[chuan4]
[chuang4]
[chuang4 zu04]
[chuil]
[chui2]
[chuol]
[ci2]
[ci4]
[ci4 tan4]
[cong2 shi4]
[cou4]
[cu4]
[cu4 jin4]
[cuan4]
[cuil ]
[cuil]
[cuu2]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Isupport/prop-uplto pole a boat/to open/to overfilV
Ito submit/to petition/to showlto present/to offerl
Ito bearlto carrylto hold/to continuelto undertakel

Ito take chargelto receive/
lridelmount/make use ofitake advantage of/multiplyl

Ito avail of/to ridel
Ipunish/discipline/
Isettle (liquid)1
Ito grasplto hold/support/manageidirect/maintain/
Iblamelreprove/reprimand/
lfilVfulfiVto act in place of/substitutel
ladorelworshipl
Ito lovelto pamper/to spoil/to favorl
Ito draw out/to smoke (cigarettes)/to pumpl
Iworry about/
lmanagel
Ito publisb/to come off the presslto put out/
Ito create a stirlto enjoy the limelight/
lattend/be present/
Ito rent/
Iremoveldo away with/wipe out/dividel
Ito hoe or dig/to weed/get rid of/
Ito storelto stockpilel
IIto get along with/to deal with/
Ipenalizelpunish/
Ito handlelto treat/to deal with/to processl
Ikoock against/touch/to feel/
Ito store/to deposit/
lestimatelguesslfigurelsurmisel
/kick/tramplel
Ito bore through/pearce/to dress/towear/to put on/to thread/
Ito spread/to pass on/to hand down!
linfect/
limpart/
Ito gasplto pant/
Ito string togetherlto mix uplto conspirelto connect/
Ilaunch/to found/
Ito createlto producelto write/
Ito blowlblast/puff/boast/hrag/
Ibeat with the fist/to hammerlto cudgeV
Ipokelpierce/prick/
Ibid farewell/resign/say goodbyeltake leaveldeclinel
Ito piercelstablthrust/assassinatelmurderl
Ipryl
Igo for/engage inlundertake/to deat with/to handle/to dol
lassemble/puttogether/press nearlcome togetherl
Ito hurrylto rush/to hasten/nearlto promotel
Ito promote (an idea or cause)/to advancelboost/
Ito tamper with/to falsifyl
lurge/presslexpeditelprompt/hurryl
Ito ravage/to ruin/
lexist/deposit/storelkeeplsurvivel
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Appendix Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

f 1'f.:ft [cunZ zai4] Ito exist/to bel
[ t! [cuol] Ito rub or roll between the hands or fingerslto twist/
f ~ [cu04J loppress/repress/lower the tone/bend back/dampen!
[ *' [dal] !build (scaffolding)ltake (boat/train)/hang/join!match/

take passagel
f *,fi [dal jiu4J /rescuel
f ~B. [dal ying5] Ireplylpromisel
[ ~ [da2] Ireply/answer/return/respond/echol
[ ~¥t* [da2 bian4] Ito reply (to an accusation, e.g.)1
[ n [da3J lbeat/strikelbreak/mix up!build/fight/[etch/make/tie uplto playl

Ito give or have an injection!
f nN [da3 ban4] Idress upl
[ n:Jf [da3 kail] Ito break/to open!
[ mJt [da3 ra03J Idisturbl
[ ntl [da3 sa03J Ito clean/to sweepl
[ n-. [da3 suan4] Ito plan/to intend/to calculatel
f tJillf [da3 ting5] lask about/inquire about/
f nop [da3 yin4] Ito print/to seal/to stampl
[ f-t [dai4] Isubstitute/replacel
[ f-t* [dai4 bia03] Ito represent/to stand [orl
[ W [dai4] Iwear/carry/leadlbring!
[ ~ [dai4] Iwait/treat/deal with/need/
[ i!f [dai4] Ilend on interest!borrow/loan!make excusesl
[ m [danl] lundertakelassume (responsibility, etc.)1
[ m'L' [danl xinl] Ito worryl
f lItJOO [danl gel] Ito delayl
[ f!l'!. [dan3J !brush awayldust off/to dust/
f ~ [danglJ Ito work aslto bearlto managel
f t~ [dang3] Ito block/to keep oID
[ ';f- [da03] Ito transmit/to lead/to guidelto conduct/to direct/
f t.lh [da03] Ipoundlbeatihull/attack/disturblstirl
[ ill] [da04] lturn overlto tiplto pourl
[ 1.\i [da04] Imourn/lament/
[ ~ [da04] Isteal/roblplunderla thietlbandit/robberl
[ :iI[ [da04] Ito saylto speak/to talk/
[ :'l! [dengl] lascend/to mount/go up/register/note/to publish/to issue/

Ito record/
[ ~ [deng3] Iwait for/await/
[ Il1f [deng4] Istare at/
[ iJlj [dil] Ito dripl
f m [dB] /hold uplpush against/to support/to resist/
f m1lP [di3 yal] Imortgagel
[ miIJiJ [di3 zhi4] Iresistance/refusal (to cooperate)/boycott/
[ tI!liii [di4 zhen4] learthquakel
[ ii [di4] Ito hand overlto passlto givel
[ .~;g [dian3 ming2] lrollcall/
[ m [dian4] Ito put something under something elsel
[ lij [diaol] Ito carve/to engravel
[ If, [dia04] Ito hang a person or something!
[ f'g [dia04J Ito fish with a hook and bait/
f jJIiJ [dia04] Ito trans[erlto allocatel
f il\J~ [dia04 chol] Ito investigate/to survey/survey/(opinion)
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f il'
f Or
f ~T

f tr
f IE
f iT

f Z)i]
f Z)i]9J.
f 'Ie
f N
f 4
f ill
f g.{JE
fW;
f±lf
f ~
f ili
f It
f Jt
f x;J"
f Mlt
f Mit
f )t
f J2,J:Jil
f JIlJ
f J:'1i
f '\ill
f~

f ~
f Ht
f'jj:
f 'jj:1IJ
f 'jj:~

f 'jj:j;It
f 'jj:j'h
f 'jj:~

f foj
f III
f Ii
f !i11l1
f ill
f J~

f Jl
f !.Ii
f 1ti
f I\ii
f ifJ
f ifJriiJ
f ~
ftit
f tit~

[die2]
[dingl]
[dingl]
[ding4]
[ding4]
[ding4]

[dong4]
[dong4 yuanl]
[doul]
[dou3]
[dou4]
[dou4]
[dul cu4]
[du2]
[du3]
[du3]
[du4]
[du4]
[duil]
[dui4]
[dui4 bi3]
[dui4 fu4]
[dui4]
[dui4 xian4]
[dunl]
[dun4]
[dun4]
[du02]
[du03]
[e2]
[fall
[fal bu4]
[fal huil]
[faI shaol]
[faI yangl]
[fal zhan3]
[fa2]
[fanl]
[fun3]
[fan3 kui4]
[fan3]
[fan4]
[fan4]
[fang2]
[fang3]
[fang2]
[fang3]
[fang3 wen4]
[fang3]
[fang4]
[fang4 ying4]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Ifold uplrepeat/
Isting (of mosquito)Ito ask!
Istare/gazel
Ito nail/to sew on!
Ito set/to fix/to determinelto decidelto orderl
Ito agreelto concludelto draw upl

Ito subscribe to (a newspaper,etc.)/to orderl
Ito use/to act/to movelto change/
Itomobilizelto arousel
Ito wrap uplto move around/
Ishake out/tremblel
lfight/incitel
/lingerlto teasel
Isupervise/
Ito read/to studyl
Istop upl
/bet/gamblel
Iplated/to platel
Ito spend/to passito considerl
Ito stack!to pile/
Ito answerlto replylto direct (towards sth)1
Ito contrast/to comparel
Ito deal with/to get byl
Ito casb/
Ito casb/to realize/to fulfil!
Icroucb/squat/
Istew slowlyl
Ito pause/to arrangelto stamp (one's foot)1
lroblsnatcb/
lavoid/get out of wayIto hidelto go into hiding!
lextortito blackmail!
Ito issuelto utterl
Ito releaselto issue/to distributel
/bring to bear/bring into playlunleash!
Ito have a feverl
Ito developlto foster/to carry oni
Ito developlto grow/to expand/
Ito punisb/to penalizel
Illit about/translatelturn overl
Ito turn over/to opposel
Ito feedback!
Ito return (to)1
Ito violatelto offend/
Ideal in/trade in!to peddle/to sell!
Ito protect/to defend/to guard (against)!
limitatel
Ito protect/to defend/to guard (against)1
linquirelseek!visit/
Ipaya visit (to)lto accesslto interviewl
Ispin!
Ito put/to placel
Ishow (a movie)1
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f 10
f j,j~

f Jj:
f 7l-
f 7l-1l't
f 7l-jJjE
f ~
f Iii
f ~
f EJE
f EiA
f j~

f fI.
f t\'
f m
f nR
f i'f-
f jfjjl:
f jf#
f ~
f iJIf
f fft
f {1
f :M.
f 11
f lIiI:
fit<
f ijI[
f ~~:gil

f i!j(~

f T
f He
f Iff
f ~
f tr.i
f i!r
f JR~Jj

f j(iJ

f til
f 1fi
f 1fif,;
f JIWj

f tf;-
f ~
f i'Jf
f ]I!
f IfF
f :9'LU'il
f 5t
f i~

f i1;JJ!!l.
f 1;)

[feil]
[fei3]
[fei4]
[fenl]
[fenl san4]
[fen I tanl]
[fen2]
[feng2]
[feng4]
[fou3 ding4]
[fou3 ren4]
[ful]
[ful]
[fu2]
[fuZ]
[fuZ]
[fu2]
[fu3 mol]
[fu3 yang3]
[fu3]
[fu3]
[fu4]
[fu4]
[fu4]
[fu4]
[fu4]
[gai I]
[gai3]
[gai3 zu3]
[gai3 shan4]
[gan4]
[ganl ra03]
[gan3]
[gan3]
[ga03]
[ga04]
[gel song4]
[gel]
[gel]
[ge2]
[ge2 ming4]
[ge2]
[geB]
[genl]
[gengl]
[gengl]
[gong I zu04]
[gong3 gu4]
[gong4]
[gong4]
[gaul tongl]
[gou4]

Aspecmal Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Ito flyl
Islanderl
labolish/crippledl
Ito analyzelanalysisl
Ito scatterl
Ito sharel
/hurn!
Ito sewlto stich/
Ito receive (from superior)lto offerlto reverel
Ito negatel
Ito declare to be untruelto denyl
/hatch/
lannouncelapplyl
Ito support with hand/to help sb. uplto helpl
/hrushawayl
Isubmit/take (medicine)1
Ito floati
Igently caress and strokel
Ito fosterlto bring uplto raisel
Ito assistito complement!
/look down/stoopl
Ito bearlto carry (on one's back)1
Ipayl
lanswer/replyJre-dol
Icoverloverflowlto reply to a letterl
/hestow on/compose (a poem)1
lowel
Ito changelto alterlto transform/to correct!
Ireorganizelreshuffle (posts, etc.)1
Ito make better/to improvel
lmanagel
linterferel
Icatch upldrive awaylhurryl
Ito feeUto movelto touch/to affect!
Ito dolto makelto go in forlto set upl
Ito teIVto inform/to saylto suel
Ito sing the praise off
Ito placel
Icut (0ff)1
Iremovel
lmake revolution/
Ito separatelto stand or lie between/to dividelto cut off!
Ito givel
Ito followlto go with!
Ito plowlto tilU
Ito changel
Ijob/worklconstruction/workltaskl
Isconsolidatelstrengthen!
Itributel
lofferlto supplyl
Icommunicatel
Ito reach for (with hand)1
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f ~
f ftJ
f fl
f 11';
f :liZ
f !i11
f Jll0
f ~J

f ~IJ

ft!
f t!~

f t!~

f m
f 1'!£
f '1m
f ~
f iI-
f r·liJl
f :@

f va
f ~3i1!l

f mil
f ~~:M
f IW;
f i'fi
f ,Ii
f :ct
f ~

f ~'t8

f ~
f I)J£
f ~:E

f :I!f.
f ~
f Ji}R
f 1'1\
f i;-
f i;-nli;
f t~

f ~Ji

f ~
f :I;!t
f IJ!Ii
f iJjt
f U'l'

f t.!!.t!I\
f m
f Pjt
f tF
f it
f 1t~

f t1lli

[gou4]
[gou4]
[gul]
[gul]
[gu3]
[gu4]
[gual fenl]
[gual]
[gua3]
[gua4]
[gua4 nian4]
[gua4 ha04]
[guai3]
[guai4]
[guanl]
[guan3]
[guan4]
[guang3 bol]
[guang4]
[guil]
(guilna4]
(guil ding4]
[guil hua4]
[gui4]
(gun3]
[gu03]
[gu04]
[hai4]
(hai4 pa4]
(han2]
[han3]
[han4 wei4]
[han4]
[han4]
[ha04 zhaoI]
[ha04]
[he2]
[he2 cheng2]
[hen4]
[heng2 liang5]
[hong I]
(hongl]
[hong4]
[hou3]
[hul]
(hul shi4]
[huZ]
[hu3]
[hu4]
[hua4]
[hua4 zhuangI]
[hua4]

Aspectual Categories ofMandarin g-verbs

Ito buylto purchasel
Ito construct!to form/to make uplto composel
/hoop/bind with hoopsl
Ito estimate/
Iconvex/drum/to rouselto beat!
Ito hirelto employl
Ipartition/divide upl
Iblow (of the wind)1
!cut off the flesh as punishment!
Ito hang/to put uplto suspend!
Ito misslworry about!
Ito register (a letter, etc.)1
Ikidnap/to turn!
Ito blamel
Ito observelto watch/to surveylto examinel
Icontrollbe in charge of!
/heron/irrigate/pourl
/broadcast!
Ito strollito visit!
Ito go back/to return!
Ito concludelsum upl
Ito set!to fonnulate/to stipulatelto providel
Iplan/program!
/kneel/
Ito boil/to rolll
Iwrap around!
Ito crosslto go overlto pass (time)/to livelto get alongl
Ito do harm tolto cause trouble tol
Ito fear/be afraid 011
Ito keeplto contain!
!call/cry/to shout!
lward off (a blow)/to guard!
Ito solderlweld by heat!
Ishake/to incitel
Ito calIIto appeal/
Ito wastelto spend!to consume/to squanderl
/fit!to join/
lcompound!synthesiize
Ito hatel
Ito weight!to measureI
Ito boom/to strike (by thunder or a bomb)1
/bakelheat by fIre/
/bave a hilarious timel
Iroar (of a lion)1
/to call/to cry/to shout/to bre.th out/to ex.hIe/
liguorel
Ito paste
Ito fool/
Iprotect/
Ito make intolto change into/-ization/to ... -ize/to transform/
I(ofactors) to make uplto disguise oneselfI
Idrawl
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f ~~

f tf
f#!
fj1ft:
f II#i:
f 1J;<ij[
f ~
f @l

f @l'tl
f m
f f$:
f l[
f lC$
f ~
f :14!
f Hi
f ~

f m
fiii
f iii~

f ~
f :Ft
f ii1<
fw
f iJ1
f ;fQ
f;l3k
f 'If,
f !!if
f1if
f *
f it
f ittlC
f i[',
f i[',:lJ{
f i[',~

f ~
f m
f :tm
f JmJ1ll

f *
f ffN~

f !Ii!
f i$
f ~M'.

f ff
f %Ii'
f Jl!l

f1*
f I!Ii;

[hua4]
[huai2]
[huan4]
[huan4]
[huan4]
[huil fu4]
[huil]
[hui2]

[hui2 yi4]
[huB]
[huB]
[hui4]
[hui4 ba04]
[hui4]
[hui4]
(hui4]
[hunl]
[hun4]
[hu02]
[hu02 yue4]
[hu04]
[hu04]
[hu04]
[iii]
[ji I]
[ji I]
[jil]
[ji2]
[ji3]
[ji3]
[ji4]
[ji4]
[ii4 jia04]
[ji4]
[ji4Iu4]
[ii4 zai3]
[ji4]
[ji4]
[jial]
[jial you2]
[jia2]
[jia3 zhuangl]
[jia4]
[jia4]
[jianl chi2]

[jianl]
[jianl dul]
[jianl]
[jian3]
[jian3]

Aspectual Categories of Mandario g-verbs

Ito mark off/draw (a line)1
Ito think ofIto cherish!to conceive (a child)1
Ichange/exchangel
Imelt!vanish!
Ito call/
Ito reinstate/to resume/to restore/to recover/to regain!
Iscatterlwieldlwipe awayl
to circle/to go back!totum aroundlto answerlto return!

Ito revolvel
Irecall/recollect!
/regret!
Idefamelto slanderl
Ito convergelto gatherl
Ito report/to give an account o£'report/
/to drawlto paiot!
Icooked in soy and vioegarl
lavoid mentioniog/to tabool
lmuddle-headedltwilight!to faint!to lose consciousnessl
Ito mix/to get along!
Ito live/alivelliviog!
lenJivertianirnatel
lmix/blendl
Ireaplharvest/
/be puzzledlbe confusedl
Ito hit!to strikelto attack!
/ridiculel
Ito amasslto accumulatelto storel
Ito arouselto incitelto excitelto stimulate/provokelirritatel
Ito gatherlto collect/collected works!
Ito supplylprovidel
Ito squeezel
/lodge at/to mail/to sendlto entrust/to depend!
Ito calculatelto computelto count!reckortlruse/to plartl
Ito fuss about!to arguel
Ito remernber/to note/mark!sigrtlto recordl
Ito recordl
Iwrite dowrtlrecordl
/hold a memorial ceremony for/offer a sacrifice tol
Ito continue/to follow afterlto succeedlto inherit!
Ito addlplusl
Ito make an extra effort/to cheer sb. ortl
/hold betweenllinedl
Ifeigrt/pretendl
Ito sUPPOrt/
lmarry (a husband)1
Ito contioue upholdiog!to remaio committed tolto persist!

Ito upholdlto insist ortl
lannihilatel
Ito control/to superviselto inspect!
Ipan-fryl
/chooselpick upl
Ito lowerlto decreaselto reducelto subtract!to diminish!
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f ~
f t&
f faHt
f !hi,
f fiij
f It
f ltiil
f ltiJi.
f il&
f !IiI
f !JifiE
f i#
f jjj:~

f ~
f ~

f X

f xtJi<
f xtiE
f x11
f m
f tJc
f ~X

f ~
f tl(
f m
f Jill]
f ~
f $J(
f :t&iJll
f :t&~

f tJcll
f :J31'
f m
f m~
f "P
f'j'ii\jl]
f t;b
f ~
f ~it'l:l

f il&
f ~
f ~1iI:

f ~:/i!{

f it
f Mil
f JIlt
f {iii
f J!HT

f ~

f ~

[jian3]
[jian3]
[jian3 hua4]
[jian4]
[jian4]
[jian4]
[jian4 she4]
[jian4 yi4]
[jian4]
[;ian4]
[j ian4 ding4]
[jiang3]
[jiang3 jie3]
[jiang3]
[jiang4]
[jiaol]

[jiaol huan4]
[jiaolliu2]
[jiaol wang3]
[jiao 1]
[jiao4]
[jia03]
[jia03]
[jia03]
[jia03]
[jia03]
[jia03]
[jiao4]
[jia04 xun5]
[jia04 da03]
[jia04 yu4]
[jiel]
[jie I]
[jiel fall
[jie2]
[jie2 zhi4]
[jie2]
[jie2]
[jie2 shu4]
[jie2]
[jie3]
[jie3 jue2]
[jie3 fang4]
[jie4]
[jie4 sha04]
[jio4]
[jie4]
[jin4 xing2]

[;in4]
[jin4]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Icut with scissors!
Ito check/to examine/to inspect/
Isimplifyl
Ito seel
/interstice/separatel
Ito establishlto found/to set uplto build/to construct/
Ito build/to construct/construction!
Ito proposelto suggest/to recommend
Isplashl
Ito differentiatelto distinguishl
Ito appraise/to identify/to evaluatel
Ito talk/to speak/to telVto explainl
Ito explain!
Iprize/award/encouragel
Ito lowerlto reducelto falV
Ito deliverlto tum over/to make friendslto intersect (lines)1

Ito pay
Ito exchange/to swap/to switch (lelecom)1
lexchange/give-and-takelto exchangelto alternatel
Icontact/
Ito waterl
lteachl
/hang (a criminal)/to tumJto twist/to wind/
Idissemblelrectifyl
Ito cut (with scissors)1
Ito disturb/to annoylto mix/to stirl
Idestroy (bandits)1
/hand inlhand overl
Icomparel
Iteach someone to learn a lesson
/instruct/leachl
Ito educatelto teachl
Ito extend/to connect/to receivelto join!
Ilift off (a cover)1
Idisclosel
Isave/economizel
IcontroVregulatel
Iplunderl
Ito bear (fruit)/bond/to tielto bindl
Ito fmishlto end/to conclndelto closel
Icut off (a length)1
Ito separate/untieidispeVexplainicomprehend/
Ito settle (a dispute)/resolvelto resolvelto solvel
Ito liberatel
Ito intervenelto take seriouslyl
Ito present/to introducel
Iswear off/warn against/
Ito lend/to borrow/excuse/pretextfby means of!
Ito advance/to conduct/underway/in progresslto dol

Ito carry out/to carry on!to conduct/to executel
limmerse/soak/steepl
Ito prohibit/to forbid/
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Appendix Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

f ~ [jingl] Ipass through/to undergol
f ~§'f! [jingl ying2] lengage in (a business activity, etc.)/runioperate/
f 11& [jing4] Ito respect/to venerate/to salute/to offerl
f ~~ [jiul] Igather togetherlto investigate/to entanglelcorrect/
f £~~ [jiul cha2] Ito picket/
f m [jinl] Ito c1ntch!
f ;JSt [jiu4] Ito savelto assist/to rescuel
f m [ju I] Ireside/live (in, at, on)1
f !(ifJ~5 [jul gongl] Ito bowl
f * [ju3] Ito lift/to hold uplto citelto enumerate/to act/to raisel

Ito choosel

f *11' [ju3 xing2] Ito hold (a meeting, ceremony, etc.)1
f PJJ.pl [ju3 jue2] /chewl
f lli [ju4] Ito resist/to repel!to refusel
f ~ [ju4] la sawlto sawl
f m [ju4] Ito fearl
f '!It [ju4] Iforrn gatheling/gatherl
f ffl [juanI] Ito contributelto donateltax/to abandon/
f ~ [juan3] Itoll up/sweep off!
f Miil [jue2] lexcavatel
f 1lt [jue2] Ifeel!find that/thinking/awake/aware/
f ~m [jue2 deS] Ito think/to feel!
f PI [jue2] Ito chewl
f f [ka3/qia3] Ito be choked/to fasten/to c1iplto wedgel
f 7f [kail] lopen/operate (vehicle)!
f 7f~ [kail hui4] /have a meetinglbe at a meeting/to hold or attend arneeting/
f 7f;.lt [kai! fall lexploit (a resource)!open up (for deve\opment)lto developl
f 7f~ [kaiI zhan3] I(begin to) develop/unfold Ito start/to launch!toopen/
f :Ii\' [kail] lwipel
f fiJ [kanl] Icarry a storylpublish (in a newspaper or magazine)!
f l!IJ [kanl] linvestigate/surveyl
f lii\ [kan3] Ito chopl
f :li [kan4] lit dependslthink/to see/to look at/
f :lijjl,j [kan4 bing4] Isee a doctorlsee a patient/
f tI [kang2] Icarry on one's shoulderl
f vt [kang4] Ito resist/to fight/to defyl
f vtiJ( [kang4 yi4] Iprotest/
f ~ [ka03) Ito check/to verifylto test/to examine/
f ~l'!t [ka03Iu:4] Ito think over/to considerl
f ~~ [ka03 yan4] I(put to the) lest/
f flJ [ka03] Ito beat/to flog/to examine by torturel
f flJV\ [ka03 bei4] Ito copyl
f ~ [ka03] Ito roastlbake/to broil!
f ~ [ka04] Idepend upon/lean on/neariby/against/to support/
f lit [ke2) Icough!
f ~D~ [ke4 ful] lovercome (hardships, ete)/to conquer/to pump with!

Ito endure!
f ~fljtj [ke4 zhi4] Irestraint/self-control!
f ~J [ke4] lito carvelto engrave/to cut/
f JIj [ke4] Ito crack (seeds) with front teeth!
f f1j- [ken3] Ito agreelto consent/to be ready (to do sth)/willing/
f :IJt [kengl] Ito defraud/
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f ;'{,\~F

f f"l
f m:
f nn
f 1U
f tli
f !l\'
f <f
f ~
f f.f
f fIl'
f Ijj
f ~
f 75"
f 1:!l!
f t!i!
f 1llI
f j}
f fiI
f *11
f '!\!
[ l1lJ
f ii!~

f m
f JJi!!J
f :$
f -m
f f£
[ 1tt;jJ
f :fI
[ :fIlm
f 'fiJ
[ SL
f lilfJ

f ll**
f ll*~

f ll*¥.
f !'1i
f :iA<
f I;
f J!fj\
f lJj(1m
f JMl
fffl;
f Tim
[ T
f l\\'
[ ¥tl
f JJ!i
f IIiliJi
f ~'I!i'

f ®t

[kong3 he4]
[kong4]
[koul]
[kou4]
[kou4]
[kul]
[kul]
[kual]
[kua3]
[kua4]
[kuang4]
[kuang4]
[kui4]
[kuil]
[kui4]
[kui4]
[kun3]
[ku04]
[la I]
[lai2 wang3]
[lan3]
[1an3]
[lang4 fei4]
[lao I]
[la02 dong4]
[la02]
[1a04]
[leB]
[leng3 que4]
[li3]
[li3 jie3]
[li4]
[li4]
[li4]
[liao2 lu04]
[lian2 xiang3]
[liao2 xi4]
[lian4]
[lian4]
[liang2]
[liang4]
[liang4 jie3]
[lia02]
[lia02]
[lia03 jie3]
[lia04]
[lia04]
[lie4]
[lie4]
[lio2 m02]
[ling2 shou4]
[ling3]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Ito threatenlto menacel
Ito accuselto chargelto controllto suel
Idig out (with finger)1
Ito knock!
Ito buttonlto buckle/detain/deductl
Idried upl
Ito crylto weepl
Ito boastl
Icollapsel
ISlep across/step astridel
Idraw a frame aroundl
Iwastel
/be dispersedlbreak down!
!be deficientlloosel
lmake a presentl
lashamed!
llie together/bundlel
lenlargel
Ito puilito play (string instruments)lto drag/to drawl
Ito come and gol
Ito look atlto readl
Imonopolizelseizel
Ito wastelto squanderl
lfish upl
I(physical) laborlto work!
Ifmnlfastl
!bakel
/build by piling up bricks, stones, etc.!
Icooling/cool offf
Ito managelto put in orderllide uplpay attention tol
Ito comprehendlto understand!
!benefitldogood tol
Iset uplto found!
Ireward (as encouragement)lexhortl
Iget in touch with/contactl
lassociatel
Iconnectionlcontactlrelationlcontactl(in) touch (with)lto
Ito practice/to train/to perfect (one's skill)/to drilll
IrefmeJ
Ito estimatel
Ito dry in the airl
I(reach) an understanding/
Ito chatlto have a chatlto kill timel
Istitchltakelteasel
lunderstandlcome to understandlfmd outl
Ilook afar from a high place!
Ito leave (it)l
Ito arrangelto line upl
!buntl
lto copy (a model of calligraphy or painting, etc.)1
IretaiV
Ito leadlto receivel
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f i\\'i
f WJ'ffi:
f Iii\:
f lii\:iJ
f l¥I

f ~
f llIJ
f 1iWT

f *ftlt
f ~
f I3l
f :iit
f :iitllit
f iI
f JJK1'1
f JlitiJl¥
f It
f J'*;(f
f 'it
f it
f Ii
f Ii~

f ~ffll

f ~M
f ~
f J!J!.
f J!J!.1*
f -!J<
f~

f Jli
f J!J!.
f IlIii
f TIilJE
f 19:
fJlq
f ~
f ~
f $
f "*
f "*
f *'f ~
f J'i
f "iii
f ~
f X
f PJj
f m
f 1ft
f ~

[liul]
[liu2Ian3)
[liu2]
[liu2 xing2]
(liu2]

[liu4]
[liu4]
[long3 duan4]
[long2]
[long3)
[lou3]
[lu3]
[lu4]
[lu4 qu3]
[lu4]
[lu:3 xing2]
[lu:3 you2]
[lu:4]
[lu:e4 du02]
[1un2]
[lun4]
[lu04]
[lu04 shi2]
[mal fanS]
[ma2 zui4]
[ma4]
[mai2)
[mail fu2]
[mai3]
[mai4)
[mai4]
[maul]
[man2)
[man3 zu2]
[mei2]
[menl]
[mengl]
[meng2]
[meng4]
[mil]
[mil]
[mian3]
[mian3]
[mia02]
[mia02]
[mia03]
[mie4]
[ming2]
[mol]
[m02]
[m02]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Islip awaylto skatel
Ito skim overlto browsel
Ito flowlto spread/fo circulate/to movel
Ipopular/fashionable/prevalent/
lleave {message)/to retain/Ito staylto remain/to keepl

Ito perservel
Ito stroll/walk a horselto lingerl
Ireheat by steamingl
lenjoy market dominancelmonopolizel
Ito coverl
/collect/draw near tol
Ito hug/to embracel
Ito stew in soy soucel
Ito record/to hit/to copyl
Ito recruit/to enroll/
Ito showlto reveal/to exposel
Itravel/
Itravel/tourl
Ito strain!to filterl
/harrylplunderlraven!
Irotate/
Ito talk {about)/to discuss/
/to fall/to drop (behind)1
Ito implement/to carry out/
Ito cause troublel
Ito anaesthetizel
Iscold/abusel
Ito buryl
lambushl
/buyl
Ito sell {off)1
ltake a stepl
Ito blame!
Iconceal froml
/to satisfylto meet {the needs of)1
Inot/
Icook in a covered vessel/
Icheat/deceive/guessl
Icoverlsufferl
Ito dreaml
lnarrow one's eyes/take a napl
/blind {as with dust)1
Ito exempt/to removelto avoid/to excuse!
lexhort/
Idepict/to trace {a drawing)lto copylto touch upl
Ito aim!
/despisel
lextinguishl
Ito understand/
ltouchlfeel/
Imbl
Imb/sharpenigrind/dawdleltorment/
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f j;j<.
f :Ilk
f i!4t
f §:i5
f *f ~
f .Xf
f r~
f ttl
f n
f jf
[ ~
f ;{tl9J
[ Ii
[ j1j(
[ j'i\
[ ~
[ i'!l
[ elf

[ jj
[ I$:
f I!i~
[ ~
[ 'ra
[ tE
[ tE~
[ 11F
[ iIR
f IlJl-
[ j<JJ
[ Wi.
[ Jl!!
[ 1i!J
[ P.r
[ tli
[ J1fJlf
[ !l1§
[ {ljI.
[ Ilr.
[ PM
[ :t
fIf
[ lii
[ :J1I;
[ 1ttLlt
[ tl!i
[ .\l¥'
f!J.lij
[.!lli.
f lll!
[ lll!

[m03]
[m04]
[mou2]
[mu4 song4]
[na2]
[na4]
[nan4]
[na02]
[ni3]
[nian3]
[nian3]
[nian4]
[nian4 daoS]
[niang4]
[nia04]
[niel]
[nie4]
[niu3]
[nong4]

[nu02]
[oul]
[pal]
[pa2]
[pa4]
(pail]
[pail mai4]
(pai2]
[pai4]
[pan4]
[pan4]
[paol]
(pa03]
[pa04]
[pei2]
[pei2]
[peil yang3]
[pei2]
(pei4]
[pei4]
[pen4]
[pengl]
[pengl]
[peng4]
[pill
[pil fall
[pill
[pi4]
[pian4]
[piao I]
[piaol]
[pia03]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Ito wipe/
Iwrite from memoryl
Ito pian/seek/schemel
Iwatch somebody gol
Ito hold/to seizelto catch/to apprehend/to takel
laccept/adopt/
Ito scold!
Ito scratch/
Iplan tal
Itwirl (in the fingers)1
lexpel/
/read aloud/
/be (always) talking about/
I[erment/brew/
/to urinatel
Ito pinch (with one's fingers)lto knead/to make upl
I[orcepslto nipl
Ito tumlto twist/to grablto wring!
/to dolto manage/to handlelto play with/to fool with/

/to mess with/to fix/to toy with/
Ito shift/to movel
/brawl/
Ito lie on one's stomach!
Icrawl/climbl
Ito be afraid/to [earl
Ito claplto pat/to beat/to hit/to slap/to take (a picture)!
lauction/
Idischargelexhaust (gas. etc)Iexpel/arrangel
Ito dispatch/
Ito hope [orlto long forlto expect/
Ito judgelto sentencelto discriminatelto discern!
Ito throwlto tosslto fling!to cast/to abandon/
Ito run/to escape!
Ito steep/soak/
/to accompanylto keep sb. companyl
Ito cultivate/to earth uplto train/
/to train/culture/to bring uplto groom (for a position)1
Ilose in trade/pay damagel
Igirdle ornamentslwear (belt/etc.)1
Ito mix/to match/deservelallocatel
Isneezel
Icnisine/cooking!
/attack/impeach/
Ito touch/to meet with/to bumpl
Ito assertain/to act on/tocriticizelto pass on/
Iwholesalel
Iscatterlseparate/to open/to unroll/to spread out/
Idispel/open upl
Ito cheat/to swindlelto deceive/to full/
/to float/
Ito float/
Ito bleach/
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[ ~

f ~

fJll\'
[ if

f i1i:
[ ill
[ lflJ
f H,
[ tJlj
[ iil'
[ M
[ l!1J
[ J!\(
[ J!\(fft
[ 1*
[ !Jl1
[ j§1j!:
[ ~

fJi\J]
[ m
[ if

[ *
f :l});
[ :l});iiE
[ fit
[ Ji
[ il
[ 'A

[*[ lIil1t
[ *
[ ~
[ It\!\
f 1m
[ Wi
[ 'f)J

f ~
[~

[ ~

fti:
[ fiji(
[ !If
[ m
[ m~
[ JX

[*[ ~g

fJ1j(
[ ~

[ -2i:

[pia03]
[pin3]
[pin4]
[ping2]

[pol]
[p04]
[poul]
[pul]
[pul]
[pu3]
[qil]
[qil]
[qil]
[qil fu5]
[qil]
[qi2]
[qi3 ca03]
[qi4]
[qi4]
[qial]
[qianl]
[qianl]
[qianl]
[qianl zheng4]
[qian2]
[qian2]
[qian3]
[qian4]
[qian4]
[qiang2 hua4]
[qiang3]
[qiaol]
[qia02]
[qia02]
[qia04]
[qie4]
[qinl]
[qinl]
[qin2]
[qingl]
[qingl]
[qingl]
[qing3]

[qing3 jia04]
[qing4]
[qiu2]
[quI]
[qu3]
[qu3]
[qu4]

Aspectual Categories o[ Mandarin g-verbs

Icast a glancel
Ito tastel
/betrothed/engage (teacher)1
Ito discusslto conunentlto criticizelto judgel

Ito choose (by public appraisal)1
Isplasb/to spill!
Ito [orcelto compel/
Ito cutl
lrush onl
Ito spread (a cover)lpavel
Iscore (music)1
Ito hopei
Ito steep (tea)1
Ito cheatl
Ito bullyl
Ito paintl
Ito ride (an animal or bike)Ito sit astridel
Idraft (a bill)ldraw up (plans)1
Iget angryl
Ito build by laying bricks or stonesl
Ipick (flowers)Ito pinch!
Ito movelto shift!
Ilead along!
Isign one's name!
Ito apply [or visa!
Ito clampl
Ito hidelto conceal/tosubmergel
Idispatch!
lowelto lackl
linlayl
Ito strengthenlto intensifyl
It1ght overlto rusb/to scamblelto grablto roblto snatch!
lextortlknocklto strikelto knock (at a door)lto hitl
!look atl
Ito raisel
Ito lift!
Isteal/
lkiss/be friendly with!
Ito invadelto infringelto approach!
Icapturel
IIightleasylgentlelsoft!
linclinelleanlslantlslopeltiltl
leliminatelget rid of!
Ito asklto invitelplease (do sth)lto treat (to a meal, etc)1

Ito requestl
Iconsult!
Icelebratel
Ito seeklto look forlto requestlto demand/to beseech!
Ito expel/to urge onlto drivelto run quicklyl
Ito takelto getlto chooselto fetch!
Itake a wife!
Ito removel
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Appendix Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

f ~ [quan2] Iwriggle (as a wonn)1
f m [quan4] Ito advise!to urge!to try to persnadel
f WhJ,. [que4 ren4] Iconfirmlverifyl
f 1i!Il [ran2] Icombustion!flaminglkindlel
f ~ [ran3] Ito catch (a disease)/dyel
f III [rang3] /blurt oullto shoull
f i1 [rang4] Ito ask/to lellpernritlhave (someone do something)/to yield/

Ito allowl
f tit [ra03] Idisturbl
[ '1J [ren3] Ito beallto endure/to toleratel,c"

[ iA. [ren4] Ito recognize/to knowlto admill
f if [ren4] Ito assign/to appoinll
[ iWl! [rong2] Imelll
ftf [rou2] /knead/massage/rubl

f J1lI:iJiE [sal huang3] Ito lie!

f J1lI: [sa3] Ito scatterl
f ~ [sail] fill inlsqueeze in!
fJtli: [san4] Iscatterl
f j~ [sang3] Ipush back/push overl
f Ji [saol] Idisturb/to scratchl
f tel [8a03] /broom!
[ ~ [8e4] Istop/to block/
[ * [8ha\] Ito kill/to murder/to slaughterl
f *tl [shal] Ito brake (car)!
f %'i [shail] Ito filterlto sift/to seivel
[ H!Jj [shai4] Ito sun!
f 11M [shanl] Ito deletel
[ ijJ [shanl] Ito fanlto incitel
f IJil [shanl] Ifan into a flamelincitel
f rkJ [shan3] Iflashl
[ fJJ [shangl] linjurelbannl
f illi [shang\] IdiscussJ
[ illi:l: [shangI liang4] Iconsulll
[ ~ [shang3] lenjoy the beauty of/givel
f 1: [shang4] !to climb/to go (to work, class, etc.)1
[ J:it!: [shaog4 yan3] Ito show (a movie, play, etc.)1
f ,j?t [shaol] Ito burn/to cooklto stewlto bakelto roasllto have a [everl
f m [shaol] !bring or take (along)!
f % [she3] Igive up/abondonl
f ~ [she4] Ito set uplto arrangelto establishlto found/to displayl
f i.Jtit [she4 ji4] Ito design/to pian!
[ M [she4] !shooll
f 1IY [she4] linvolve!concem!wadelto experiencel
f 'II [she4] lafraidlbe feared!to fear/to frightenlto intimidatel
f $iR' [shenl qing3] !apply (for)!
f f$ [shenl] Ito stretch/to extend!
f 'ifi [shen3] Ito examine!to investigatelcarefullylto try (in court)1
f ~ [shen4] Ito seeplto oozelto horrifyl
f 7t [sheng I] Ipromote/rise/raise/liftl
f tE [sheng!] !be born/give birth/growl
f i£ilf [sheng I hu02] /live!
f :g [sheng3] Isave!
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f ;I(
f Jl8j

f 1€r
f t,R
f ~J1j\

f J:tlt
f f~

f 7J'

f iJl:
f fA
f ~
f1l\\
f ~
f I\j(
f ~j(n

f I\j(A
f 1\j(J'F
f 'f
f1!f
f ~
f l'ii:
f m
f ~
f ~
f ~
f !!

f *f it
f '!£
f it\;
f lill]
f lillJ
f 'l:!-
f W
f m
f Jt
f illl]
f IIf!
f IIit
f J@j
f i#.
f iJtft~

f iJtaJl
f ~
f 1"l
f t~

f:it

f i~

f iili
f it
f iJf

[shil]
[shil]
[shi2]
[shi2]
[shi2 xian4]
[shi2]
[shB]
[shi4]
[shi4]
[shi4]
[shi4]
[shi4]
[shi4]
[shoul)
[shouI shi5]
[shoul ru4]
[shoul yang3]
[shou3]
[shou4]
[shou4]
[shou4]
[shul]
[shu I]
[shu2]
[shu3]
[shu3]
[shu4]
[shu4]
[shu4]
[shu4]
[shual]
[shua4]
[shua3]
[shuail]
[shuaB]
[shuanl]
[shuan4]
[shui4]
[shun3]
[shun4]
[shuol]
[shuol ful]
[shuol ming2]
[sil J
[si4]
[songl]
[song4]

[song4]
[song4]
[soul]
[su4]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verhs

/lapse!miss/lose
Idistribute (a1rns)lto dolto executelto carry out!
Ipick upl
Ito distinguishlto discern!
Ito achieve/to implement!to realizelto bring about!
leat up slowly/eclipse!
Ito makelto causelto enablelto uselto employl
Ito show/reveall
Ito tesVto tryl
lwipel
Ito fiVto suit!
Ito look at!to regard!to inspect!
lexplainlto releasel
Ikeep/collect!receive/accept!
Ito put in orderlto tidy upl
Ito take in/
ladopV
Ito guard!
Ito selll
Ito bearlto stand!to endure/(passive marker)/to receivel
Ito teachlto instrucVto award!to givel
Icombl
Ito transport!
Iredeemlto ransoml
Ito count!
Ito sign!
Ito bind!to controll
Ito statelto teillto narratelto relateldescribel
Ito erecV
Ito rinse (mouth)1
Ito paint!
Ito selecV
Iplay with/to jugglel
Ithrow on ground!to falll
!fling!
Itie upl
lrinsel
Ito sleepl
Ito suck!
Ito obeylto follow/to arrangelto make reasonablel
Ito speak!to sayl
Ito persuadelto convincelto talk sb. overl
Ito explain/to illustrate/explanation!directions/caption!
Ito tearl
Ito watchlto waiVto examine!to spyl
Ito loosel
Ito deliverlto carrylto give (as a present)lto present (with)1

Ito see off/to send!
Ito praisel
!read aloud!
Ito searchl
Icomplainlsue/telll
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f m
f yj:
f tm
f m;
f ~
f~
f :If,

f ll'il
f ill!
f ttl
f ff,:
f PI!
f iJII\

f *
f *#IJ
f J!!l'3
f Pll
f 1*
f i1IiJ

f §flj
f ¥<J
f '/I!J
f ~lt

f ~
f i>t
f :ll;
f I¥
f ~
f ~tl

f ~

f :1&
f l\tl
f 1*Jl.\!
f 1*~

f U'
f ~
f tj;
f IW
f i)i\j
f tJt
f Jijt
f YJ;
f IJIT
f PJf~

f ~
f PJf
f jj
f jj'JiIJ
f 1i'11ff
f 1i'1~

f ~it

[su4]
[suan4]
[sun3]
[suo I]
[su03]
[su03]
[tal]
[ta4]
[ta4]
[tai2]
[tanl]
[tanl]
[tan2]

[tan2]
[tan2 pan4]
[tan3 bai2]
[tan4]
[tan4]
[tang3]
[tang3]
[taoI]
[ta02]
[ta02 tai4]
[ta02]
[ta03]
[tao4]
[teng2]
[teng2]
[til]
[til]
[ti2]
[ti4]
[ti3 xian4]
[tB yan4]
[li4]
[tianl]
[tian2]
[lian3]
[tia02]
[tia03]
[tia04]
[Iiel]
[tingl]
[tingl xie3]
[ting2]
[ting4]
[longI ]
[tongl zhil]
[tong2 qing2]
[tong2 yi4]
[tong3 ji4]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Ito model (a figure) in clayl
Iregard asllo figurelto calculatelto compulel
Ito damagelinjure/lo loselto harm!
Ito wilhdrawlto pull back/to contractlto shrink/to reducel
Ito searchlto demand!to ask/to exactl
110 lock uplto lock/
Icollapsel

.Islep on!
Istep on!
Ito lift/to raise/(of two or more persons) to carryl
Igreedyl
/spread outl
limpeachito pluck a string!

Ito play (a stringed musical instruroent)1
110 speak/to lalk/to converselto chatlto discussJ(surname)1
Ito negotiatel
Ito confessl
Ito sigh!
Ito explorelto search outlto scoutlto visitl
Idrip/to shed (tears)1
Ito reclinelto lie down!
lfish out (from pockel)1
Icleanseleliminatelto clean outlto washl
Ito die outlto eliminate (in a competition)1
Ito escapelto run awaylto fleel
Ito discusslto talk overl
Ito coverlcovering!
I(it) hurtsllove fondlyl
Ito soarlto galloplto riselto prancelto hoverlto move outl
Ipick (as teeth)1
/kick/play (fOOlball or soccer)1
Ito carrylto lift/to put forward!lifting!to mention!
Ishavelto weed!
Ito embodylto reflectlto give expression tolto be reflected in!
Ito experience for oneself!
Ito substitute forlto take the plaee ofIto replacel
Ito add!to increase/lo replentishl
Ito fill in!
110 lick/IO lapl
!harmonize/reconcile/coordinatel
lincite/
Ijurnp!hop/skip (a grade)/lo leaplto bouncelto beatl
Ito stick/to pastelto keep close tolto fit snguly/
Ito listen (to)1
ldictatel
Ito park (a carll
IIetiallowl
Igo through/know well/to connectlto communicatel
Inotify/inform!nolicel
Isympalhizel
Ito agreello consentllo approvel
Istatisticsl
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f ~
f ~tiJ

f ffi
fMiJ
f MiJUJT
f tJ(

f '*f [j
f §j

f fIE
f ill
ff!
f tf
fft
f ft~

f !lit
f J1!j
f 'li:
f Jt
f lfiJ
f 3t
f :gc
f it
f ;g
f ;gic
f ~
f ~
f rIil
f ~
f ~
f Jl.
f II\t
f w:
f 1m.
f )(
f fil]
f l'ii]jlJt
f lIl!
f '5
f ~
f ~~
f jij
f j!¥
f Ilfr
f it
f ~1liI

f ~
f Il}k
f 1l}k'51
f Witt
f ;ffl-~

f J]

[tong3 yil]
[tong3 zhi4]
[tong3]
[toul]
[toul tingl]
[toul]
[ml]
[m2]
[tuanZ]
[mil]
[mi4]
[mi4]
[runl]
[mol]
[mol yun4]
[mol]
[mol]
[m03]
[wall
[wan! ]
[wan2]
[wanZ]
[wan3]
[wang4]
[wang4 ji4]
[wang4]
[wang4]
[wei2]
[wei2]
[wei3]
[wei4]
[wei4]
[wei4]
[wen! ]
[wenZl
[wen4]
[wen4 hou4]
[w04]
[wul]
[wu1]
[wu3 zhuangl]
[wuJ]
[wu3]
[wu4J
[wu4J
[wu4 jie3J
[xiI]
[xi!]
[xi! yin3J
[xi! sheng!J
[xiI wang4J
[xi2J

Aspecmal Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Ito unifylto unitelto integratel
I(political) rule (over)lto ru!elto dominatel
Ipoke throughl
Ito steaJJto pilferl
Ito evesdroplto monitor (secretly)1
Ito throwlto sendl
Ito dashlto move forward quicklyl
Ito plaul
I(hold a) rallyl
Ipushlrefuse (responsibility)1
Iretreat!to declinelto move back/to withdrawl
Ifadeltake off (clothes)1
Ito swallowlto takel
lentrust!
Ito book or check through (baggage)1
Ito shedlto take off/to escapelto get away froml
Idodrag along!
Isecurelsoundl
Ito dig!to excavatelto scoop out!
Iscoop out!
Ito finishlto be overl
Ito playlto have fun!
Idraw/pulJJsend funeral odel
Ito forget!to overlook/to neglect!
Iforget!
!hopelexpect!
Ito visit!to gaze (into the distance)llook towards/
Ito circlelto surroundl
Ito keeplto maintain/to preservel
Igive uplindeedlto commissioul
Ito guard/to protect!to defendl(surname)!
Ito feedl
Ireassurel
Ito reviewl
Irefmedlelegant!
Ito ask/
Igive someone one's respectslsend a greeting! .
Ishake hands/to holdlto graspl
Ito polutel
laccuse falselyl
Ito arru/
linsult!
Ito dancel
Imeet (socially)!
Icomprehendl
lmisunderstandl
Ito analyzel
Ito breathelto suck iulto absorblto inhalel
lattract (interest, investment, etc.)1
Isacrifice (one's life, etc.)1
lro wish forlto desirelto hopei
Ito reviselto reviewl
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[ r
[ ilf
[ lJ!J:
[ m
[ ~

[ Ili\
[ ~
f !IV:
f ~
[ ;f§(!'r

f ~~
[ ~,

f ioJl1
f ;f§
[ i'4IJ
[ mY(
[ m
[ %
[ ~
[ /N(
[ tj}
[ tj}1lli
[ jj}WJ
f m
[ 1*
[ EJ
[ lI\!:
[ i!fl
[ iMiM
[ ~m:

[ f~

[ ~

[ f1'
[ 1!l

[ t*
[ (;j;
[ ~

[ ~

[ iWi
f i¥
[ ~

[ ~

f if
[ ..
[ ][f~

[ 1W'
[~

[ j!jIJ

[ Of:
[ );

[xia4]
[xia4]
[xianl]
[xianZ]
[xian4]
[xian4]
[xian4]
[xian4]
[xiangl]
[xiangl xin4]

[xiang3 shou4]
[xiang3]
[xiang4 wang3]
[xiang4]
[xiaol]
[xiaol mie4]
[xiaol]
[xia04]
[xia04]
[xiel]
[xie2]
[xie2 shang I]
[xie2 zhu4]
[xie2]
[xie2]
[xie3]
[xie4]
[xie4]
[xie4 xie5]
[xinl shang3]
(xin4]
[xing I ]
[xing2]
[xing3]
[xing3]
[xiul]
[xiul]

[xiu4]
[xul]
[xu3]
[xu4]
(xu4]
[xu4]
(xuanl]
(xuanl chuanZ]
[xuanZ]
[xuan3]
[xuel]
(xue2]
[xunl]

Aspectual Categories o[Mandarin g-verbs

Ito declinel
Ito frighten/to scarelto intimidatelto threaten/
llift (cover)1
Ihold in mouth/
Ilimitlbound!
Ito [all/trapl
Ito envyl
Ito offerl
Ito inlaylto embed/
/be convinced (that something is true)/believel

Ito accept sth.as truel
Ito enjoy (rights, benefits, etc.)/
Ito think/to believe/to supposelto wishlto wanVto miss!
Ito yearn [orlto look forward tol
Ilook at and appraisel
Ito reducelto pare (away)/to cut (down)1
Iperishlcause to perishl
Ito melt/to do away with/to sell/
Ilaughismilel
limitatel
Ito rest/
Ito harmonizel
Iconsult with/talk things overl
Iprovide assistancelaid/
Ito carrylto take along/to bring along/to hold (hands)!
Iclasp under the armicoercel
Ito writel
ldivulge/leak out/
Iunload!take offl
Ito thank/
Ito appreciatelto enj oylto admire/
Ito believel
Iprosper/become popularl
Iwalk/travel/prevail/carry out/movel
Icomprehend/introspect/visit/
/blow nosel
Ito resV
Ito decorate/to embellish/to repairlto build/to studylto writel

Ito cultivatel
Ito embroiderl
Ito requirelto need/to want/necessitylneed!
Ito pennit/to allowl
lnarrate/
Icontinuelreplenishl
Ito storel
Ito declare (publicalIy)/to announcel
Ipublicizel
Ispin/to circlelreturn!
Ito chooselto pick/to select/to elect/
Ito reducelto pare (away)lto cut (down)1
lleam/study/sciencel-ologyl
lfumigatelto smoke/to treat with smokel
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f ~
f 'Jill
f iiJJ
f iJII
f itt
f ff
f ff!lli
f ffj§
f ff*,J
f j'fjl
f ~

f fiJf
f ~
f iJil:
f iJilV1'
f iJil1l:
f iJil)J
f It
f i!J!l
f !J&
f 1'F
f 1m
f ~
f m
[ ~

f E3
f ~
f F5
f It
[ 125-
f ;f$
[ J\iE
f iJl
[ lllJ
f ~
[ lit
f '31
f tx
f 6p
f if!!
f g
f ~P(o]

f i"L
[ i"Lm
f 11:9I:

f jJll
f Jlfjjf>
f m
f mil
[ iliB
f 'iJff
f 'iJffii

[xun2]
[xun2]
[xun2]
[xun4]
[xun4]
[yal]
[yal suol]
[yal p04]
[yal zhi4]
[yal]
[yanl]
[yan2]
[yan2]
[yan3]
[yan3 jiang3]
[yan3 suan4]
[yan3 xi2]
[yan3]
[yan4]
[yan4]
[yang3]
[yang3]
[yao\]
[ya02]
[ya03]
[ya03]
[ya04]
[ya04]
[yel]
[yil]
[yi2]
[yi2]
[yi4]
[yi4]
[yi4]
[yin2]
[yin3]
[yin3]
[yin4]
[ying2]
[ying2]
[ying3 xiang3]
[ying4]
[ying4 yong4]
[ying4]
[yongl]
[yongl hu4]
[yong4]
[yong4 shan4]
[you2]
[you2]
[you2 xing2]

Aspecmal Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Ito search/to look [or/to seek/
lallain gradually/tamel
linquirel
Ito cultivatelto train/
Ito question/to ask/to interrogatel
Ito press/push down!surpresslto crush/
Ito compressl
loppressl
Isuppress/inhibit!
Idetain in eustodyl
leastratel
Igrind fine/slUdylresearch/
Ito prolong/to extend/to delayl
Ito developlto evolvelto practicelto perform/to play/to act!
Igive a speech or lecturel
Ito calculate/to perfonn calculations!
lexercise/practice/to put on a playlto act!
Icover uplto surprisel
Ito swallow!
Ito examinelto test!to check/
!give birthlkeep (pets)lto support!to bring sb. up!to raisel
/look up!
linvite to cornel
Ishakelto rock/
/bitelnipl
Ito scoopl
Ito want!
Ito cure with poison/
Ichokel
Ito curelto treat!
Ito movelto shift/to change/to alterlto removel
Ito doubt!to misbelieve/to suspect!
Icriticizeldiscussl
Ito restrain/to restrict!to keep down!
Ito translate!to interpret!
Imoan/to hurn!
Ito lead/to divert (water)/to guidel
!driok/
Iprint!
Ito welcomel
Iseek/operate!
Ito effect!to influence!
Ito respond/comply with/deal with/
!to uselto applyl
Ireflect/shinel
Itohold/to support!
Ito endorselto support!
Ito usel
Idinel
Ito post Ito mail!
Ito roam/travell
lmarch/parade/demonstratel
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f m
f .Ii!!<
f .y.
f .Icj
f If
f jlLjJ
f ~
f ~
f f&.
f tl:J
f rJlJ
f ~
f W(
f it.
f iE
f iEi1JJ
f iE~

f !lim
f ~
f ~

f Ii
f ~

f '*
f ~
fm
f 'm.'
f 'm.'lft
f 'm.'!IJ:J
f ~
f iI
f 11
f @
f }It
f J:I!l

f ~
f IDII

f :J'L
f :J'L
f $L
f flj!J
f IlZ
f :1:1'
f f1!
f Jitj
f j\f;
f 1.5
f 1\1;
f I!t
f Ii!t
f !Tli
f !Ii
f Ii

[you4]
[yu2]
[yu3]
[yu4]
[yu4]
[yu4]
[yuan! ]
[yuan2]
[yuan4]
[yue 1]
[yue4]
[yue4]
[yue4]
[yun3]
[yun4]
[yun4 dong4]
[yun4 suan4]
[yun4 niang4]
[yun4]
[za2]
[za2]
[zai!]
[zai3]
[zai4]
[zan3]
[zan4]
[zan4 cheng2]
[zan4 zhu4]
[zang4]
[zao!]
[zao!]
[za04]
[ze2]
[zengl]
[zengl]
[zeng4]
[zha!]
[zha2]
[zha2]
[zha2]
[zha3]
[zha4]
[zha4]
[zhail]
[zhai2]
[zhan!]
[zhanl]
[zhanl]
[zhan4]
[zhan4]
[zhan4]
[zhan4]

Aspeclnal Categories of Mandarin g-verhs

lentice/ternpt!
Ito fool/dupel
Ito givel
ltake part in/
Inourish/to rearl
Idefend/resist!
Ito wrong!
Ito help/to assist!to aid/
/blamelcomplain!
Ito arrange/to restrict!
Iperuse/review/to read/
Ito exceed/to climb overlto surpassl
Ito jumplto leapl
Ito permit!to allowl
Ito movelto transport/to usel
Ito exercisel
Ito calculatel
Imull over (an issue)/carry on a preliminary round of
Ito iron!
Ito mix!
Ismasb/
Ito force/to stick in/to plant!
Islaughter/butcher/govem!rule/
Ito carrylto convey/to load/to hold/
/collectlhoard/
Ito praisel
lapprove/endorsel
Isponsorl
/bury (the dead)1
Imeet by chance/
Ito waste/spoil/
Ito makelto build/to invent!to manufacturel
Ito reproacb/to blamel
Ito increaselto expand/to add/
Idetest!
Igive present!
Ito prick/plunge intol
Istrngglel
Icrusb/
Icut up with a straw knife/
lwink/
lexplodel
Ito presslto extract!
Ito pick (flowers/fruit)/to pluck/to takelto select!
Ipick overl
Imoisten!toucb/benefit from!
Ito stick/pastel
Igaze/viewl
Ito figb/
Ito stand/to halt/to stopl
ltD dip in (ink, sauce, etc.)1
Ito tremblelto shiverlto shake/to vibratel
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f 5lt
f ~
f til
f tll#f
f Ji
f E
f ~il

f JJ
f ][
f jJ!);
f 11;
f VTIfi
f :!il:
f ti-x1
f iJ!!
f it4
f -ijoWi
f tt
f :i!t
f $-
f $-IIR
f iiE
f 1$
f Jll(
f iiE
f ~
f 5i:
f ~J~

f '11
ftl\
f til.
f 1~

f t~~

f m~
f 1~jf

f t€l
f ftitJ
f ilJiJ~
f :i'
f m
f til

fa
f ij~

f #
f j:
f ~
f n
f ±.
f ±~~

f 11
f jj

[zhang I]
[zhang3]
[zhao I]
[zhao I dai4]
[zha03]
[zha04]
[zha04]
[zha04]
[zhel]
[zhel]
[zhe2]
[zhe2 m05]
[zhe2]
[zhenl dui4]
[zhenl]
[zhenl]
[zhenJ duan4]
[zhen3]
[zhen4]
[zhengl]
[zhengl quJ]
[zhengl]
[zhengl]
[zhengl]
[zheng4]
[zheng4]
[zhil]
[zhil]
[zhi2]
[zhi2]
[zhi2]
[zhi3]
[zhiJ kong4]
[zhi3 huil]
[zhi3 ze2]
[zhi4]
[zhi4]
[zhi4 caUl
[zhi4]
[zhi4]
[zhi4]

[zhi4]
[zhong3]
[zhong4]
[hong4]
[zhou4]
[zhou4]
[zhuJ]
[zhu3 zhangl]
[zhu3]
[zhuJ]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

lopen upl
lin charge ofl
Iprovoke/to recruit/
Ito receive (guests)/to entertain/
Ito look for/to call on (sb)/to find/to seek/to give (change)1
Ito call together/to summon/to convenel
Ito shinelto illuminateltake (a photograph)
Icoverlshadel
Istinglbite/irritatel
leaver up (a shortcoming)/screen oft1to hidelto conceal/
Ito break/to fold/to turn!
Ipersecute/torment/
/hibernatel
Ito direct at/to aim at/to point against/
Idetect/investigatel
/pourlto deliberatel
Idiagnosis/
Irest one's head on pillowl
Ishake/shock/
Istruggle/fight/
lfight for/compete for (a prize)/to strugglel
lattack/levy (troops or taxes)1
Ito strugglel
Ito steam!
Ito provelto demonstratelto confIrm!
Ito eamito make (money)1
Ito support/to sustain/to erect/to raiselto draw moneyl
Iweavel
Igrowlreproducel
lexecute (a plan)/graspl
Ito plant/
Ito point/to direct/to indicatel
Ito accusel
Ito conduct/to command/to direct/
Icriticize/fmd fault with!
Igovern/adrninister/control/to treat/
Ito duplicate!to reproducelto restrict/to copylmanufacture!
I(economic) sanction/punish!
Ito install/to placelto put/
/tossl
Ito rulelto govern/to managelto control/to harness (a river)1

Icurelto heal!
Isend/extend/
Iswollen/
Ito plant/
Ito respect deeplylto reverelto esteem!
Ito wrinklelwrinkled/to creasel
Iput a curse on/
Ito own/to host/
Ito advocatelto stand fori
Ipost/propl
/enjoinlconcentrate one's mind!
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f IlIll
f ~

f llJJ
f i!
f ttJlJl
f i1fm
f tt~

f tt~

f $t
f j;(f
fJ'll.
f~

f ~
f :&
f ~
f ~tfli
f jj

f :&
f :&'i'-E
f j1f:
f %\
f ~
f )if
f ~ifJJ

f ~1r

f "JE
f "JEtf.
f ~
f ~
f til.
f ~1J.

fill
f illAA
f tIi
f :it

f *
f lIN
ftF
f 11"

[zhu3]
[zhu3]
[zhu4]
[zhu4]
[zhu4 ce4]
[zhu4 jie3]
[zhu4 yi4]
[zhu4 zhong4]
[zhu2]
[zhu4]
[zhuai4]
[zhuan4]
[zhuan4]
[zhuangl]
[zhuangl]
[zhuang I shi4]
[zhuang4]

[zhuil]
. [zhuil jiul]

[zhuol]
[zhu02]
[zhu02]
[zil]
[zil xun2]
[zongl he2]
[zou3]
[zou3 sil]
[zou4]
[zou4]
[zul]
[zu3]
[zu3]
[zu3 zhil]
[zuanl]
[zuni]
[zu04]
[zoo4]
[zu04]
[za02]

Aspectual Categories of Mandarin g-verbs

Igazellook steadilyl
Ito cook!to boW
Ito help/to assistl
lannolatel
Ito registerl
Icommentl
Ilake nole ofl(pay} attention (lo}1
Ipay attention tolemphasizel
Ibuild/
Ito coin (money}1
Idrag/
Ito revolvelto turnlto circle aboutlto walk aboutl
Icompose/cornpile/discourse in praisel
lmake up/adorn!
Iprelend/play the part/install/filii
Idecoratel
Ito hitlto strikelto meet by accidentlto run intol

Ito bump againstl
Ipursue (a problem}/to chasel
linvestigatellook intol
Ito clutch/to grablto capturel
Ito peck!
Ito cut (gems}1
Ito provide/to supply/to support/
!consultl
Ito surn up/to integrate/to synthesizel
Ito walk/to golto movel
Ismuggle/
Ipresent a memorial/
Ibeat uplbreak to pieces!
Irentltaxl
Ito hinderlto block!to obstructl
Ito form/composelmake uplto grouplto organizel
lorganizel
Idrill/horelgo through/
Ito observelto obeylto followl
Ito sitlto take a seatlto take (a bus, aeroplane etc.}1
Ito dolto make/to producel
Ito regard as/to take (somebody) forlto dolto makel
Ichisel/dig a holel
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